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Preface

As the demand for reliable, high-speed wireless communication systems satisfying 
demanding Quality-of-Service (QoS) constantly increases, the antenna systems research 
community strives to keep up with the growing demand by introducing emerging state-
of-art designs and techniques for various applications such as 5G, MIMO and massive 
MIMO, vehicular communications, implantable medical systems, radar, navigation and 
more. This book aims to present recent advances in modern designs and techniques used 
in the development of antenna systems written by experts in the field. The book consists 
of thirteen chapters. It is ideal for researchers, engineers, senior undergraduate students 
and graduate students working in the field of antenna systems design.

Chapter one demonstrates multiple comparisons between Stochastic Channel Modeling 
(SCM) tools and Ray Tracing (RT) tools for contemporary vehicular wireless systems. 
The comparisons take place in indoor and outdoor environments using a 2 by 2 antenna 
system to evaluate the Multiple-Input Multiple Output (MIMO) channel capacity for 
each channel modeling technique. Additionally, the chapter evaluates the performance 
of these modeling techniques for a vehicle to everything (V2X) and 5G applications 
using state-of-the-art commercial RT and SCM tools.

Chapter two presents the performance analysis of MIMO systems under different 
channel conditions determined by the channel state information with a novel adaptive 
power allocation algorithm implemented to improve the spectral efficiency for 4G and 
5G applications. The chapter provides the algorithm development process along with 
detailed analysis of its performance.

In chapter three, the authors present steered beam antenna arrays and evaluate their 
performance using a signal processing algorithm to adaptively control and steer the 
main lobe of the antenna array.

Chapter four proposes a 4-element linear antenna array block with a transistor amplifier 
operating at 28 GHz 5G frequency band. The antenna elements are patch-shaped printed 
on Rogers-Duriod 5880 substrate with thickness is 0.127mm. This co-design block is 
intended to tackle the issues of radio coverage and the requirements of high-speed data 
transfer for 5G.

Chapter five of this book presents an optimized NxN bi-ellipse microstrip antenna array 
with a thin cross-section and lightweight mass that operates in multiband frequency 
for satellite communications. The chapter provides the design process of the proposed 
antenna array and verifies the simulation results against measurements of the fabricated 
antenna.

Chapter six provides an explicit comparison between different kinds of linear sparse 
antenna arrays in terms of the aperture provided for a given number of sensors, ability 
to provide hole-free co-arrays, degrees of freedom, susceptibility to mutual coupling, 
and angular resolution.

Chapter seven focuses on the importance of implantable wireless systems for 
 medical applications. Several challenges arise while designing implantable devices, 
one of the main challenges is energy consumption. While these devices can harvest 



IV

electromagnetic energy, it is still insufficient when it is intended to generate and 
 analyze/process more data. This chapter also provides a review of the latest wireless 
power transfer techniques that can be used to overcome these challenges.

Chapter eight provides a general overview of the design requirements, steps and testing 
of microwave antennas used for various biomedical applications such as pacemakers, 
implantable defibrillators, monitoring human body temperature, continuous glucose 
monitoring, heart failure detection, and many more. It identifies the different research 
areas of antennas in the biomedical field with the antenna specifications for each 
application while stating the opportunities and challenges of each antenna design.

The general concept of metalens based antenna technology is discussed in chapter nine 
for different application under microwave frequency and up to terahertz and optical 
frequencies. The chapter also presents recent design developments in metalens antennas 
and their various applications.

Chapter ten introduces a review on blue laser diode-based Visible Light Communication 
(VLC) and Solid-State Lighting (SSL). As the demand for ultra-high-speed wireless 
data communication is rapidly growing, VLC using Gallium nitride phosphor-converted 
white light-emitting diodes (Pc-WLEDs) is one of the most emerging techniques for 
high-speed VLC and SSL, as the chapter reveals.

In chapter eleven, a near-field propagation analysis is proposed using simulated near-field 
data with corresponding meshed structure data in the time domain to provide a better 
understanding of the Electromagnetic (EM) propagation process on travelling-wave 
antennas. The chapter additionally presents a particular space-time-frequency analysis 
where the EM energy transfer out of the antenna is evaluated.

Chapter twelve provides a detailed overview of the principles of wireless power transfer 
techniques which have attracted significant recent research interest. The receiver block 
is discussed in-depth with emphasis on the features of rectifier technologies. Finally, 
the chapter continues to describe rectenna systems adopted in charging sensors in the 
realm of the Internet of Things (IoT) in remote locations.

The authors would like to gratefully acknowledge Dr. Lawrence Whitman, Dean of the 
Donaghey College of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics, University of 
Arkansas Little Rock for the encouragement he offered throughout this project. Thanks 
are due to Mrs. Karmen Đaleta and Mr. Darko Hrvojić, Author Service Managers, 
INTECHOPEN LIMITED for the expert assistance offered.
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Chapter 1

Stochastic versus Ray Tracing
Wireless Channel Modeling for 5G
and V2X Applications:
Opportunities and Challenges
Sulaiman Tariq, Hussain Al-Rizzo, Md Nazmul Hasan,
Nijas Kunju and Said Abushamleh

Abstract

Due to the rapid development of wireless communication applications, the study
of Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) communication systems has gained
comprehensive research activities since it can significantly increase the channel
capacity and link reliability without sacrificing bandwidth and/or transmitted power
levels. Researchers tend to evaluate the performance of their MIMO antenna arrays
using various channel modeling tools. These channel models are mainly categorized
into either deterministic channels based on Ray Tracing (RT) tools or Stochastic
Channel Models (SCM). In this chapter, we compare these two categories in terms of
the MIMO channel capacity using a complete description of the antennas at the
transmitting and receiving ends in terms of 3D polarimetric radiation patterns and
scattering parameters. The performance is evaluated for 5G New Radio (NR)
Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) and Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communica-
tion (URLLC) services and Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) systems using state-of-the-
art commercial SCM and RT tools to provide information regarding the capabilities
and limitations of each approach under different channel environments and the
Quality of Experience (QoE) for high data rate and low latency content delivery in
the 5G NR sub-6GHz mid-band Frequency Range-1 (FR1) N77/N78 bands.

Keywords: MIMO, channel capacity, ray tracing channel modeling, stochastic
channel modeling, 5G, V2V, V2X

1. Introduction

MIMO communication systems have received significant research activities both
in industry and academia since the emergence of 3G systems and are currently
attracting many developers of 5G and 6G systems [1–3]. Services such as eMBB and
URLLC have played an important role in the development of the 5G NR and
Intelligent Transport System (ITS) and their network performance in V2X commu-
nications which incorporates Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
(V2I) and Vehicle-to-Pedestrians (V2P) communication modes. Wireless channel
modeling plays a significant role in designing, assessing, and optimizing the
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performance of the systems components including the physical layer, networking
protocols, and the antenna arrays at the Transmitter (Tx) and Receiver (Rx) using
either RT or SCM tools [4–7]. However, very little research has been reported on the
differences between these two channel modeling approaches including their
strength, limitations and how they consequently affect the evaluation of the MIMO
channel capacity for realistic scenarios [8–14].

Comparisons between deterministic and SCM are reported in [8–14]. However,
none of them provided sufficient comparison based on a rigorous representation of
the antenna arrays in terms of circuit parameters and 3D far-field patterns for both
the co- and cross-polarized vector field components. In [8], the difference in the
MIMO channel capacity between the SCM COST 259 and a deterministic urban city
model simulated using RT for 3G cellular system is reported. However, only omni-
directional antennas with no consideration for the mutual coupling are used and the
results are only simulated in outdoor scenarios under one SNR. In addition, the
testing scenarios are not identical, as for the RT model, they used varying heights
for the base station towers, but for the SCM, fixed heights are used.

A comparison of the angles of arrival between 3GPP 3D statistical channel model
and a deterministic urban channel model is presented in [9]. However, the MIMO
channel capacity and throughput results are not evaluated. The authors in [10]
considered a large-scale massive MIMO system to compare the downlink through-
put between an outdoor urban deterministic model and the statistical i.i.d. Rayleigh
model. However, the i.i.d. Rayleigh model is not suitable to represent urban channel
models. In addition, the i.i.d. Rayleigh model uses data generated from the RT
software.

An evaluation of the MIMO channel capacity is presented in [11] using deter-
ministic and stochastic indoor channel models. TGn C, D and E are used as indoor
office SCM and a close representation is created and used in an RT scenario as the
deterministic model. The RT channel capacity show close comparison to the results
from the TGn stochastic model E. However, in the deterministic channel model, the
Mobile Terminal (MT) antennas are placed in only two rooms while ignoring other
locations in the building which would subsequently affect the accuracy of the
calculated results. Considering the asymmetric distribution of rooms and the small
size of the model, the results should be studied for different locations of Tx and a
complete distribution of Rx antennas in the entire model’s area.

In [12], the difference between RT and SCM for network connectivity is reported.
Neither capacity nor throughput results are presented, and all the simulations are for
Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) scenarios. A massive MIMO study is presented in
[13] comparing RT generated MIMO channel capacity with results from i.i.d. Ray-
leigh statistical channel model. Similar to [10], the i.i.d. Rayleigh is not a realistic
representation of indoor nor urban channel models. The results were also calculated
for only one SNR. Lastly, in [14], the authors presented a survey about different
channel modeling approaches and the challenges that accompany them in 5G net-
works. However, the paper did not present comparison data nor case studies.

The main objective of this chapter to provide a fair comparison between the two
channel modeling techniques in terms of the MIMO channel capacity. To this end,
several important parameters have to be taken into consideration when evaluating
the channel capacity, such as the 3D radiation patterns of transmitting and receiving
antennas for both the co- and cross-polarized components, the scattering parame-
ters of the antenna arrays under consideration to invoke direct and mutual coupling
between the antenna elements, the distribution of the Tx and Rx components using
different channel environments (indoor and outdoor) for the 5G NR and the ITS
V2X systems. We utilize state-of-art commercial channel modeling tools for our
case studies. MIMObit [15] is used for SCM and Wireless InSite [16] is used to
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represent deterministic models. MIMObit is an electromagnetic propagation simu-
lator that utilizes standardized stochastic spatiotemporal channel models and uses
rigorous analytical electromagnetic formulation to produce precise antenna-to-
antenna channels and evaluate the performance of MIMO systems in different
propagation models [15]. Wireless InSite is a 3D RT wireless electromagnetic solver
that considers the physical characteristics of the materials in an environment and
uses shooting and bouncing rays as electromagnetic waves to track their reflection,
diffraction, transmission and scattering through objects and evaluate the received
power, capacity and throughput at each point in a study area [16].

The new contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows. A compre-
hensive research of the capabilities and limitations of stochastic and deterministic
channel modeling tools is presented for the first time in different indoor and outdoor
channel environments. The effects of the antenna’s 3D radiation patterns and scat-
tering parameters on the MIMO channel capacity for 5G and V2X applications are
considered using cutting-edge SCM [15] and RT [16] tools. It should be noted that all
the simulations included in this chapter are intended for the downlink transmission
utilizing the 2.45 GHz ISM band and the 3.7 GHz 5G NR FR1 N77/N78 bands.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a case
study involving the evaluation of the SISO and MIMO channel capacity for the
Two-Ray model using Wireless InSite and MIMObit in order to validate the results
against analytical formulation. In Section 3, we study the MIMO channel capacity in
an indoor office environment using RT and SCM. Section 4 presents an evaluation
of the MIMO channel capacity in an outdoor scenario using RT and SCM. In Section
5, the performance of the two channel modeling tools is presented for a V2X
scenario involving a fixed gNodeB base station (gNB) and a moving vehicle. Finally,
the chapter is concluded in Section 6.

2. Case study 1: two-ray model

Initially, the accuracy of the RT and SCM tools are verified using a simple
scenario involving the channel capacity of the classical Two-Ray channel model
over a flat Perfect Electrically Conducting (PEC) surface since an analytical solution
is already available. Wireless InSite by Remcom is used for the RT approach while
MIMObit is used to calculate the channel characteristics for a set of Tx and Rx
antennas inserted in a half free-space environment above an infinite PEC surface.

To test the various settings and parameters for the proper operation of both
software tools, the first case focused on evaluating the SISO channel capacity in a
Two-Ray model and compare it to the theoretical calculations. The Two-Ray model
consists of a single large flat layer of PEC. A single half-wavelength dipole trans-
mitting antenna operating at 2.45 GHz and an identical receiving antenna are placed
30 m apart at a height of 2 m. The model consists of two rays, a Line-of-Sight (LOS)
component and a Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) component that is reflected over the
ground plane. Figure 1 shows the two rays between the Tx antenna and the Rx
antenna.

To evaluate the received power at the receiver, Eq. (1) is used [17].

Pr ¼ 4Pt
λ

4πd

� �2
GtGr cos 2 Δ∅

2

� �
(1)

where Pr is the received power in W, Pt is the transmitted power in W, λ is the
wavelength, d is the distance between the Tx and Rx, Gt and Gr are the gain of the
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Tx and Rx antennas, respectively, and the phase difference, Δϕ, can be calculated
using Eq. (2).

Δϕ ¼
2π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ht þ hrð Þ2 þ d2

q
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ht � hrð Þ2 þ d2

q� �

λ
(2)

The Shannon capacity formula is used to find the SISO channel capacity [18] as
shown in Eq. (3).

C ¼ B log 2 1þ SNRð Þ (3)

where C is the channel capacity in bits/s, B is the channel bandwidth in Hz and
SNR is the Signal to Noise Ratio. The thermal noise is assumed to be equal to
�100.99 dBm which is the standard used in [15, 16]. The geometry of the model
simulated using Wireless InSite is shown in Figure 2. An equal total noise and
interference of �100.99 dBm is used for both software tools. The channel capacity
obtained from the three approaches are displayed in Table 1.

Table 1 shows a close agreement between the SISO channel capacity results
obtained from the RT tool, SCM tool and analytical calculations. A difference of

Figure 1.
Two-ray model.

Figure 2.
Two-ray model in wireless insite.

Model Channel capacity (bps/Hz) Difference % compared to
theoretical calculations

Theoretical Calculations 22.98 —

Wireless InSite 23 0.09%

MIMObit 22.87 0.48%

Table 1.
Two-ray SISO model.
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0.09% is noted between the RT tool and theoretical channel capacity while 0.48%
difference is observed between the SCM capacity and the theoretical one. This
provides impetus to perform precise channel modeling comparisons when moving
to the more realistic indoor and outdoor environments.

To provide further validation over the reliability of the software tools, the next
comparison uses the same Two-Ray model, however, this time using a 2x2 MIMO
scenario. Two-vertically polarized, half-wavelength dipole antennas with a separa-
tion of 2λ between the elements, operating at 2.45 GHz are used as the Tx and Rx
antennas, centered at the same locations as the SISO two-ray model, separated by
30 m horizontally at a height of 2.5 m and 1.5 m, respectively. A single LOS ray and a
single NLOS ray propagate from each Tx antenna element to each Rx antenna
element, resulting in a total of eight rays in the model. The MIMO channel capacity
can be expressed as shown in Eq. (4) [19]:

C ¼ B log 2 I þ SNR
Nt

HHH
����

���� (4)

where I is the identity matrix, Nt is the number of transmitting antenna ele-
ments and H is the channel matrix between the Tx and the Rx.

The achieved MIMO channel capacity is 24.92 bps/Hz in RT and 23.01 bps/Hz in
SCM with a difference of 7.98% which further validates the operation of these
channel modeling tools.

3. Case study 2: indoor channel modeling

The second case concerns the evaluation of the MIMO channel capacity in a
deterministic indoor channel model and comparison against a stochastic indoor
channel model. The indoor floor plan shown in Figure 3 is provided by Remcom. It
has a width of 66 m, a length of 35 m and a height of 3 m and consisting of 23
offices, one main lobby and two big office areas containing 22 desks. Wood, con-
crete, glass, drywall and metallic materials were used to build the model. It provides
a multipath-rich environment which is essential for MIMO applications. A
corresponding SCM is created in MIMObit with similar dimensions using TGn
802.11n channel model B which is used to represent indoor office environments
with NLOS conditions. A two-element MIMO antenna array is used as a transmitter
and two-element half-wavelength dipole arrays are used as the receiving antennas
in both models.

Figure 3.
RT indoor model.
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The transmitting antenna array used in both the RT and SCM tools is a modifi-
cation of the design reported in [4] which is a miniaturized two-element monopole
antenna array decoupled using a frequency selective structure, mounted on a
grounded dielectric substrate and fed by two coaxial cables. The array operates at
3.7 GHz with a bandwidth of 160 MHz extending from 3.62 GHz to 3.78 GHz as
determined by the S-parameters presented in Figure 4. The antenna has a mini-
mum S11 of �30.7 dB and a reduced mutual coupling below �20 dB with a mini-
mum of �38 dB over the operating bandwidth. The array achieves orthogonality
between the main lobes of the 3D radiation patterns of the antenna elements as
shown in Figures 5 and 6, which is favorable for spatial diversity and multiplexing.
Each element pattern has a maximum gain of 7.01 dBi at boresight.

The array is placed 36 m from the west main wall and 6.5 m below the north wall
of the floor plan (blue spot in Figure 3) at a height of 2.5 m and is rotated 180o

across the length as an Access Point (AP) with an input power of 1 W. 1056 two-
element half-wavelength dipole antenna arrays operating at 3.7 GHz are uniformly
distributed over the model at a height of 1.5 m and are used as the MT receiving
antennas. The MT dipole elements are separated by 2λ where λ is the free-space
wavelength at the operating frequency. The maximum number of ray reflection,

Figure 4.
Tx/Rx antenna S-parameters.

Figure 5.
3D antenna radiation pattern.
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transmission and diffraction per path is seven, one and two, respectively. These
numbers are chosen after a trade-off between simulation time and accuracy. The
space between the transmitted rays is chosen as 0.25°. MIMO open-loop scheme
with no channel-state information is chosen as the MIMO scheme with no
precoding or beamforming using 20 MHz bandwidth. Equal gain combining is used
as the combining method operated at the receivers. With the absence of interfer-
ence in the channel, each MT will experience a unique multipath from the AP and
hence resulting in different MIMO channel capacities as shown in Figure 7. The
average capacity over the 1056 locations considered in the simulation is displayed in
Figure 9 for different SNRs ranging from 5 to 30 dB as the deterministic channel
model MIMO capacity results.

A similar scenario is created using MIMObit’s TGn 108.11n model B SCM where
the AP antenna is used at the same coordinates. However, only one receiving MT
antenna is placed at (�10 m, �5 m, 1.5 m) as shown in Figure 8 and the average
capacity is computed over a certain number of channel realizations in the time
domain. The model is simulated over 1000 channel realizations where the channel
environment changes at each realization resulting in a different set of multipath
experienced by the signal traveling from the AP to the MT and hence resulting in a
different MIMO channel capacity. The number of realizations has been chosen to
achieve statistically reliable results. Comparison of the average MIMO channel
capacity is shown versus SNR ranging from 5 to 30 dB in Figure 9.

The MIMO channel capacity in the SCM is higher than the capacity obtained
from the deterministic channel model at SNR values larger than 20 dB. A

Figure 6.
2D antenna radiation pattern (θ is the complement of the elevation angle and ∅ is the azimuth angle).
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Figure 7.
Indoor model channel capacity.

Figure 8.
SCM indoor model.

Figure 9.
Indoor MIMO channel capacity.
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maximum difference of 23.9% is observed at a SNR of 30 dB where the capacities
are 13.1 and 10.3 bps/Hz from the SCM and RT models, respectively.

To further improve the results obtained from the SCM model, a new simulation
scheme is developed in which the number of the receiving MT is increased in
MIMObit to six of different locations ranging from 3.16 m to 33.02 m away from the
AP all at a height of 1.5 m as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 11 reveals that at a constant SNR, changing the location of the
receiving antenna does not have a significant impact on the MIMO channel
capacity since each position is simulated 1000 times as the stochastic channel
changes resulting in a maximum difference of 3.31% between any two Rx locations
at SNR = 15 dB. Therefore, it is concluded that any Rx location within the geometry
is valid for the comparison with the MIMO channel capacity generated from the
RT tool.

Finally, we conclude that our results provide close agreement in the MIMO
channel capacity between the SCM and the RT tools particularly at SNRs below
20 dB. The difference slightly increases at higher SNRs because the effect of MIMO
is more prominent and. It should be emphasized that the observed 20% difference
in results leads to a difference of only 3 bps/Hz which is accepted given that the
SCM and RT are based on entirely different analytical formulations and numerical
implementation. Due to space limitation, only one indoor model has been

Figure 10.
SCM indoor model with different Rx positions.

Figure 11.
Indoor MIMO channel capacity for different Rx positions.
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considered in the RT and SCM channel models. We recommend that future research
should include different indoor environments to be compared with different SCM
models.

4. Case study 3: outdoor channel modeling

To further investigate the strengths and limitations of RT and SCM tools, the
third case study considers the MIMO channel capacity in a realistic outdoor envi-
ronment. The same software, MIMObit and Wireless InSite are used to model the
stochastic and deterministic outdoor channels, respectively. A 2x2 MIMO antenna
array operating in the 5G NR N77/N78 bands is used in the gNB. The 3GPP 3D
Urban Macro cell (UMa) channel model is used as the SCM of the urban model.

The deterministic urban channel model is imported from Remcom’s example
library and is shown in Figure 12. It contains 39 buildings with different structures
and heights. The gNB MIMO antenna used in this study is the same two-element
array from the indoor study operating at 3.7 GHz and is placed at the edge of the
rooftop on a building (the green box in Figure 12) at a height of 126.57 m with 180°

tilt about the x-axis so that the antenna pattern’s main-lobes are pointing towards
the ground. The MT antennas are two-element dipole arrays operating at 3.7 GHz.
500 MT antennas are placed randomly across the city at different heights ranging
from 1.5 to 50 m.

The antenna array at the gNB is fed with a total of 1 W power. The maximum
number of ray reflection, transmission and diffraction per path is seven, one and
two, respectively. The spacing between the transmitted rays is 0.25°. The MIMO
open-loop diversity method is chosen for the study with no precoding or
beamforming with 20 MHz allocated signal bandwidth. Equal Gain Combining is
used as the combining method operated at the receivers. The average MIMO chan-
nel capacity perceived at the MTs is displayed in Figure 13 under different SNR
values ranging from 5 to 30 dB.

The 3GPP 3D UMa SCM is used to represent the stochastic urban environment
in a squarish geometry with a length of 500 m. The 3GPP UMa model is used for
cities with gNBs located above roof tops of building [20]. The number of clusters
and rays per cluster vary with the model and could reaching up to 23 clusters and 20
rays per cluster [20]. Both LOS and NLOS propagations are considered in this

Figure 12.
RT outdoor channel model.
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model. The same gNB antenna operating at 3.7 GHz is placed at a height of 126.57 m
and a location/orientation similar to that from the RT software. The receiving MT
antenna is a two-element half-wavelength dipole array operating at 3.7 GHz and is
placed at the center of the model at a height of 1.5 m. The model is simulated under
1000 instantiations and the average MIMO channel capacity for SNRs ranging from
5 to 30 dB is shown in Figure 13.

Similar to the results obtained in the indoor environment case study, the MIMO
channel capacity in the SCM is close to the one obtained from RT. The difference in
the capacity between the two channel modeling tools is 12.3% at SNR = 5 dB where
the SCM achieved 2.41 bps/Hz and the deterministic model achieved 2.13 bps/Hz,
14.9% at SNR = 15 dB where 5.97 bps/Hz and 5.14 bps/Hz capacities are achieved in
the stochastic and deterministic models, respectively, and 31.9% at SNR = 30 dB
where 13.8 bps/Hz and 10 bps/Hz capacities are achieved in the stochastic and
deterministic models, respectively.

5. Channel modeling for V2X applications

Traditionally, deterministic channel modeling tools are often used in V2X stud-
ies to evaluate the performance of antennas designed to operate in free-space when
installed on a mast or a vehicle, Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS), and
interference among different vehicles [21–24]. Specific models have been recently
developed for these particular applications utilizing various geometries to assess
V2X communication systems in dynamic scenarios, the review of which is provided
in [25, 26]. The IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V standards are widely used for V2X com-
munications. However, nowadays, 5G technologies are also being utilized for vehi-
cle communications after the massive development in 5G networks and their
capabilities in delivering high speed and reliable links between devices and equip-
ment. In this section, we compare the capabilities and limitations of SCM and RT
tools in assessing the performance of V2X communication systems in the physical
(PHY) layer.

It should be noted that the RT approach is the method of choice for static indoor
and outdoor environments in particular for the initial design and deployment as
well as the optimal number of transmitters to ensure coverage for the desired
coverage area. Once the network is deployed and operational, the performance will
obviously degrade in certain spots due to relative motion between different objects

Figure 13.
Outdoor MIMO channel capacity.
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in the network which can be resolved by increasing the transmitted power,
adjusting the tilt of the antenna array or installing additional transmitters as needed.
In a realistic simulation involving multiple vehicles moving at different speeds on a
highway, multiple trajectories have to be defined for several vehicles involved in the
scenario. Each vehicle should be represented with the proper geometry to represent
the vehicle type such as, sedans, trucks, motorcycles and SUVs with their respective
material properties and included in the RT solution at different positions, the
number of which depends on the speed of the fastest vehicle and the data rate of the
V2X system in order to relate the sampling in time to the channel coherence time.
Obviously, this leads to extremely large computational demands that can only be
achieved on highly dedicated cluster computers.

Instead, the approach we followed to model simple V2X scenarios involves
several simplifying assumptions in order to make the computational demands trac-
table. The vehicle structure has not been included in the RT approach since a dense
outdoor environment is involved. We selected a path as shown in Figure 14 for
which the capacity has been evaluated along 410 m of discrete path points each
separated by 1 m.

The same outdoor urban channel model in the previous section is utilized in
studying the channel capacity available to vehicles traversing a path of 410 m at a
given speed in a city surrounded by concrete buildings while transmitting and
receiving signals from a gNB located close to the pathway in a 2 � 2 closed-loop
MIMO system with no interference as shown in Figure 14. The channel parameters
obtained from this model can be used in post processing to test different V2X
scenarios. The vehicle has a two-element MIMO antenna array operating in the
5G N77/N78 bands at 3.7 GHz. The radiation patterns of the array shown in

Figure 14.
V2X route MIMO channel capacity.
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Figures 5 and 6 are used in the simulation. The antenna is placed on the vehicle
rooftop, 1.5 m above ground level.

The 2 � 2 MIMO system is simulated with 1 W total transmission power from
the gNB. The maximum number of ray reflection, transmission and diffraction per
path is seven, one and two, respectively. The spacing between the transmitted rays
is 0.25°. The model is simulated as a closed-loop MIMO system with beamforming.
The orthogonal radiation patterns of the antenna arrays is optimal for beamforming
applications as they provide a narrow beam pointing at the vehicle while it moves,
with Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT) as the precoding scheme. The average
MIMO capacity perceived at the vehicle’s antenna array is 14.05 bps/Hz at an
average SNR of 40 dB. Figure 14 shows the MIMO channel capacity at each vehicle
point along the traversed path in Mbit/sec with 20 MHz bandwidth.

In the absence of a vehicular model in the current version of MIMObit, we
utilized the 3GPP 3D Urban UMa channel model as the stochastic channel where a
gNB is placed at the coordinates (�150, 0, 50) as illustrated in Figure 15 with the
same MIMO antenna array used in the RT software. Both LOS and NLOS compo-
nents are considered. To represent a vehicle movement in the SCM, we developed a
new approach in which 20 independent MT antenna arrays are placed at different
locations along the path. In this approach, each array is assigned a temporal behav-
ior where it turns on momentarily at the time the vehicle reaches that point. For
example, assuming the vehicle is moving at 50 km/h, Rx1 turns on at time, t = 0 s,
then turns off, Rx2 turns on at t = 1.8 s then turns off, Rx3 turns on at t = 3.6 s then
turns off, and so on. The model is simulated as a closed-loop 2x2 MIMO system with
beamforming and the average achieved MIMO channel capacity is 15.3 bps/Hz at an
average SNR equal to 40.

A 4.32% difference in the closed-loop beamforming MIMO channel capacity
between the two modeling approaches is observed. This is due to that the RT study
involves a static environment with no object mobility due to the limitations of the
available computational resources and hence there is no time-varying signal distor-
tion caused by mobility. However, the cluster birth-death process in different
channel realizations accommodates for the non-static channel behavior of the SCM.

Figure 15.
SCM V2X model.
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Additionally, the temporal characteristics of the Rx antenna defines the vehicle
movement in the SCM. Nevertheless, incorporating a large number of vehicles in an
RT tool moving in an urban environment with different speeds and trajectories
places severe limitations in terms of computational time and resources.

6. Conclusion

In the near future, more RT and SCM tools will be developed as the demand and
applications of various wireless systems relying on these channel modeling tools
constantly grow for the advancement of wireless communications. This chapter
provided a case study for the evaluation of the SISO and MIMO channel capacity
using the Two-Ray model for validation purpose, studies of the MIMO channel
capacity evaluation using RT and SCM tools for indoor and outdoor environments,
and a performance evaluation of RT and SCM tools for a V2X communication
scenario. In spite of the assumptions made in the RT approach, especially for the
V2X applications, there are only minor differences in the MIMO channel capacity
between RT and SCM. The SCM is capable of characterizing stationary and non-
stationary dynamic V2X communication systems operating at different velocities
since it considers the temporal and spatial domains while the deterministic model is
capable of representing realistic object geometries. However, in the RT approach, the
vehicles’ models can only be included at discrete positions and the simulations have
to be performed at each location. RT tools, however, yield more accurate results for
link-level simulations of static networks as it can model objects such as buildings,
road obstacles, traffic signs, etc. and achieve channel information characterizing
precise channel effects such as path loss, shadowing and multipath fading. While
SCM tools also model these channel effects, its adaptation for temporal behavior and
non-stationary channel models makes it more suitable for link- and system-level
simulations analyzing data transmission and communications at the bit level.
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Chapter 2

Performance Analysis of Multiple
Antenna Systems with New
Capacity Improvement Algorithm
for MIMO Based 4G/5G Systems
Vinodh Kumar Minchula and Gottapu Sasibhushana Rao

Abstract

For a time varying channel, the channel capacity is determined by the Channel State
Information (CSI) or its fading distribution at a transmitter or receiver. If CSI is per-
fectly known at both the transmitter and receiver, then the transmitter can adapt to its
optimal transmission strategy (i.e., optimal antenna selection by power allocation
scheme) relative to its instantaneous channel state for capacity enhancement. In the case
where the channel information is not available at the transmitter (No CSIT), the trans-
mitted power has to be distributed equally (i.e., uniform power allocation) between the
transmitting antennas to improve the channel capacity. The IWFA (Iterative water
filling allocation) strategy therefore allocates power to those spatial channels with
positive non-zero singular values i.e. good quality channels and discards the lower
eigenmodes channels resulting inmaximum capacity inMIMO systems for perfect
CSIT. In this chapter, the performance analysis ofMulti Antenna systems under ICSIT/
ICSIR, Perfect CSIT, No CSIT channel conditions have been implemented and a novel
adaptive power allocation algorithm (SVD-based IWFAA) is considered to improve the
spectral efficiency of next generationwirelessMIMO communication (4G–5G). The
algorithm considered ismore efficient at high noise levels (low SNRs) under Perfect
CSIT conditions because the strongest channel eigenmodes are allocatedmore power.

Keywords: MIMO, SVD, UPA, ICSIT, ICSIR, Perfect CSIT/CSIR, SNR, BER,
Ergodic capacity

1. Introduction

Capacity is a maximal transmission rate that can be achieved by using higher
order modulation schemes but these schemes are found to degrade the BER of
wireless communication systems due to less separation between the constellation
points. Another approach to increase the capacity is the use of multiple antennas at
transmitter and receiver, which provides multiplexing gain. It also enhances the
QoS by providing diversity gain, coverage and outage by array gain. Further
increase in the capacity can be achieved with parallel decomposition of MIMO
channels into r (‘r’ is rank of channel matrix) SISO channels by using SVD algo-
rithm. MIMO system performance is closely related to allocation of optimal power
with the help of CSI availability. Optimally allocating power to MIMO channels is
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considered as an optimization problem to maximize the capacity. This chapter
highlights the performance analysis of different multi antenna configurations based
on its ICSIT/ICSIR, Perfect CSIT/CSIR, and No CSIT channel conditions. A new
SVD-based IWFA algorithm is employed in case of Perfect CSIT and Uniform
power allocation (UPA) algorithm is used when there is No CSIT as optimal
schemes to enhance the MIMO channel capacity. The structure of this chapter is as
follows. Section 2 discusses the pertinent system and various channel models for
MIMO systems. The statistical properties of MIMO channel matrix are discussed in
sections 3 and Section 4 explains the equivalent MIMO system model after decom-
position. Capacity estimation algorithms of multiple antenna systems for Instanta-
neous CSI (ICSI), Perfect CSI at receiver (Perfect CSIR) and No CSIT channel
conditions with UPA and IWFA algorithms are derived in Section 5. Section 6 pre-
sents results and discussion of the capacities of multiple antenna systems by means
of simulations. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the chapter.

2. Multiple antenna system model

In this section the system model and channel matrix, ‘h’ of multiple antenna
system are introduced representing the complex channel gain which incorporates
the channel fading effect. In wireless mobile communications, multi antenna sys-
tems are four types: single input single output (SISO), SIMO, MISO, and MIMO
systems. With one antenna on either side, SISO provides no diversity protection
against fading. When compared to SISO, the use of multiple antenna configurations
will improve the reliability and capacity of the system.

A Multiple antenna system with NT transmitting and NR receiving antennas is
shown in Figure 1. It has multi element antenna arrays at both the transmitter and
the receiver side of a radio link to drastically improve the capacity over more
traditional SIMO system. SIMO channels can offer diversity gain, array gain, and
interference reduction [1]. In addition to these advantages, MIMO links can offer a
multiplexing gain by parallel spatial data channels within the same frequency band
at no additional power expenditure [2–4]. It creates receiver and transmitter diver-
sity, with beam forming on both sides of antennas, improves SINR, and provides
greater spectral efficiency [5].

The MIMO channel can be expressed as

rαi tð Þ ¼
XNT

j¼1

hij τ, tð Þ ∗ sαj tð Þ þ nαi tð Þ (1)

Figure 1.
Schematic of NT � NR MIMO system.
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can also be represented as,

rα ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Es

NT

r
Hsα þ nα (2)

where the received signal at instant α is rα ¼ rα1 rα2 ⋯ rαNR

h iT
, the transmitted

signal is sα ¼ sα1 sα2 ⋯ sαNT

� �T, the superscript ‘T’ stands for the matrix trans-
pose, Es is the signal power across the transmitting antennas NT and nα is Additive
white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σn2. For a message from trans-
mitter i, the jth receiving antenna is weighted by AWGN and the channel coefficient
H. The above Eq. (2) represents a MIMO model with or without perfect CSI. The
NR � NT channel response is as follows

H ¼
h1,1 … h1,NT

… … …

hNR,1 … hNR,NT

2
64

3
75
NR�NT

(3)

where hj,i is the complex channel coefficient between the jth receiver and the ith

transmit antenna with zero mean complex Gaussian and circular symmetric channel
at time instant α. With pilot symbols the receiver can estimate H matrix. The
received signal at time α is given by

rα1

rα2

⋮

rαNR

2
666664

3
777775
NR�1

¼
h1,1 … h1,NT

… … …

hNR,1 … hNR,NT

2
664

3
775
NR�NT

sα1

sα2

⋮

sαNT

2
666664

3
777775
NT�1

þ

nα1

nα2

⋮

nαNR

2
666664

3
777775
NR�1

(4)

and the vector form of received signal r tð Þ in MIMO systems is

r tð Þ½ �NR�1 ¼ h tð Þ½ �NR�NT
s tð Þ½ �NT�1 þ n tð Þ½ �NR�1 (5)

3. Characterization of statistical properties of MIMO Channel matrix

In this section, the MIMO channel parallel decomposition i.e. the SVD of MIMO
channel matrix H and Eigen value decomposition (EVD) of Hermitian matrix HHH

are explained.

3.1 Singular value decomposition (SVD)

Singular values of the channel matrix H gives highest number of data streams
which can be sent at the same time. The channel matrix H can be decomposed into a
product of three matrices as follows

H½ �NR�NT
¼ U � Σ � VH (6)

U & V are a unitary matrices with dimensions of NR �NR and NT �NT i.e.

UUH ¼ VVH ¼ Ir (7)
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The VH is the transpose and complex conjugate of the matrix V, where rank of
matrix H is expressed as,

r≤ min NR,N:Tð Þ (8)

and Σ is a NR �NT matrix with zero elements but the diagonal elements are
non-zero

Σ ¼ diag σ1, σ2, … σrf g, σi ≥0and σi ≥ σiþ1 (9)

The diagonal elements are arranged in such a way that 1st element is greater than
the 2nd element and so on the last element is lowest singular value and all of them
are non-negative.

3.2 Eigen value decomposition (EVD)

The square of singular values, σ2i , are the eigenvalues of the positive semi
definite Hermitian matrix HHH. So this can be decomposed into

HHH ¼ Q � Λ � QH (10)

Where Q is an Orthonormal matrix with NR �NR dimension i.e.,

QQH ¼ QHQ ¼ IN:R (11)

and Λ is a matrix of dimension NR �NT with zero elements but the diagonal
elements are non-zero

Λ ¼ diag λ1, λ2, … λNRf g, λi ≥0 (12)

The order of eigenvalues are λi ≥ λiþ1, where

λi ¼
σ2i if i ¼ 1, 2, … … r
0 if i ¼ rþ 1, rþ 2, … …NR

(
(13)

3.2.1. Importance of eigenvalues

Eigenvalue matrix of Q (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ … ≥ λr) contains the strength information
about the channel i.e. λi. The smallest eigenvalue λr is the minimum mode of the
channel and it is exponentially distributed. This minimum eigenvalue plays an main
role in the MIMO transceiver systems performance and useful in calculating the
outage probability. It is used for antenna selection techniques in which antenna set
with largest λr set is chosen [6], whereas the larger eigenvalues helps in choosing
maximal SNR in maximal ratio transmission [7].

4. Equivalent decomposition model of MIMO system

In the previous section, the concepts of SVD, EVD and the significance of
eigenvalues have been discussed. As aforementioned, the receiver and transmitter
symbols relies on precoding and combining matrices obtained from channel
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decomposition [1]. In this section, the basic structure of the channel and importance
of channel state information are explained.

In the Figure 2, H ¼ UΣVH is the channel matrix, the columns of U and V are
the unitary matrices and diagonal matrix Σ is a NR �NT dimension with singular
values σk, where σk is the k

th singular value of the Σ ordered decreasingly
(σ1 > σ2 > … > σr) and rank ‘r’ of the matrix. For a input s ¼ V~s using precoder at
transmitter is sent in the channel and received at receiver as

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Es

NT

r
Hsþ n ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Es

NT

r
UΣVHV~sþ ~n

also expressed as,

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Es

NT

r
UΣ~sþ ~n

The output of channel is multiplied by UH at receiver, resulting in

~r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Es

NT

r
UHUΣ~sþ UH~n ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Es

NT

r
Σ~sþ ~n (14)

further expressed as,

ri ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Es

NT

r
σisi þ ~ni ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Es

NT

r ffiffiffiffi
λi

p
si þ ~ni (15)

where σi ¼
ffiffiffiffi
λi

p
, λi is the eigenvalue.

trace of Rss ¼ Tr Rssð Þ ¼ NT and E ~n~nH
� � ¼ σ2nIr

From the above expression the number of non-zero elements in the diagonal
matrix Σ corresponds to the number of independent channels. The processing of U
matrix to the noise elements is not going to change the variance in the noise
components UH~n ¼ ~n. In order to find U and V matrices, the channel matrix H is
needed i.e. to do transmit precoding CSI at transmitter (CSIT) and CSIR for receiver
shaping is needed [8].

4.1 CSI at receiver (CSIR)

It has all the channel coefficients i.e. transmitted from transmitter to receiver. It is
estimated by using pilot symbols insertion in the signal sent from the transmitter. It
is assumed that the receiver is having perfect CSI to do receiver shaping. In open loop
MIMO system the CSI is available only at the receiver but not at the transmitter.

Figure 2.
MIMO system decomposition model for perfect CSIT.
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4.2 CSI at transmitter (CSIT)

The CSI at the transmitter mainly depends on duplexing mode i.e. TDD or FDD.
CSIT can be acquired mainly on feedback from the channel estimate of the receiver
using pilot symbols or on the channel reciprocity principle i.e. channel coefficients
measured at the same time and frequency are identical. In TDDmode both feedback
and channel reciprocity can be used, whereas in FDD only feedback mechanism is
used because of different uplink and downlink frequencies.

5. Capacity of multiple antenna systems

This section discusses the determination of the channel capacities and MIMO
performance improvement by spatial diversity gain with an increase in number of
antennas for different configurations such as Uniform power allocation (UPA) with
No CSIT. A new capacity improvement algorithm (SVD based IWFA algorithm)
with Perfect CSIT channel conditions is also presented.

5.1 Capacity of multiple antenna channel for ICIR and ICSIT

It is assumed that channel is deterministic and noise is zero-mean complex
Gaussian and circular symmetric random variable denoted as nk � N 0, σ2nINR

� �
,

instantaneous channel state information is available at the receiver (ICSIR) and
transmitter knows instantaneous channel knowledge (ICSIT) [3]. So for this
scenario, the MIMO channel capacities are build.

• MIMO channel capacity is obtained by maximization of mutual information
over all possible source distribution for ICSIR.

CMIMO ¼ max I s; rð Þ, over all possible distribution of source signal f sð Þ

I s; rð Þ ¼ h rð Þ � h r=sð Þ
¼ h rð Þ � h nð Þ

where h rð Þ is the differential entropy of received signal vector r and since noise,
received symbols are independent h r=sð Þ ¼ h nð Þ.

MIMO channel capacity CMIMO is expressed as.

CMIMO ¼ max
Tr Rssð Þ¼NT

log 2 det INR þ
ES

NTσ2n
HRssHH

� �� �
bit=s=Hzð Þ (16)

Where, Rss is the covariance matrix of transmitted signal and is represented as,

Rss ¼ E ssH
� �

after substituting ‘s’ matrix, the expression is

Rss ¼ E

s1
s2
⋮
sNT

2
6664

3
7775 s ∗1 s ∗2 ⋯ s ∗NT

� �
0
BBB@

1
CCCA
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the covariance matrix Rss now becomes

Rss ¼

ES

NT
0 ⋯ 0

0
ES

NT
⋯ 0

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

0 0 ⋯
ES

NT

2
666666664

3
777777775
¼ ES

NT
INT (17)

So the total signal power constraint is the trace of the covariance matrix Rss and
is equal to

ESTr Rssð Þ ¼
XNT

i¼1

E sij j2 ¼ ES

5.2 MIMO Channel capacity with UPA algorithm for No CSIT with
perfect CSIR

As discussed in Section 3, the decomposition of MIMO channel using SVD into r
parallel channels helps in increasing the capacity of MIMO systems. Optimal Power
allocation plays a significant function in the computation of enhanced MIMO
capacity [1]. In this section the amount of power allocated to each transmitting
antennas based on Perfect CSIR and No CSIT availability is presented.

The signals, s ¼ s1, s2, … sNT½ �Tis transmitted from the source and have no
knowledge about what lying out there in the channel for the transmitter i.e. No
CSIT. So vector ‘s’ is statistically independent i.e.

Rss ¼ INT (18)

So substituting Eq. (18) in Eq. (16) the capacity expression is.

CNoCSIT
MIMO ¼ log 2 det INR þ

ES

NTσ2n
HHH

� �� �
bit=s=Hzð Þ (19)

From Section 3.2, it is observed that decomposition of Hermitian matrix HHH is
Q � Λ � QH, where Q is an Orthonormal matrix and Λ is a non-zero diagonal matrix.
So the capacity expression becomes.

CNoCSIT
MIMO ¼ log 2 det INR þ

ES

NTσ2n
QΛQH

� �� �
bit=s=Hzð Þ (20)

Now using matrix identity det IN þ ABð Þ ¼ det IN þ BAð Þ, the above equation can
be written as

CNoCSIT
MIMO ¼ log 2 det INR þ

ES

NTσ2n
ΛQQH

� �� �
bit=s=Hzð Þ

also from Eq. (11) QQH ¼ QHQ ¼ INR ,

CNoCSIT
MIMO ¼ log 2 det INR þ

ES

NTσ2n
Λ

� �� �
bit=s=Hzð Þ (21)
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where Λ ¼ diag λ1, λ2, … λNRf g and INRare the diagonal matrix. In Eq. (21) the
sum of two diagonal matrices is again a diagonal matrix with the elements as

1þ ES
NTσ2n

λi
� �

diagonal entries [1]. The determinant of matrix is the product of

diagonal values or eigenvalues i.e. det ¼ Qr
i¼1λi and log of product is sum of log of

individuals. So the capacity expression of Eq. (21) is given as.

CNoCSIT
MIMO ¼

Xr
i¼1

log 2 1þ ES

NTσ2n
λi

� �
bit=s=Hzð Þ (22)

Therefore, the capacity of a MIMO channel can be interpreted in terms of sum of
‘r’ number of SISO channels each having a signal strength of λi, i ¼ 1, 2, … r
corresponding to eigenvalue of that particular link and each of channel is excited by
ES
NT

i.e. certain fraction of total transmitted power.
It is also observed that the maximum capacity is a function of channel coeffi-

cients and channel properties. The capacity of MIMO with No CSIT Eq. (22) and
fixed total channel power Eq. (23) includes eigenvalues λi which are obtained from
parallel decomposition of HHH [7, 9, 10]. So here, MIMO systems with Perfect CSIT
and No CSIT were considered for the development of a novel SVD-based IWFA
algorithm (IWFAA) [1].

5.2.1. Uniform power allocation (UPA) algorithm for No CSIT MIMO Channel
capacity

Therefore, in MIMO system with No CSIT, the most optimal choice of power
allocation is to use UPA algorithm i.e. to allocate power equally to all eigenvalues of
HHH channel. The fixed total channel power (i.e. the eigenvalues of channel are
equal) is expressed as,

Hk k2F ¼
Xr
i¼1

λi ¼ ξ (23)

If the full rank channel matrix H is NT ¼ NR ¼ N, then the capacity can be
maximized when the eigenvalues, λi ¼ λ j ¼ ⋯ ¼ ξ

N , i, j ¼ 1, 2, …N. To achieve this,
channel H should be orthogonal matrix

HHH ¼ HHH ¼ ξ

N
IN (24)

then the maximized capacity for UPA No CSIT is.

CNoCSIT
UPAMIMO ¼

XN
i¼1

log 2 1þ ES

Nσ2n

ξ

N

� �

¼ N log 2 1þ ES

σ2n

ξ

N2

� � bit=s=Hzð Þ

now if the diagonal elements of H is Hj j2 ¼ 1, then Hk k2F ¼ ξ ¼ N2

CNoCSIT
UPA MIMO ¼ N log 2 1þ ES

σ2n

N2

N2

� �
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similarly the UPA capacity for No CSIT is

CNoCSIT
UPA MIMO ¼ N log 2 1þ ES

σ2n

� �
(25)

Therefore, the capacity of orthogonalMIMOchannel is N times the capacity of SISO
channel. If at transmitter CSI is not available, then the UPA is used and is given as,

CNoCSIT
UPA MIMO ¼ max

Tr Rssð Þ¼P
log 2 det INR þ

Es

NT
HHH

� �� �
(26)

5.3 New capacity improvement algorithm for perfect CSIT

The system model after equivalent decomposition as described in Section 4
allow for the characterization of Perfect CSIT MIMO channel capacity. The MIMO
capacity is

Tr RSSð Þ ¼
Xr

k¼1

E skj j2 ≤P (27)

from Eq. (15), for the ith received signal, ri the Perfect CSIT MIMO capacity is.

CPerfect CSIT
MIMO ¼

Xr
i¼1

log 2 1þ ES

NT

λi
σ2n

γi

� �
bit=s=Hzð Þ (28)

where, γi is the transmit power at the ith transmit antenna, γi ¼ E sij j2
h i

, i ¼
1, 2, … r. Where in No CSIT case the transmit covariance is Rss ¼ INT i.e. each of
them are having equal power allocated, but in case of Perfect CSIT system with
transmit power γi indicates that there is certain amount of power to be given to each
of transmitting signal with transmit constraint

Pr
i¼1γi ¼ NT. In the case of Perfect

CSIT, the singular values of the sub channel matrix is calculated for the MIMO
system and transmitter can allocate variable power levels to them (SVD based
IWFA algorithm) for maximization of capacity or mutual information. As the
transmitter has full information about the channel matrix H with given set of
eigenvalues λi, it can allocate different energy across the sub channels to maximize
the capacity. So the capacity maximization problem is

C ¼
Xmax

γi¼NT

Xr
i¼1

log 2 1þ ES

NT

λi
σ2n

γi

� �
, subject to constraint

Xr
i¼1

γi ¼ NT (29)

Since the optimization function is concave and constraints is also defined. Using
method of Lagrange multipliers [11], define a new variable, ζ, with objective
function as

L γið Þ ¼
Xr
i¼1

log 2 1þ ES

NT

λi
σ2n

γi

� �
þ ζ NT �

Xr
i¼1

γi

 !
(30)

where, this function L is known as Lagrangian and the new variable, ‘ζ’ is the
Lagrange multiplier. The unknown transmit power is obtained by taking derivative
of L γið Þ with respect to γi and equating it to zero.
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∂L γið Þ
∂γi

¼ 0 (31)

by substituting Eq. (30) in Eq. (31) results,

∂

∂γi
log e

2

Xr
i¼1

log 1þ ES

NT

λi
σ2n

γi

� �
þ ζ NT �

Xr
i¼1

γi

 !" #
¼ 0

by simplifying the above expression,

log e
2

1þ ES
NT

λi
σ2n
γi

ES

NT

λi
σ2n

� ζ ¼ 0

Solving further the expression becomes

log e
2

ESλi
NTσ2n þ ESλiγi

¼ ζ

log 2
e

� �NTσ2n þ ESλiγi
ESλi

¼ 1
ζ

and the expression for γi is

γi ¼
1

ζ log 2
e

�NTσ2n
ESλi

The power allocation expression is

γi ¼ μ�NTσ2n
ESλi

(32)

where, μ ¼ 1
ζ log 2

e
.

So an IWFA algorithm is used for finding optimal power γopti for achieving
maximum capacity, as γopti corresponds to the power allocated to the ith branch and
it should be always greater than or equal to zero its value is

γ
opt
i ¼ μ�NTσn2

Esλi

� �þ
(33)

where, kð Þþ ¼ k fork>0

0 fork≤0

�

and to find the value of constant μ referring to the constraint
Pr

i¼1γ
opt
i ¼ NT

Xr
i¼1

μ�NTσn2

Esλi

� �
¼ NT

Further solving the above expression

rμ�NTσn2

Es

Xr
i¼1

1
λi

 !
¼ NT
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and can be simplified as

rμ ¼ NT 1þ σn2

Es

Xr
i¼1

1
λi

 !

the threshold value now for optimal power allocation γ
opt
i is

μ ¼ NT

r
1þ σn2

Es

Xr
i¼1

1
λi

 !
(34)

So the Perfect CSIT IWFA MIMO capacity is

CPerfect CSIT
IWFA MIMO ¼

Xr
i¼1

log 2 1þ γi μ�NTσn2

Esλi

� �þ !
(35)

The IWFA strategy therefore allocates power to those spatial channels with
positive non-zero singular values i.e. good quality channels and discards the lower
eigenmodes channels resulting in maximum capacity of MIMO systems when CSI is
known at the transmitter. Usually the statistical fading channels are random in
nature, so the expected value of capacity should be computed to obtain the
average capacity or ergodic capacity. In the capacity analysis for MIMO channels,
the ergodic capacity and outage capacity are obtained from the instantaneous
capacity.

6. Results

The results obtained due to the implementation of the proposed IWFA algorithm
under Perfect CSIT and uniform power allocation algorithm for No CSIT condi-
tions. The concepts detailed in Section 5, along with Eqs. (18)–(35), were computed
for the optimal power allocation and calculation of ergodic capacity. The random
channel matrix for computation of ergodic and outage capacity are considered to be
following the Rayleigh distribution. The ergodic capacity and outage capacity are
calculated from the mean value of instantaneous capacity obtained by Monte-Carlo
simulations. All simulations are done in MATLAB.

The spectral efficiencies of SISO, SIMO, MISO and MIMO systems under ICSIT
and ICSIR conditions for different SNR value (0 to 20 dB) are illustrated in the
Figure 3.

The capacities for different multi antenna systems under ICSIT and ICSIR con-
ditions as discussed in section 5 are computed and tabulated in Table 1. The results
indicate that for a Rayleigh fading channel, the spectral efficiency of MISO is lower
than that of SIMO system. Due to spatial diversity antennas, MIMO system provides
better spectral efficiency compared to other system. It is observed that for a given
SNR value of 20 dB, in case of 4 � 4 MIMO performance (20.25 bit/s/Hz) is tetrad
the Shannon limit of a SISO system performance (5.04 bit/s/Hz).

The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the maximal achievable rate
for different multi antenna systems are illustrated in Figure 4.

The CDFs are one of the ways to illustrate the benefits of MIMO system capacity
and the capacity with 10% outage can easily be determined from the CDF.

The 10% outage capacity (Cout, 10) represents the information rate that is
guaranteed for 90% of the channel realizations with probability
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Prout(Ctargeted ≤ Cout,10) = 10%. From the above figure it is observed that the 19.6,
14.1, and 8.71 bit/s/Hz obtained is the 10% outage capacity value for 4 � 4, 3 � 3,
2 � 2 MIMO systems respectively, whereas 6.8, 4.78 and 3.55 bit/s/Hz obtained is
the 10% outage capacity value SIMO, MISO and SISO systems respectively. So it
means that, 90% of time the MIMO system has achieved more capacity values than
the capacity of SIMO, MISO and SISO systems. It is also observed that the outage
probability decreases as the as antenna size of MIMO channel increases.

The capacity with outage as a function of SNR can also be determined as shown
in Figure 5, where a fixed outage probability of 10% is considered.

The outage capacities for different multi antenna systems as discussed under
Section 5 are computed and tabulated in Table 2.

S.no SNR in
dB

Capacity in bit/s/Hz

SISO SIMO MISO MIMO

1 � 1 1 � 2 1 � 3 1 � 4 2 � 1 3 � 1 4 � 1 2 � 2 3 � 2 2 � 3 3 � 3 4 � 4

1 0 0.93 1.62 2.41 2.90 1.25 1.58 1.80 2.13 2.33 2.96 3.35 4.47

2 2 1.23 2.01 2.84 3.34 1.60 1.96 2.19 2.70 2.98 3.62 4.14 5.63

3 4 1.58 2.41 3.28 3.79 1.98 2.37 2.61 3.34 3.70 4.36 5.02 6.93

4 6 1.96 2.84 3.72 4.24 2.39 2.79 3.05 4.05 4.48 5.14 5.99 8.34

5 8 2.37 3.28 4.17 4.70 2.81 3.23 3.49 4.81 5.30 5.97 7.04 9.86

6 10 2.80 3.73 4.63 5.15 3.25 3.67 3.94 5.63 6.16 6.83 8.16 11.47

7 12 3.23 4.18 5.09 5.61 3.70 4.12 4.39 6.47 7.04 7.71 9.35 13.15

8 14 3.68 4.63 5.54 6.07 4.15 4.58 4.85 7.35 7.93 8.60 10.60 14.88

9 16 4.13 5.09 6.00 6.53 4.60 5.04 5.30 8.23 8.84 9.50 11.89 16.65

10 18 4.58 5.55 6.46 6.99 5.06 5.49 5.76 9.14 9.75 10.41 13.20 18.44

11 20 5.04 6.01 6.92 7.45 5.52 5.95 6.22 10.04 10.66 11.33 14.54 20.25

Table 1.
Different multi antenna systems spectral efficiencies under ICSIT and ICSIR.

Figure 3.
Spectral efficiency of SISO, SIMO, MISO, and MIMO systems under ICSIT and ICSIR conditions.
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Figure 4.
10% outage capacity for different multi antenna systems.

Figure 5.
Comparison graph of Outage capacities for different multi antenna systems.

S.no SNR in dB 10% Outage capacity

1 � 1 1 � 3 2 � 1 2 � 2 3 � 3 4 � 4

1 0 0.14 1.06 0.34 0.96 1.79 2.62

2 2 0.22 1.45 0.51 1.35 2.47 3.57

3 4 0.34 1.92 0.73 1.84 3.28 4.73

4 6 0.50 2.43 1.04 2.44 4.25 6.09

5 8 0.74 2.99 1.42 3.12 5.36 7.61

6 10 1.02 3.58 1.87 3.88 6.59 9.30

7 12 1.40 4.19 2.37 4.72 7.94 11.15

8 14 1.87 4.84 2.93 5.62 9.37 13.12

9 16 2.38 5.49 3.53 6.56 10.90 15.20

10 18 2.92 6.13 4.14 7.61 12.49 17.35

11 20 3.55 6.79 4.78 8.70 14.14 19.61

The capacity with 10% outage observed is 9.30, 1.87, and 3.58 bit/s/Hz at 10 dB of SNR for the 4 � 4 MIMO system,
2 � 1 MISO system, and 1 � 3 SIMO system.

Table 2.
Outage capacities for different multi antenna systems.
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Similarly the ergodic capacities computed for different multi antenna systems are
shown inFigure 6. The ergodic capacity values observed for SISO, SIMO andMISO are
less than the values obtained for MIMO systems. From simulated results, the change in
ergodic capacity due to SISO, SIMO andMISO systems to MIMO systems are

i. At 2 dB of SNR the respective percentage reduction in ergodic capacities are
47.09% (SIMO), 71.8% (MISO) and 73.5% (SISO) systems.

ii. At 18 dB of SNR the respective percentage reduction in ergodic capacities
are 62.8% (SIMO), 71.37% (MISO) and 73.24% (SISO) systems.

In Table 3 ergodic capacities for different SNR in dB and different antennas as
discussed in Section 5 are computed.

Figure 6.
Comparison graph of Ergodic capacities for different multi antenna systems.

S.no SNR (dB) Ergodic Capacity (bit/s/Hz)

1 � 1 1 � 3 2 � 1 2 � 2 3 � 3 4 � 4

1 0 0.87 1.87 0.93 1.67 2.52 3.35

2 2 1.17 2.37 1.26 2.24 3.37 4.48

3 4 1.53 2.91 1.65 2.91 4.37 5.81

4 6 1.95 3.49 2.11 3.69 5.52 7.34

5 8 2.41 4.10 2.62 4.57 6.82 9.06

6 10 2.93 4.72 3.18 5.53 8.24 10.94

7 12 3.47 5.36 3.76 6.57 9.77 12.96

8 14 4.05 6.01 4.37 7.67 11.40 15.11

9 16 4.65 6.67 5.00 8.83 13.11 17.37

10 18 5.27 7.32 5.64 10.03 14.88 19.72

11 20 5.90 7.98 6.29 11.27 16.71 22.17

Table 3.
Ergodic capacities for different multi antenna systems.
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In Figure 7 ergodic capacities plotted for different configurations of MIMO
systems under UPA and IWFA are shown. It indicates that the proposed algorithms
is having better ergodic capacity than the UPA. The percentage of improvement in
ergodic capacity is given below.

i. At 2 dB of SNR, the respective ergodic capacity improvement in percentage
is 25.67% for 10 � 10 MIMO system.

ii. At 18 dB of SNR, the respective ergodic capacity improvement in
percentage is 3.07%, for 10 � 10 MIMO system.

so it can infer that, at different SNR values an percentage improvement in
ergodic capacity is obtained.

In Figure 8, different Eigenmode capacities are illustrated. It is observed that the
maximum eigenmode is having more capacity for proposed IWFA algorithm then

Figure 7.
Ergodic capacity of different configurations of MIMO systems under UPA and IWFA.

Figure 8.
Capacities for Eigenmodes for 4 � 4 MIMO system under perfect CSIT and No CSIT.
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UPA algorithm i.e. at high SNR IWFA tends to be like UPA and at low SNR the
stronger streams are assigned more power with IWFA algorithm to increase the
MIMO system capacity.

7. Conclusions

In this chapter, the MIMO system ergodic capacities for different power alloca-
tion methods under PCSIT and No CSIT are estimated. For a Rayleigh fading
channel, the spectral efficiency of MISO is lower than that of SIMO system. Because
of considering spatial diversity at both transmitter and receiver, MIMO system has
improved performance. It is found that for a given SNR value of 20 dB, in case of
4 � 4 MIMO performance (20.25 bit/s/Hz) is tetrad the Shannon limit of a SISO
system performance (5.04 bit/s/Hz). The proposed MIMO IWFA algorithm for
different MIMO configurations performs better with improved percentages in their
channel capacities.
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Chapter 3

Steered Beam Adaptive Antenna
Arrays
Amin H. Al Ka’bi

Abstract

In this chapter, the performance of steered beam adaptive arrays is presented
with its corresponding analytical expressions. Computer simulations are used to
illustrate the performance of the array under various operating conditions. In this
chapter, we ignore the presence of mutual coupling between the array elements.
The principal system elements of the adaptive array consist of an array of sensors
(antennas), a pattern-forming network, and an adaptive pattern control unit or
adaptive processor that adjusts the variable weights in the pattern-forming net-
work. The adaptive pattern control unit may furthermore be conveniently
subdivided into a signal processor unit and an adaptive control algorithm. The
manner in which these elements are actually implemented depends on the propa-
gation medium in which the array is to operate, the frequency spectrum of interest,
and the user’s knowledge of the operational signal environment.

Keywords: antennas, adaptive arrays, steered beam, electromagnetic waves,
pointing errors

1. Introduction

Antenna systems can be classified as omnidirectional, directional, phased array,
or adaptive array. An omnidirectional antenna (also called isotropic antenna) has
equal gain in all directions. On the other hand, directional antennas have more gain
in certain directions and less in others. A phased array antenna uses an array of
antenna elements and combines the signals received on these elements with appro-
priate phase shifts to form the output of the array. The direction of the maximum
gain (main beam) can be controlled by adjusting the phase between the elements of
the array. For the case of narrow-band signals, which is considered here, the term
adaptive antenna is used when the weights (magnitudes/gains and phases) of the
signals induced on the array elements are regularly updated before combining, in
order to control the radiation pattern of the array dynamically according to the
requirements of the system [1–3].

In an optimal adaptive antenna array system, the gain and phase of each antenna
element are adjusted to achieve the optimal performance of the array in some sense.
For example, one basis for adjusting the gain and phase of each element is to obtain
maximum output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) by canceling
undesired interferences while receiving the desired signal. Such an arrangement is
referred to as optimal combining in the mobile communication literature [2, 4].
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Desired signal tracking with an adaptive array can be accomplished in various
ways. One can either supply a reference signal in the feedback loop of the array and
use an adaptive algorithm such as the least mean squares algorithm (LMS); or one
can inject steering weights into the feedback loops based on the prior knowledge of
the arrival angle of the desired signal and use optimal combining to adjust the
weights of the array; or as a third approach, blind adaptation can be used which is
similar to LMS but it does not require a reference signal. The second approach is
vastly simpler than the first one since no reference signal is required at all. The only
difficulty with this approach is that the designer must know the arrival angle of the
desired signal accurately [5]. In many situations, however, the angle of arrival of the
desired signal is known to some degree of accuracy. The disadvantages of the third
approach lie in the fact that the blind adaptation is too slow and/or complex in the
mobile environment, because fading and movement may introduce sudden large
variations in levels of desired signals and interferers, which complicate the blind
adaptation process.

This chapter focuses on the second approach, and in particular optimal combin-
ing steered beam adaptive arrays. Such arrays typically aim to maximize the SINR.
The achieved SINR depends largely on the “pointing error” in steering the main
beam of the array toward the direction of the desired signal [5–7]. Therefore, the
effect of pointing error will be discussed extensively, and it will be considered as
one of the assessment criteria of the array performance.

Here are some basic concepts and considerations related to beam formation
using antenna arrays mounted on base stations:

a. Formation of multiple beams: The antenna array is used to form multiple
static beams to cover the whole cell site. This is the simplest configuration but
leads to waste in transmitted power.

b. Formation of adaptive beams: The array is used to find the location of each
mobile, and beams are formed to cover different mobiles or groups of mobiles
by tracking their locations adaptively.

c. Formation of nulls: In general, an N-element antenna array has N � 1 degrees
of freedom; that is, it can null out N � 1 interference signals. By forming nulls
in the antenna pattern toward interfering mobiles, the co-channel
interference can be reduced in two ways. In the transmit mode, less energy is
transmitted from the base toward these mobiles, reducing the interference
from the base to them. In the receiving mode, formation of nulls reduces the
contribution from these mobiles at the base. Consequently, SINR can be
improved and thus, the capacity of the communication system can be
increased. Moreover, nulling of interferers can allow for low-power
transmitters to coexist with high-power transmitters without a substantial
decrease in performance [8]. If the number of interferers exceeds the number
of array elements, the array tends to form a radiation pattern such that the
output SINR is maximized. In this case, the interference signals are not
perfectly nulled, and the performance of the array is significantly affected, as
will be discussed in Section 2 [9–12].

It is assumed that the elements of the adaptive array are short dipoles (such that
their individual radiation patterns are very close to isotropic antennas) and
arranged in vertical positions with their beams that are formed in a broadside
direction. The array elements are spatially arranged in such a way to provide
sufficient coverage over the expected range of directions of the desired signal. The
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type and the arrangement of the elements set significant limitations on the maxi-
mum capability of the array system, in terms of its capability to detect the desired
signal and to null the interference signals with acceptable SINR [13, 14].

The individual output of each antenna element is fed to the pattern-forming
network shown in Figure 1, where outputs are weighted by complex weights
(amplifiers/attenuators and phase shifters), and then added to generate the overall
output of the array. The values of the weights (which are determined by the
adaptive signal processor based on the available information and the physical
arrangement of the individual isotropic sensor elements) determine the overall
array beam sensitivity pattern.

The steered beam adaptive arrays are based on the concept of maximizing the
desired-to-undesired (interference plus thermal white noise) signal ratio at the
output of the array [1–3, 5, 9]. Conceivably, this leads to placing nulls in the
directions of the interference and noise while placing a maximum gain in the
direction of the desired signal.

2. Signal model

The steered beam adaptive arrays are based on the concept ofmaximizing the
desired-to-undesired (interference plus thermalwhite noise) signal ratio at the output of
the array [2, 3]. Conceivably, this leads to placing nulls in the directions of the interfer-
ence and noise while placing amaximum gain in the direction of the desired signal.

Consider the N-element adaptive array shown in Figure 1, receiving complex
analytic signals1 where the ith complex analytic signal is denoted by xi tð Þ and the ith
complex weight is denoted by wi . We define the signal vector,

X ¼ x1 tð Þ, x2 tð Þ, x3 tð Þ, … , xN tð Þ½ � (1)

This signal vector can be split into a desired signal term, an interference term,
and a thermal noise term,

X ¼ Xd þ XI þ Xn (2)

The output signal of the array may be split in a similar way,

So tð Þ ¼ XTw ¼ Sd tð Þ þ SI tð Þ, þ Sn tð Þ (3)

The desired signal power, interference power, and noise power at the output of
the array are then given as

Pd ¼ Ef Sd tð Þ��2
���

o
(4)

PI ¼ Ef SI tð Þ
��2���
o

(5)

Pn ¼ Ef Sn tð Þ��2
���

o
(6)

where E{.} denotes expectation with respect to time. The steering vector adap-
tive array is based on the concept of maximizing the ratio of the desired signal

1 Complex analytic signals correspond to real passband signals, as a result of complex baseband signal

processing.
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power Pd to the undesired signals powers Pu ¼ PI þ Pn; that is, to adjust the weights
so that the quantity

SINR ¼ Pd

Pu
¼ Pd

PI þ Pn
(7)

is maximized. In his paper [3], Applebaum proved that the feedback loop shown
in Figure 2 maximizes the output SINR of the array. More details on this are given
in the next section.

In Figure 2, it should be noted that the N-element array has N feedback loops,
where w0j is the jth component of the steering vector w0, and k is the feedback loop
gain. In the absence of any incoming signals, the weight vector w is a scalar
complex-valued multiple of w0. In this case, the array has a pattern determined by
w0, and this pattern is called the quiescent pattern of the array [2, 3]. w0 can be
chosen to obtain a desired pattern from the array (i.e., it can be determined by the
user’s knowledge of the arrival angle of the desired signal). Because the vector w0
steers the main beam of the quiescent antenna pattern, it is usually called the
steering vector. This steering vector is vulnerable to errors. One kind of error is the
pointing error, which is studied extensively in this research in order to mitigate its
effect on the performance of the adaptive array.

3. Problem formulation

Figure 3 shows a linear N-isotropic element adaptive array with inter-element
separation distances y1, y2, y3, … , yN�1, which, in general, may be nonuniform.
Here, we consider the case of one desired signal andM interference signals, lying in
the same 2-D plane containing the linear array.

The received signal from the ith element (which is assumed to be a complex
random process) is multiplied by a complex weight wi and summed with the other
N � 1 output signals to produce the array output So tð Þ. Using the feedback loop

Figure 1.
Block diagram of an adaptive antenna array system.
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configuration of Figure 2, the steady-state weight vector that maximizes the output
SINR is given by [2, 3]:

w ¼ w1,w2,w3, … ,wN½ �T ¼ I þ kΦ½ �Tw0 (8)

where, Φ ¼ E X ∗XT� �
is the covariance matrix of the received signal, and w0 ¼

w10,w20,w3, … ,wN0½ �T is the steering vector of the array [1], I is the identity
matrix, k is the feedback loop gain,T denotes transpose, * denotes complex conju-
gate, E {.} denotes the expectation, and X is the received signal vector as defined in
Eq. (1). The received signal of the jth element is given by the following:

x j tð Þ ¼ Sd j tð Þ þ
XM
i¼1

SIij tð Þ þ Sn j tð Þ, j ¼ 1, 2, … ,N (9)

Figure 2.
Feedback loop of the steering vector adaptive array [3].

Figure 3.
N-elements adaptive array with nonuniform spacings.
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where Sd j tð Þ is the signal induced on the jth element due to the desired signal, SIij tð Þ
is the signal induced on the jth element due to the ith interference signal,M is the
number of interference signals, and Sn j tð Þ is the white thermal noise at the jth element,
which has zeromean and is uncorrelatedwith other thermal noise signals such that

E Sni tð ÞSn j tð Þ
� � ¼ σ2δij (10)

where σ2 is the variance of the thermal white noise, and δij is the Kronecker delta
function. In this array, uniform plane waves are assumed to be incident on the
sensors of the array, and the medium is assumed to be linear and its only effect on
the signals is a time delay. Hence, the desired signals Sd1 tð Þ, Sd2 tð Þ, … :, SdN tð Þ differ
by an inter-element propagation time

Tdp ¼
yp
c

� �
sin θd (11)

where c denotes the velocity of light, θd is the arrival angle of the desired signal, yp is
the inter-element spacing between the pth element and the pþ 1ð Þth element, andTdp

denotes the propagation timebetween thepth element and the pþ 1ð Þth element.Hence

Sd j tð Þ ¼ Sd1 t�
Xj�1

p¼1

Tdp

 !
:γd, j ¼ 1, 2, … ,N (12)

where γd ¼ exp �jωc
P j�1

p¼1Tdp

� �
, and ωc is the center frequency of the power

spectral density of the desired signal. Similarly, SIij tð Þ is given by the following:

SIij tð Þ ¼ SIi1 t�
Xj�1

p¼1

TIip

 !
:γI, j ¼ 1, 2, … ,N (13)

where γI ¼ exp �jωc
P j�1

p¼1TIip

� �
, i denotes the ith interference signal, j denotes

the jth sensor element of the array, and

TIpi ¼
yp
c

� �
sin θIi (14)

where θI i is the arrival angle of the ith interference signal. The desired and the
interference signals are assumed to have zero mean, and are stationary and statisti-
cally independent from each other and the thermal noise. This applies in many cases,
especially in narrowband-faded signals, with different Directions of Arrival (DOA’s).

Using these results in Eq. (8), together with the initial steering vector w0, a
signal component-based expression for the steady-state weight vector of the array
can be determined.

With the aim of obtaining a complete signal component-based expression for the
steady-state weight vector w of Eq. (8), we now focus on the steering vector w0.
The steering vector w0 is chosen to provide a beam maximum of the quiescent
pattern in a given direction θmax. It can be noted that a CW signal from an angle
θmax will produce a signal vector:

X ¼ 1, e�jβl1 sin θmax , e�jβ l1þl1ð Þ sin θmax , … , e
�jβ
PN�1

i¼1

li sin θmax

2
4

3
5:e jωct (15)
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where ωc is the center frequency of the power spectral density of the desired
signal and β ¼ 2π

λ is the wave number of the desired signal. The output of the array
for such a signal would be

So tð Þ ¼ XTw (16)

so that

So tð Þ ¼ w1,w2e�jμ1 þw3e�jμ2 þ … þ wNe�jμN�1
� �

:e jωct (17)

where μi ¼
Pi
j¼1

l j

 !
β sin θmaxð Þ .

The quiescent pattern of the array will have a maximum on this signal if

w1 ¼ w2e�jμ1 ¼ w3e�jμ2 ¼ … ¼ wNe�jμN�1 (18)

Therefore, for a given θmax and according to the phased array theory, w0 should
be chosen as

w0 ¼ e�jμN�1 , … , e�jμ2 , e�jμ1 , 1
� �T

(19)

Using this w0, the steady-state weight vector w may then be calculated from
Eq. (8), that is, w ¼ I þ kΦ½ �Tw0. Here, it should be noted that the difference
between θmax and the actual direction of the desired signal θd is called the pointing
error (θper) of the main beam of the array.

The signals Sd tð Þ and SI1 tð Þ, SI2 tð Þ, SI3 tð Þ, … :, SIN�1 tð Þ are defined such that the
normalized autocorrelations in Eqs. (20) and (21) could be found; thus, they are
each assumed to be a wide sense stationary random process with flat band-limited
power spectral density centered at ωc.

Using Eq. (7), the steady-state weight vector w may then be calculated from
Eq. (1). The output power of the desired signal can be written as

Pd ¼ Sd
XN
n¼1

jwN

" �����
2

þ
XN�1

i¼1

XN
m¼2

2Re wNw ∗
mρdij

n o
�, for m> n (20)

where ρdij is the normalized autocorrelation between the desired signals coming

from the ith and jth antenna elements. The output power of the ith interference
signal is [5]:

PIi ¼ SIi
XN
n¼1

jwN

" �����
2

þ
XN�1

i¼1

XN
m¼2

2Re wNw ∗
mρIipj

n o
�, for m> n (21)

and the output power of the thermal noise is given by the following:

Pn ¼ σ2
XN
n¼1

wNj j2 (22)

From Pd,
PM

i¼1PIi , and Pn, the output SINR can be computed as
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SINR ¼ 10 ∗ log Pd=
XM
i¼1

PIi

 !
þ Pn

  
(23)

which can be used as a measure of the performance of the adaptive array in the
sequel. The radiation/sensitivity pattern of the array can be calculated from

E θð Þ ¼ 20 log w1 þ w2e�jμ1 þw3e�jμ2 þ … þ wNe�jμN�1
� �

(24)

where μi ¼
Pi

j¼1y j

� �
βsinθ: Now, all of the equations needed to compute the

output SINR as a function of the input signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), input
interference-to-noise ratios, arrival angles of the desired and interference signals,
and bandwidths of the desired and interference signals are readily available.
MATLAB application is used to simulate the operation of the array.

4. Performance of the array

In this section, the performance of steered beam adaptive array with uniform
inter-element spacing of (λ/2) will be studied with respect to various operating
conditions,2 including pointing error, feedback loop gain, input SNR/element, input
INR/element, and DOAs and bandwidths of the desired and interference signals.

Consider first the case where there is no interference. Figure 4 shows the output
SINR of a three-element array as a function of pointing error (θperr), which is the
difference between the DOA of the desired signal (θd) and the direction of the main
beam of the array (θmax). Several curves are shown for different input SNR’s/
element. The curves are computed for feedback loop gain K = 0.1, and zero desired
signal bandwidth (Bd = 0).

From Figure 5, it can be seen that the sensitivity of the array to pointing errors
increases with increasing SNR. For example, if SNR = 5 dB, the array provides
output SINR > 5B if the pointing error margin lies within�15o, but for SNR = 40 dB,

Figure 4.
Output SINR vs. θperr. Three-element array, θd ¼ 0o, K = 0.1, and Bd = 0. No interference.

2 The nonuniformly spaced adaptive arrays will be studied in the next chapters.
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the array output exceeds 5 dB only if the pointing error lies within �0:8o. The
explanation of this behavior is illustrated in Figure 5, where typical radiation
patterns are plotted using Eq. (24), under the same conditions as in Figure 4.

In Figure 5(a), the pointing error θperr ¼ θd � θmaxÞ ¼ 0o, and in Figure 5(b),
θperr ¼ 5o. For θperr ¼ 0o, it can be seen that as the SNR increases, the overall
radiation pattern magnitude is reduced. As the pattern amplitude drops, both the
desired signal power and the thermal noise power drop in proportion. Hence, the
output SINR remains relatively unaffected by this change in pattern amplitude. For
θperr ¼ 5o, the pattern behavior is quite different. Here, it can be seen that as the
SNR increases, the array increasingly suppresses the desired signal. Since it can do
this without lowering the overall pattern amplitude, the result is to reduce the
desired signal power without reducing the thermal noise power. This accounts for
the behavior seen in Figure 4. However, in most system designs, achieving maxi-
mum gain is not the most important objective. What matters most is achieving
SINR at the output of the array that exceeds a certain threshold.

The effect of increasing the number of array elements is depicted in Figure 6.
When comparing the curves in this figure with those in Figure 4, it can be seen that
the five-element array is more sensitive to pointing errors than the three-element

Figure 5.
Radiation patterns of three-element array. K = 0.1, with different SNR’s. No interference. (a) Pointing error
(θperr ¼ θd � θmaxÞ ¼ 0o. (b) Pointing error (error (θperr ¼ θd � θmaxÞ ¼ 5o.
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array. For example, when SNR = 5 dB, the array provides output SINR > 5 dB, as
long as �9o ≤ θperr ≤ 9o.

The explanation of this behavior lies in the fact that the directivity of the array
increases by increasing the number of its elements, as illustrated in Figure 7. Here,
the 3-dB beamwidth of the main beam for the five-element array is less than that of
the three-element array.

A different perspective on these results may be gained by plotting the output
SINR as a function of input SNR. Figure 8 shows several curves for the three-
element array with different values of pointing error (θperr). This figure shows that
the beam-pointing error that can be tolerated is essentially a matter of dynamic
range. For example, if θperr ¼ 5o, the output SINR is greater than 5 dB only for

Figure 6.
Output SINR vs. pointing error. Five-element array, θd ¼ 0o, K = 0.1. No interference.

Figure 7.
Normalized radiation patterns of three- and five-element arrays. θd ¼ 0o, pointing error
(θperr ¼ θd � θmaxÞ ¼ 0o (K = 0.1). No interference.
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1 dB≤ SNR≤ 19 dB, whereas if θperr ¼ 0:1o, the output SINR > 5 dB for
0 dB≤ SNR≤ 56 dB. Therefore, the greater the desired signal dynamic range we
wish to accommodate, the less pointing error θperr

� �
we should have.

Until now, we assumed that the feedback loop gains of the array K = 0.1. How-
ever, the effect of K on the performance of the array is illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 8.
Output SINR vs. input SNR/element. Three-element array. θd ¼ 0o, K = 0.1, with different values of pointing
error (θperr ¼ θd � θmax). No interference.

Figure 9.
Output SINR vs. feedback loop gain (K). Three-element array, θd ¼ 0o, and SNR = 30 dB, with different
values of pointing error (θperr ¼ θd � θmax). (a) No interference. (b) One 40-dB INR interference signal @30o.
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In Figure 9(a) where interference does not exist, the output SINR deteriorates
rapidly by increasing K because the array tends to suppress the desired signal more,
which results in more sensitivity to pointing errors.

On the other hand, when interference exists, Figure 9(b) shows that low values
of K, as well as high values of K, have a negative effect on the performance. This is
due to the capability of the array to effectively decrease null interference signals by
decreasing K. From Figure 9, it can be concluded that the most appropriate value
for the feedback loop gain is 00:1≤K ≤0:1. In this chapter, we used K = 0.1 as a
representative value.

In Figure 4, we presented the performance of the array in the absence of
interference signals. Now consider the case when interference is present. The
equivalent results of Figure 4 are presented in Figure 10, where one interference
signal is incident at θI ¼ 10o with INR = 30 dB and zero bandwidth BI ¼ 0.

These curves differ from those in Figure 4 in several respects. First, for SNR
< 10 dB, θperr has less effect on the SINR (except for θperr ¼ θI) than it did with no
interference. Second, for higher SNRs, the SINR again becomes sensitive to θperr, but
much less than that without interference. For example, in Figure 10 with
SNR = 30 dB, SINR > 5 dB for �8:25o ≤ θperr ≤ 3:75o, whereas in Figure 4,
SNR = 30 dB yields SINR > 5 dB only for �2:55o ≤ θperr ≤ 2:55o. The reason for this
difference is that, in general, with the presence of interference, the array uses its
degrees of freedom to form nulls toward the interference. Therefore, the array
cannot null the desired signal, as it could without interference.

For further illustration of the performance of the array, Figure 11 shows the
output SINR for different DOAs of the desired signal. In this figure, it can be seen
that the SINR decreases as the DOA of the desired signal gets closer to the DOA of
the interference signal. This is because, as expected, the desired signal is increas-
ingly suppressed by the null formed toward the interference signal.

The corresponding results for different DOAs of the interference signal can be
seen in Figure 12. Again, the SINR drops as the interference DOA gets closer to the
DOA of the desired signal. Figure 13 provides extra explanation for these results:
the depth of the null toward the interference signal decreases as the DOA of the
interference signal gets closer to the DOA of the desired signal. Therefore, more
interference power appears at the output of the array.

Figure 10.
Output SINR vs. pointing error. Three-element array, θd ¼ 0o, K = 0.1. One 30-dB INR interference signal @
θI ¼ 10o, BI ¼ 0:
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Figure 14 depicts the output SINR vs. the DOA of the interference signal for
different values of INR, and Figure 15 depicts the output SINR vs. the INR of the
interference signal with different DOAs. Here, the pointing error θperr ¼ 0o.

From these two figures, it can be seen that for the case of θperr ¼ 0o, the output
SINR decreases as the interference signal gets closer to the desired signal
(Figure 14) and as its INR increases (Figure 15). It can be noticed that the inter-
ference signal is more effectively nulled when its DOA is far away from the DOA of
the desired signal. When θperr 6¼ 0o, we get the similar curves as in Figures 14 and 15
(not shown here), but with lower output SINR. The reason is that the complex
weights for forming a radiation pattern are selected for the center frequency.

Figure 11.
Output SINR vs. direction of the main beam θmaxð Þ. Three-element array, K = 0.1. One 30-dB INR interference
signal at θI ¼ 10o. SNR = 30 dB with DOAs of θd ¼ �10o, � 5o, � 0o, 5o, 10o, 15o. Bd ¼ 0,BI ¼ 0.

Figure 12.
Output SINR vs. pointing error θmaxð Þ. Three-element array, θd ¼ 0o, K = 0.1, Bd ¼ 0,BI ¼ 0. One 30-dB
INR interference signal with DOA @θI ¼ 5o, 10o, 15o.
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Figure 16 shows the output SINR versus the input SNR for several values of
pointing error θperr, taking into consideration the effect of the interference signal
bandwidth (BI). Here, it can be seen that the output SINR decreases by increasing
the interference bandwidth (BI), due to the decreased efficiency in the null forma-
tion toward the interference.

By comparing Figure 16 with Figure 8 (where the interference is absent), it can
be seen that the performance of the array has been enhanced in the interference
case in terms of the dynamic range of the desired signal that can be accommodated

Figure 13.
Normalized radiation patterns for three-element array. θd ¼ 0o, pointing error (θperr ¼ θd � θmaxÞ ¼ 0o,
Bd ¼ 0,BI ¼ 0. One 30-dB INR interference signal with DOA at θI ¼ 5o, 15o:

Figure 14.
Output SINR vs. DOA of the interference signal. Three-element array, θd ¼ θmax ¼ 0o, SNR = 30 dB, K = 0.1,
and Bd ¼ 0,BI ¼ 0.
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for a given θperr. For example, for θperr ¼ 1o and BI ¼ 0, the interference-free case
provides output SINR greater than 5 dB only for 1 dB≤ SNR≤ 34:2 dB, whereas in
the presence of interference, the output SINR > 5 dB for 1 dB≤ SNR≤ 43:5 dB.

The interference bandwidth BI decreases with a decreasing INR. This can be
concluded from the comparison between Figures 16 and 17, where the effect of BI is
insignificant in the latter case.

The effect of the interference signal bandwidth and its INR is further explained
in Figure 18. Here, it can be seen that the effect of the bandwidth of the interfer-
ence signal is more significant when its INR is higher.

Figure 15.
Output SINR vs. interference-to-noise ratio (INR). Three-element array, θd ¼ θmax ¼ 0o. SNR = 30 dB,
K = 0.1, and Bd ¼ 0,BI ¼ 0, with different DOAs of the interference signal (θIÞ.

Figure 16.
Output SINR vs. input SNR/element. Three-element array, K = 0.1, and Bd ¼ 0, with different values of
pointing error (θperr ¼ θd � θmax). One 30-dB INR interference signal with DOA@ 30o with different
bandwidths (BI).
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In contrast, for low INRs (<5 dB), the effect of the interference bandwidth is
unnoticeable. Additionally, the interference bandwidth has more impact on the
output SINR as its DOA gets closer to the DOA of the desired signal. This is
illustrated in Figure 19 for the case of θperr ¼ 0o. The effect of the interference
bandwidth BI on the depth of the nulls formed toward the interference signals is
explained in Figures 20 and 21.

Figure 20 shows that the depth of the null formed at 30o has a depth of –61 dB
when the bandwidth of the interference signals is 0%, while it gets shallower
(–48 dB) when the bandwidth of the interference signals increases (20% of the
carrier frequency). This also applies to the null formed at�50o, but with less change
in the depth (as explained in Figure 19).

Figure 17.
Output SINR vs. input SNR/element. Three-element array, K = 0.1, and Bd ¼ 0, with different values of
pointing error (θperr ¼ θd � θmax). One 5-dB INR interference signal with DOA@ 30o and bandwidths
(0%≤BI ≤ 20%).

Figure 18.
Output SINR vs. interference signal bandwidth (BI). Three-element array, K = 0.1, and Bd ¼ 0, pointing error
(θperr ¼ θd � θmax). One interference signal with DOA@ 30o and different INRs.
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For more explanation, Figure 21 illustrates the depths of the two nulls (formed
at 30o and� 50o), as a function of the interference signals bandwidth. For simplic-
ity, we assumed here that the two bandwidths are identical. It can be seen that the
nulls get shallower as the bandwidth of the interference signals increases and the
close the DOA of the interference signal to the DOA of the desired signal, the more
change in the null depth occurs.

As previously discussed, the N-element steered beam adaptive arrays have N� 1
degrees of freedom. Hence, they have the capability of efficiently nulling up to N �
1 interference signals. However, if more than N � 1 interference signals are incident
on the array, the array cannot form nulls toward the interference signals. Instead, it

Figure 19.
Output SINR vs. interference signal bandwidth (BI). Three-element array, K = 0.1, and Bd ¼ 0, pointing error
(θperr ¼ θd � θmax). One interference signal with INR = 30 dB and different DOAs.

Figure 20.
Radiation patterns of a three-element array with different interference bandwidths BIð Þ. Input SNR = 10 dB,
Bd ¼ 0, K = 0.1, pointing error (θperr ¼ θd � θmax). Two interference signals with identical bandwidths,
INR’s = 30 dB at 30o and � 50o.
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tries to form a radiation pattern such that the output SINR is maximized. This is
shown in Figure 22 where 6 and 12 30-dB interference signals are incident on a
seven-element uniformly spaced array with uniform spacings of (λ/2).

As observed in Figure 22, in the case of the six interference signals with DOAs of
�60o, � 50, � 40o, � 45o, � 30o, 20o, 30o, and 60o, we can see that the array has
effectively nulled these signals, while in the case of the twelve interference signals

Figure 21.
Null depths formed by three-element array @ 30o and� 50o as a function of the interference bandwidth. Input
SNR = 10 dB, Bd ¼ 0, K = 0.1, pointing error (θperr ¼ θd � θmax). Two interference signals with identical
bandwidths, INR’s = 30 dB at 30o and� 50o.

Figure 22.
Radiation patterns for the seven-element uniformly spaced adaptive array with a different number of
interference signals with INR’s = 30 dB. SNR = 20 dB with pointing error (θperrÞ ¼ 0o.
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with DOAs of �20o, � 30o, � 60o, � 45o, � 10o, 10o, 20o, 30o, 45o, 50o, 60o, and 75o,
the array could not form nulls toward these signals, but it arranged the radiation
pattern in such a way that the least amount of interference power is allowed (e.g., by
forming a null between two close interference signals).

However, the presence of a large number of interference signals adds more
interference power to the array output, which lowers the output SINR. This is
illustrated in Figure 23, where the output SINR for the six effectively nulled inter-
ference signals is very close to the situation where interference signals do not exist.
Clearly, both of these cases show much better performance of the adaptive array
when 12 interference signals are present. Significantly, the array has more sensitiv-
ity to pointing errors in the absence of interference signals. This explains the
enhancement of the output SINR for θperr as the input SNR increases.

5. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented and discussed the analytical formulation of
the steered beam adaptive array, and we have studied the performance of the
uniformly spaced steered beam adaptive array from several perspectives. It is found
that by increasing the number of array elements, its directivity increases and as a
result, its sensitivity to pointing errors increases as well. We also found that the
greater the desired signal dynamic range (in terms of input SNR/element), we wish
to accommodate, the less pointing error we should have. This also applies when the
input SNR/element of the desired signal increases.

It has been found also that low values (<0.001) and high values (>0.2) of the
feedback loop gain of the array have a negative effect on the performance of the
array. Therefore, moderate values of feedback loop gain are preferred. It is assumed
that the bandwidth of the feedback loop is large enough to accommodate the
processed signals; otherwise, the adaptation process would behave erroneously.

The effect of the interference signals on the array is less if their INRs and
bandwidths have low values. Additionally, it has been found that if the DOA of the

Figure 23.
Performance of the seven-element uniformly spaced adaptive array with a different number of interference
signals and pointing errors. INR’s = 30 dB. SNR = 20 dB.
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interference is far away from the DOA of the desired signal, its effect is less
pronounced. Moreover, it is shown that if the number of the interference signals is
less than the degrees of freedom of the array, the effect on the performance is less
noticeable, whereas, when the number of interferers exceeds the degrees of
freedom of the array, the output SINR is significantly affected.
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Chapter 4

Co-Design Block PA (Power
Amplifier)-Antenna for 5G
Application at 28 GHz Frequency
Band
Ange Joel Nounga Njanda and Paul Samuel Mandeng

Abstract

This subject addresses the issue related to Transmitters for the new communi-
cation standard, namely 5G. Indeed to respond to the problems of radio coverage,
the speed of services as well as the rise in user demand, transmitters must have ideal
characteristics to be able to meet these requirements. This chapter proposes in order
to answer such a problem a block made up of a linear array of antennas has 4
elements and a transistor amplifier operating at the 28 GHz frequency band. The
Design of the Block is done first by the design of the antenna then the design of the
amplifier and finally the junction of the two devices with a matching network to
therefore form the block of transmitters Speaking of the design of the antenna, the
prepared antenna is a patch antenna with a patch shape excluding the classic shapes
which is printed on a Rogers-Duriod 5880 substrate so the thickness is 0.127 mm,
the linear antenna array proposed has a gain greater than 15 dB and a Good Band-
width, the transistor amplifier is in turn printed on the same substrate has the same
thickness to minimize the losses during the junction of this one with the antenna,
this amplifier offers a higher gain than device 15 dB and therefore the Bandwidth is
greater than 2 GHz, each transmitter has an input and output reflection coefficient
of less than �10 db. The simulation of each transmitter is made with the CST-
microwave software for the Antenna and the ADS (Advanced Design System)
software for the amplifier and the Block PA-Antenna. It is important to note that
the Block output impedance is 50 ohms making our device more practical and easily
commercial.

Keywords: 5G, Antenna, PA (Power Amplifier)

1. Introduction

In recent years, wireless communication systems have had a significant impact
on the daily life of human beings, therefore nowadays more and more users are
connecting their devices to existing networks causing a constant increase in data
traffic and the need for high speed networks will continue to increase over the years
[1–3]. To cope with this rise the new 5G communication systems would have to
dramatically improve the communication capacity by exploiting enormous
unlicensed bandwidth in particular, in the millimeter waveband. It should also be
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prepared to provide and support very high data rates which in turn therefore
requires the design of antennas and amplifiers satisfying the expected data rate
[4–6]. Research in 5G Millimeter Band wireless communication shows that as
mobile industries developed to use the millimeter wave spectrum, carriers are likely
to use the 28, 38 and 73GHz bands which will become available in future technolo-
gies [7]. The requirements imposed by 5G technology on the antennas are: light-
weight antenna, low profile, low cost mass production, ease of installation, Despite
its narrow band the microstrip patch antenna may prove to be an ideal candidate to
meet these requirements and the design of a microwave amplifier becomes very
interesting in view of the operation of 5G technology in millimeter band. This
chapter proposes the design of a microstrip patch antenna and an amplifier for 5G
application then a PA-Antenna Unit operating in the 28 GHz band. In the following
lines we will respectively present the architecture of our Co-Design then the math-
ematical model of the antenna and the amplifier as well as their modeling then the
interpretation and analysis of the results and finally the conclusion.

2. PA-antenna Co-design architecture

The principle of the Co-Design of a PA-Antenna block is based on the fact that
the junction of the antenna and the amplifier must be done with as little loss as
possible, which is why it is very objective for us to work on each one. Equipment
with a reference impedance which will facilitate the junction of the two because the
option of designing a matching network no longer becomes a necessity. So let us say
the stages of Co-design illustrated in the figure below (Figure 1).

In the chain of transmission of wireless communication systems, the proposed
Co-Design Block is of capital importance because the amplifier will have the role of
taking a weak signal as input and producing a high intensity signal at the output.

Figure 1.
PA-antenna block Co-design principle.
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This signal will be recovered at the output by the antenna and radiates by it in the
free space.

3. Mathematical model and modeling of the antenna and the amplifier

3.1 Mathematical model of the antenna

In this section we will notify the different formulas used to obtain the dimen-
sions of the rectangular patch:

3.1.1 The width of the WP patch is expressed as follows

WP ¼ C
2 f 0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εr þ 1
2

r
(1)

where C is the speed and εr the dielectric constant of the substrate.

3.1.2 The length of the patch is expressed by the formula

Lp ¼ C
2 f 0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εreff

p � 2ΔL (2)

where the effective dielectric constant is expressed by the formula

εreff ¼ εr þ 1
2

þ εr � 1
2

� 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 12h

Wp

q

2
64

3
75 (3)

Where h is the height of the dielectric substrate, the extension of length ΔL is
expressed by the following formula:

ΔL ¼ 0:412h
εreff þ 0:3
� � Wp

h þ 0:264
� �

εreff � 0:258
� � Wp

h þ 0:813
� �

2
4

3
5 (4)

3.1.3 Dimension of the ground plan

The dimensions of the ground plane are expressed by the following formulas:

Wg ¼ Wp þ 6h (5)

Lg ¼ Lp þ 6h (6)

Wg: Ground plane width in mm, Lg: Ground plane length in mm.
The feeding technique used for our antennas is the microstrip feeding technique

because of its ease of manufacture and its better reliability according to [8].

3.1.4 Adaptation technique

The choice of the feeding technique chosen therefore imposes a choice of adap-
tation technique in our work we have chosen the insed feed adaptation technique.
This technique involves inserting notches to bring the impedance of the antenna
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down to that of the power line [9]. Each notch is equivalent to a parallel admittance
Y with a conductance G and a subceptance B. The following formulas on the
conductance of a slot, the mutual conductance and the resistance of the antenna are
expressed as follows

G1 ¼ 1
120π2

ð sin K0Wp

2 cos θ
� �

cos θ

2
4

3
5
2

sin 3θdθ (7)

The mutual conductance is expressed as follows:

G2 ¼ 1
120π2

ð sin K0Wp

2 cos θ
� �

cos θ

2
4

3
5
2

� j0 K0LP sin θð Þ sin 3θdθ (8)

Where j0: represents the Bessel function of order 0. The resistance of the
antenna is

Rin ¼ 1
G1 þ G2

(9)

After having developed all the theoretical analysis which allows us to find, using
mathematical formulas, the various parameters important for the design of the
antenna, we will now proceed to the modeling of the antenna.

3.1.5 Antenna modeling

The previous section allowed us to show how to obtain the different antenna
dimensions of a rectangular patch antenna. Table 1 below illustrates these
dimensions.

When modeling the antenna several initiatives were taken first with the
proposal of several antenna shapes departing from the known classical shape. The
Figures 2 and 3 below represent the different forms of modeled antennas.

The Other forms of antennas modeled in terms of contribution are illustrated
below.

Dimension Value (mm)

Wp 4.23

Lp 3.52

Wg 11.84

Lg 10.3

Wf 0.3912

Lf 1.95

Fi 0.93

gap 0.26

Table 1.
Antenna dimension.
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3.2 Mathematical model of the amplifier

An Amplifier is an electronic device whose role is to increase the power of a
signal introduced at its input. To simplify our study we will admit that our amplifier
is a quadrupole whose matrix is [S] and connected to a voltage source E with an
internal impedance and it is loaded by an impedance (Figure 4).

Figure 2.
Rectangular patch modeled: a) with dimension, b) without dimension.

Figure 3.
Proposed patch antenna shape.
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The matrix [S] of distribution of this linear quadrupole is such that [9]:

b½ � ¼ S½ � a½ � ) b1
b2

� �
¼ S11S12

S21S22

� �
a1
a2

� �

b1 ¼ S11a1 þ S12a2
b2 ¼ S21a1 þ S22a2

�
(10)

Z2: is the output impedance of the quadrupole fed by the Zs impedance source.
a1: is the incident wave at port 1;
b1: is the wave reflected at the access;
a2: is the incident wave at port 2;
b2: is the wave reflected at port 2.
When making the amplifier, we try to have maximum gain. In other words, it is

necessary to perform the adaptation at the input of the transistor and the source
simultaneously with the adaptation between the transistor output and the load.

3.2.1 Presentation du transistor

The transistor amplifier are very recurrent microwave amplifiers their charac-
teristics depend on the properties of the Transistor for the design in our work we
looked at the FET transistor sp_aiiAF035P1_00–19941209 manufactured by Alpha
Industries so we will first illustrate the characteristics of our transistor namely the
input and output reflection coefficients S11, S22 the transmission coefficient S21
which represents the transmission from the input to the output or the own gain of
the transistor and of the future amplifier S12, represents the isolation or the reverse
transmission from the output to the input the drain source voltage Vds = 5 V and the
current Ids = 70 mA.We will therefore present and illustrate the S-parameters listed
below in Figure 5.

The S-parameters of the transistor obtained are as follows: S11 = �1.067 dB,
S22 = �0.219 dB, S21 = �11.164 dB, S12 = � 35.289 dB. We realize that the inherent
gain of the transistor is very low, it is imperative for us to improve this gain as well
as the characteristics of the amplifier in order to produce an amplifier that meets the
constraints imposed by 5G technology.

3.2.2 Study of the stability of the transistor

Considering K as the stability factor, the expression of the stability factor is
given by the following formula:

Figure 4.
Distribution waves and reflection coefficients at the entry and exit of the quadrupole.
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K ¼ 1� S11 2
�� � S22 2

�� þ Δj j2����
2 S12S21j j (11)

and if Δj j< 1 and if K > 1 then the transistor is unconditionally stable [9] Δ: The
determinant of the matrix S

Δ ¼ S11S22 � S21S12 (12)

The Stability constant K of the transistor and mod_delta Δ are respectively 1.267
and 0.861 whose transistor is unconditionally stable.

3.2.3 Architecture of a microwave amplifier

The architecture of a Microwave Amplifier is shown as follows (Figure 6).

3.2.4 Modeling of the microwave amplifier

For the design of the amplifier, we will first start with impedance matching. The
adaptation with Stub has been opted for by this document. The structure of the stub
is shown in Figure 7 below.

Figure 8 below shows the S-parameters of the Stub.
The validation of our Stub is confirmed by an impedance adaptation to 50 ohms

at the input and at the output the table below summarizes the result obtained
(Table 2).

The above table presents the results of synthesis of the S-parameters of the stub
at the resonant frequency of the transistor. From these results, it can be seen that:

Figure 5.
Schematic of the transistor and simulation of S-parameters.

Figure 6.
Microwave amplifier.
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Figure 7.
Stub structure.

Figure 8.
Stub S-parameters.

Parameters Value

S11 (dB) �15.062

S22 (dB) �15.062

S12 (dB) �0.637

S21 (dB) �0.637

Table 2.
Summary of the Sparameters of the stub.
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S11 = S22, S12 = S21 Hence, the matching of the impedance is good, because the waves
leaving the source and passing through the line are not partly reflected when they
arrive on the load.

The design of the transistor amplifier is shown in the Figures 9 and 10 above.

4. Presentation of the results

4.1 Antenna case

The Antenna Parameters shown below are: Reflection Coefficient S11, Voltage
Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR), Antenna Gain in (dB), and Antenna Input Imped-
ance in Ohms The S11 reflection coefficient is the parameter demonstrating whether
the antenna adaptation is good or not, the criterion for defining good adaptation
through this parameter is S11 < �10 dB. The Figure 11 below illustrate the S11
parameter of the antennas.

The Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) is the parameter demonstrating if
the adaptation of the antenna is good the characteristic value is VSWR ≤2 the
Figure 12 illustrates the voltage standing wave ratio obtained by the antennas.

The gain of the antenna characterizes the capacity of the antenna to radiate the
maximum power that is ingested at its input. The Figure 13 illustrate the gain of
antennas.

The input impedance of the antenna obviously shows whether we have suitably
adapted the antenna or not, it is also clear that this is one of the conditions to be
satisfied in order to be able to make our Co-Design Block PA-Antenna the Figure 14
below illustrates the impedance of our antennas.

In the summary of the Figures 2 and 3 presented above we have proposed 04
antenna shapes the first shape (Figure 2) is the classic rectangular patch template
then the other shapes offered are patch templates excluding classic models
(Figure 3). We can obviously note that the antennas have a good adaptation and an
input impedance at 50 ohms but the gain proposed by these antennas are quite low
because the strongest gain proposed here is 7.25 dB to improve these gains so we

Figure 9.
Microwave amplifier without stage of transistor.

Figure 10.
Microwave amplifier with stage of transistor.
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have model antenna arrays. An antenna array: is the combination of several antenna
of the same type in order to form a single antenna the assembly of the different
radiating elements must respect a certain distance between radiating element the
standard pitch most used in most cases is not worth = 0.5λ for our work we will be
interested in linear networks and we will model this one with 4 elements so the
distance between will be worth 0.5λ Figure 15 below presents the modeling of the
two antenna arrays the step of value 0.5 λ is 5.36 mm. The Figure 15 below
illustrates the configuration of these antenna networks.

The reflection coefficients observed in each of the antenna networks below are
illustrated in the Figure 16 below.

Figure 11.
Antennas parameter S11.

Figure 12.
Stationary wave ratio of antennas.
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Figure 17 shows the gains obtained by these different antennas network.
We are now going to explore the gain of the antenna arrays in the E plane in

order to observe the side lobes generated; the Figure 18 below illustrates it.
To confirm the validity of our results, the representation of the impedances of

the antenna networks are illustrated in Figure 19 below.
It is clear that the impedance presented by our input antenna arrays is 50 ohms

at the resonant frequency. We will summarize our work on Antennas in the table
below (Table 3).

Figure 14.
Antenna input impedance.

Figure 13.
Antennas gain.
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Figure 15.
Linear antenna arrays modeled with different shape.

Figure 16.
S11 reflection coefficient of antenna arrays.
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Figure 17.
Gain of different antenna network.

Figure 18.
Representation of gain in plan E of antenna network.
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Figure 19.
Input impedance of antenna networks.

Antenna Parameters Values

S11 (dB) �15.6 Single antenna with different shape offered

�13.05

�24.345

�23.277

�15.515 Antenna has 4 elements with different proposed shape

�13.31

�11.066

Gain (dB) 7.25 Single antenna with different shape offered

6.24

5.94

6

13 Antenna has 4 elements with different proposed shape

11.7

12.16

Bandwidth(MHz) 550 Single antenna with different shape offered

361.3

416

473.88

504.59 Antenna has 4 elements with different proposed shape

344.91

360.66

Efficiency (%) 76.82 Single antenna with different shape offered

64.313

71.9

72.15
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4.1.1 Analysis of results and interpretation

The results obtained must be compared with those which have already been the
subject of research and accepted in the scientific research community (Table 4).

Comparing our works to those listed, it is clear that our obtained gain is greater
than the proposed works, the bandwidth obtained is better compared to the works
[11, 18]. The reflection coefficients obtained are better compared to works [16, 15]
but the bandwidth obtained in these works is better than ours. We can therefore
deduce from these works that our antennas comply with and meet the requirements
imposed by 5G technology.

4.2 Amplifier case

After modeling the amplifier, it is therefore important to observe the parameters
obtained by the amplification after simulation. The S-parameters of the amplifier
are summarized in Figure 20 below.

Antenna Parameters Values

75.3 Antenna has 4 elements with different proposed shape

69.81

63.99

Impédance (ohms) 50 ohms

Table 3.
Summary of antenna parameters.

Ref S11 (dB) Gain (dB) VSWR Bandwidth(GHz) Efficiency (%)

[10] �15.35 — 1.79 — 87.8

[11] �20.35 6.21 1.02 0.4 65.6

[12] �17.34 6.72 1.28 — —

[13] �23.67 6.7 — 1.15 81.2

[14] �39.37 6.37 1.022 2.48 86.73

[15] �39.7 5.23 — 4.1 —

[16] �14.151 6.06 1.488 0.8 —

[17] �22.2 6.85 1.34 — —

[18] �27.7 6.72 1.22 0.463 75.875

This Work �15.6 7.25 1.39 0.55 76.82

�13.05 6.24 1.57 0.361 64.31

�24.345 5.94 1.12 0.416 71.9

�23.277 6 1.16 0.473 72.15

�15.515 13 1.4 0.5 75.3

�13.31 11.7 1.5 0.345 69.81

�11.066 12.16 1.778 0.36 63.99

Table 4.
Comparative analysis at the antenna level.
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The S-Parameters of the amplifier with stage transistor are shown in Figure 21
below.

As we notice in our figures above the amplifier presents 04 parameters namely
S11, S22, S12, S21 the parameters S11, S22 respectively represent the reflection coeffi-
cients at the input and at the output of the amplifier and the parameter S12 repre-
sents isolation, the parameter S21 represents the amplifier transmission gain. The
goal of making a transistor stage is therefore to improve the transmission gain of the
amplifier. The Table 5 below illustrates the characteristics of the amplifier.

The following table establishes a comparison between our work and the work
carried out by [19] (Table 6).

Our results obtained in simulation are much better than that obtained in [19].
Our amplifier has a gain of 15 dB which shows that our amplifier meets the
requirements imposed by 5G technology.

5. Co-design block PA-antenna

The Co-Design Block PA-Antenna can be done with the greatest serenity
because the impedances of the two equipment’s comply with the principles listed
above. The figure below therefore illustrates the proposed PA-Antenna Co-Design
(Figure 22).

Figure 20.
S-parameters of the amplifier without stage transistor.
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The results obtained after simulation show us the following characteristics illus-
trated in the Figure 23 below.

The S11 parameter clearly shows us that our Co-Design is functional and well
suited to the resonant frequency. In this chapter we enumerate a method of design-
ing a transmitter block namely the antenna and the amplifier it is important to note
that the design of the block requires the partial design of each of the transmitters in

Figure 21.
S-parameters of amplifier with stage transistor.

Amplifier Parameters Values

Amplifier without stages Amplifier with stage

S11 (dB) �30.784 �29.645

S22 (dB) �16.978 �16.779

S12 (dB) �16.445 �32.941

S21 (dB) 7.68 15.31

Impédance d’entrée ou de sortie 50 ohms

Bandwidth (GHz) Greater than 2GHz

Table 5.
Summary of amplifier parameters.
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order to consider the design of the block. The design of the block takes into account
the impedance adaptation parameters this as well as in this chapter we have
arranged such that the amplifier and the antenna present at input as at output an
impedance of 50 ohms thus facilitating the junction of the two block the proof
Figure 23 illustrates clearly and clearly that the block is functioning correctly and
the impedances of the various equipment are in conformity with the fixed reference
impedance.

6. Conclusion

Having reached the end of this chapter, the objective of which is to propose a
PA-Antenna Co-Design block for 5G applications, it is clear that the design of such a

Figure 23.
Co-Design PA-Antenna Parameter S11.

Figure 22.
Co-Design Block PA-Antenna.

Parameters This Work [19]

Frequency (GHz) 28 28

S11 (dB) �29.645 �13.124

S22 (dB) �16.779 �15.455

S12 (dB) �32.941 —

S21 (dB) 15.31 10.803

Application 5G 5G

Table 6.
Comparative analysis at the amplifier level.
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device requires fairly strict requirements and methodology. Therefore, we looked at
the design on the one hand of the antenna and on the other hand of the amplifier by
setting 50 ohms as the working impedance guaranteeing the adaptation of the
impedance of the device. After design of the two equipment’s separately. We
therefore proposed and simulated said device. This has characteristics that meet the
requirements imposed by 5G technology, which should be noted that the antennas
and amplifier proposed in this chapter offer very good characteristics compared to
some existing equipment and presented in this chapter. It is also necessary to note
the double resonance of our antenna in the 46.06 GHz band and presenting in this
one an impedance of 50 ohms and a good bandwidth.
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Chapter 5

Bi-Ellipse Microstripline Antenna
Array Varians
Putu Artawan

Abstract

The objectives of this research include obtaining and verifying the impedance
formula of the designed bi-ellipse microstrip antenna and correlating the results
obtained through simulation and experimentation. The research also aims to obtain
the structure and dimensions that provide optimal characteristics of the designed
bi-ellipsemicrostrip antenna and produce a prototype at S, C and X-Band frequencies.
This research produced the structure and dimensions of a bi-ellipse microstrip
antenna that provide optimal characteristics of antenna. The characteristics results of
the antenna parameters in this research include a 8x2 array, with a bandwidth value
of around 100.0 MHz obtained at a working frequency of 7.09GHz (7.04 GHz -
7.14 GHz), with a reflection coefficient value of 0.02, Voltage Standing Wave Ratio
(VSWR) of 1.06, return loss of �30.00 dB and a gain of 7.30 dB. For the 8x4 array, a
bandwidth value of approximately 210.0 MHz is obtained at a working frequency
range of 2.85GHz, which ranges from 2.74GHz - 2.95GHz, with a reflection coeffi-
cient value of 0.04, Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) of 1.09, return loss of
�27.06 dB and a gain of 8.19 dB. The results presented above fulfill the indicators of
good antenna characteristics parameters applicable to radar communication systems.

Keywords: Microstrip Antenna, Array, Bi-Ellipse, Impedance Formula, Radar

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic field theory is essential in designing and analyzing the shape
and size of the antenna. In general, the electromagnetic fields generated depend on
the distance of the source access and terrain. The further course of electromagnetic
fields affects the spread process from the transmitter to the receiver, weakening the
signals. Therefore, the required antenna design with specific dimensions, such as a
high gain value and significant directivity with return loss is minimal. Various
studies have been conducted on microstrip antenna. In this research, a new type of
antenna is design with an nxn array bi-ellipse microstrip. This is an antenna type
microstrip with various characteristics, including a thin cross-section, lightweight
mass, simple to make, and can be easily integrated with Microwave Integrated
Circuits (MICs) made in multifrequency.

In this research, the nxn array bi-ellipse microstrip antenna is developed in
multiband frequency for satellite communication. The optimization of the width
feeding stripline is meant to enhance the performance of the antenna. The proposed
nxn array bi-ellipse microstrip antenna operates in multiband frequency. It targets
the multiband frequency, reflection coefficient less than 1, Voltage Standing Wave
Ratio (VSWR) less than 2, and gain more than 5 dB.
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Numerous studies have been conducted on a wide variety of designs and shapes
of microstrip antenna by providing slots, patches, and adding several arrays. The
use of a slot can increase bandwidth. This is because smaller widths increase the
bandwidth, number of arrays, and antenna gain [1–3]. According to previous stud-
ies, the antenna’s array is used to direct radiated power toward a desired angular
sector. The number, geometrical arrangement, relative amplitudes, and phases of
the array element depend on the angular pattern that needs to be achieved.

Other research used a flexible, compact antenna array operating at a frequency of
3.2-13GHz, which covers the standard Ultra-Wide Band (UWB). The design aimed to
integrate Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) based flexible electronics for
Internet of Things (IoT) applications. The proposed antenna is printed on a single side
of a 50.8 μm Kapton Polyimide substrate, which consists of two half-elliptical shaped
radiating elements fed by two Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) structures. The simulated
and measured results showed that the proposed antenna array achieves a broad
impedance bandwidth with reasonable isolation performance of S12 < -23 dB [4].
Furthermore, it exhibits a low susceptibility to performance degradation due to the
effect of bending. The system’s isolation performance, along with its flexible and thin
profile, suggests that the proposed antenna is suitable for integration within the
flexible Internet of Things (IoT) and wireless systems. The research conducted by
indicates good performance in antenna design. However, the application is limited to
the wireless communication system. A related study on a novel S-band right-handed
circularly polarized (RHCP) slot antenna for supporting the communication system of
GAIA II/LAPAN-Chibasat was conducted [5, 6]. This satellite implemented the L-
band Circularly Polarized Synthetic Aperture Radar (CP-SAR) sensor, with an X-band
antenna employed for mission data downlink and S-band antenna for the command
and telemetry. The S-band antenna is printed on the substrate with a relative permit-
tivity of 2.17 and a thickness of 1.6 mm. A crescent-shaped slot is placed on the ground
plane to strengthen the radiation on the edge of the feed-line. Furthermore, a parasitic
strip rectangular-shaped is added on the ground plane to enhance the antenna. The
truncation technique is employed to increase the axial bandwidth ratio (ARBW) and
the gain [4, 7, 8]. The total dimension of the antenna is 170 mm � 170 mm. This
research’s weakness is the bandwidth produced, which is less than 3 dB and return loss
below �10 dB. Also, the substrate used in designing the antenna is challenging to
determine. The research shows the design and development of an X-band microstrip
patch planar array antenna with high gain and low sidelobes. The radiating patches are
fed using a thin, grounded substrate microstrip distribution network with a common
geometry. All the 512 array elements are fed using a direct feeding technique by
utilizing a thin copper wire soldered at the patch and feed network ends. The array
operates in the 10.1-10.5GHz frequency band with a 2:1 VSWR. Furthermore, the high
gains were above 30.5dBi with sidelobe levels better than -23 dB in both planes. The
antenna application was found in the medium-range radar systems operating at X-
band frequency [9, 10]. This research also acts as references used to increase the gain
of the antenna and other applications designed within the radar band frequency range.
The bi-ellipse microstrip antenna array variants are designed to optimize antenna
characteristics capable of supporting the radar application system.

2. Theories

2.1 Microstrip antenna

Microstrip antennas are electrically thin, lightweight, comfortable, low cost,
easily fabricated and can be connected to Microwave Integrated Circuits (MICs) at
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various frequencies [11]. There are various types of microstrip antenna designs on
the taper section. There is a rectangular, circular, triangle shape according to the
empirical analysis of antenna design. The design of the antennas varies with the
single side and the double side. This study designed bi-ellipse microstripline
antenna with 8x2 and 8x4 array, to produce greater gain so that it could be more
optimally applied to radar communication systems.

2.2 Array factor

Microstrip antennas arranged in Array are not only useful for widening band-
width but also have an impact on the radiation pattern produced. The radiation
pattern in the Antenna is generally written with the equation:

R θ,∅ð Þ with i element in the position of ri ¼ xi, yi,Zi
� �

The relationship with the wave emitted from the antenna array (Y) with the
multiplier of complex numbers (wi) in the function (θ, ∅), is obtained:

Y ¼ R θ,∅ð Þw1e�j k:r1 þ R θ,∅ð Þw2e�j k:r2 þ …R θ,∅ð ÞwNe�j k rN

With k is the wave vector in the incoming wave.
Next can be written:

Y ¼ R θ,∅ð Þ
XN
i¼1

wie�j k:ri

Y ¼ θ,∅ð Þ AF

;AF ¼
XN
i¼1

wie�j k:ri

AF = Array Factor (as an Antenna position function) [11].

2.3 Antenna design and optimization

In principle, the microstrip antenna has a characteristic narrow bandwidth. It
has several advantages, including a thin, small, light in weight, and can be applied to
the Microwave Integrated Circuit (MICs). The bandwidth can be widened using the
array technique or by a panel system [11–16]. The panel systems (engineering
array) involve strengthening (gain) of an antenna. In contrast, the rationing array
technique is commonly used microstrip line. Graphically, microstrip antenna design
is shown in Figure 1.

2.3.1 Empirical analysis and design

Figure 2 shows the microstrip antenna design dimensions.
The following Table 1 is a dimension parameter of the antenna design:
Antenna arrangement with a transmission line. In the transmission line length l

equivalent circuit is described as follows (Figure 3):
The first calculation involves finding the total electricity permittivity (εrtot)

using the capacitor equation as follows.

1
Ctot

¼ 1
C1

þ 1
C2
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1
εo εrtot A=dtot

¼ 1
εo εr1 A1=d1

þ 1
εo εr2 A2=d2

(1)

where εr1 is εr for air (εr1 = 1), εr2 is εr for substrate (εr FR4 = 4.3), d1 the thickness
of the substrate and d2 distance of substrate to the reflector, with d tot, is d1 + d2 [12].

Figure 1.
Microstrip antenna design.

Figure 2.
The bi-ellipse microstrip antenna design dimensions.

Parameters Dimension Description

Wg 100 Width

Lg 50 Length

l1 30 mm Length of feeding stripline

l2 = l3 15 mm Length of curve stripline

w1 = w2 1 mm Width of stripline

w3 2 mm Width of curve stripline

θ 30o Gradient in curve line

Table 1.
Dimension parameter of the Bi-ellipse Microstripline Array antenna design.
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A capacitor equation is used in this empirical analysis because, in principle, this
is a device that stores electrical energy in an electric field. The capacitor made of
two parallel conducting plates separated by a dielectric that is a parallel plate
capacitor. When a battery is connected across the capacitor, one plate gets attached
to the positive end and another to the negative. The potential of the battery is then
applied across that capacitor. In this case, plate one is in positive potency with
respect to plate two. At steady-state conditions, the current tries to flow from the
battery through the capacitor from its positive to the negative plate unsuccessfully.
This is because of the two separation of these plates with an insulating material. This
is in line with the microstrip work principal in specific dielectric substrates.

To calculate the effective permittivity electricity (εeff ), the following equation is
used:

εeff ¼ εr þ 1
2

þ εr � 1
2

1þ 10
h
w

� ��0:555

(2)

Where εr is the same with εrtot, h is dtot, and w is the width for patch and strip
line side [11, 12].

Permittivity is a material property that affects the Coulomb force between two
points charges.

The following equation is used to determine the maximum dimension in the
patch side (w1):

f ¼ 2c
3w

ffiffiffiffi
εr

p

w1 ¼ 2c
3
ffiffiffiffi
εr

p
f

(3)

where c is lightspeed in air, εr is electricity permittivity, and f is frequency [12].
To calculate the effective width strip line side (w2,3), the following formula is

used.

W2,3 ¼ 1
2f

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ0:Zo

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

εr þ 1

r
(4)

Where f is frequency, μo is permeability constant, and Zo is characteristic
impedance [12].

Permeability is derived from a magnetic field’s production by an electric current
or charge and all other formulas for the magnetic field produced in a vacuum.

Figure 3.
Equivalent circuits in transmission lines [12].
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The calculation wavelength of the substrate (λg), uses the following equation:

λg ¼ λffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εeff

p (5)

From the analysis above formula (1)–(5), the parameters for antenna fabrication
can be fixed [11–13].

2.3.2 Simulation

The simulations were created using Finite different Time Domain (FDTD)
method. The selection method of fabrication was essential to optimize the results,
which reflect the optimal parameters generated as characteristic of the designed
antenna. The numerical analysis of nxn array double bi-ellipse microstrip antenna
design involves Preparation, Reader Review, Determination of the substrate and the
dimensions of the antenna, and analyzing the empirical formula antenna design
numerically, characterizing outcome parameters microstrip antenna through data
analysis and calculations. Fabrication is carried out using the FR4 material substrate
with a UV photoresist laminate technique.

2.3.3 Fabrication

Bi-Ellipse microstripline array varians antenna prototype was fabricated by UV
photoresist laminate. In our work, the antenna prototypes are fabricated on Flame
Retardant 4 (FR4) material with 4.3 dielectric constant. The first step in the fabri-
cation process is to generate the photo mask artwork by printing on stabline or
rubylith negative film of the desired geometry on butter sheet. Using the precision
cutting blade of a manually operated co-ordino graph the opaque layer of the
stabiline or rubylith film is cut to the proper geometry and can be removed to
produce either a positive or negative film representation of the antenna sketches.
The design dimensions and tolerances are verified on a cordax measuring instru-
ment using optical scanning. Enlarged artwork should be photo reduced using a
high precession camera to produce high resolution negative, which is later used for
exposing the photo resist. The photographic negative must be now held in very
close contact with the polyethylene cover sheet of the applied photo resist using a
vacuum frame copy board or other technique, to assure the fine line resolution
required. With exposure to proper wavelength of light, polymerization of the

Figure 4.
Fabrication process.
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Figure 5.
Measuring process in the laboratory using (a) network analyzer and (b) in the chamber.

Figure 6.
(a) S11 parameter graph of the simulation and measurement results in the 8x2 array variant of bi-ellipse
microstrip antenna, (b) S11 parameter graph of the simulation and measurement result in the 8x4 array
variant of bi-ellipse microstrip antenna.
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exposed photo resist occurs making it insoluble in the developer solution. Now, it is
then coated with a negative photo resist and exposed to UV-radiation and it is
immersed in developer solution up to two minutes through the mask. The exposed
photo resist hardens and those in the unexposed areas are washed off using a
developer. The unwanted copper portions are now removed using Ferric Chloride
(FeCl3) solution. FeCl3 dissolves the copper coating on the laminate except which is
underneath the hardened photo resist layer after few minutes. Finally, the laminate
is then washed with water and cleaned in acetone solution to remove the hardened
negative photo resist. The fabrication process has shown in the following Figure 4.

Figure 7.
(a) Gain graph of the simulation and measurement results in the 8x2 array variant of bi-ellipse microstrip
antenna. (b) Gain graph of the simulation and measurement results in the 8x4 array variant of bi-ellipse
microstrip antenna.
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3. Result and discussion

The data of the antenna design is obtained using a network analyzer in the
chamber. To compare the simulation results, the antenna is measured using
Network Analyzer. This is meant to determine the antenna design characteristics,
including S11 Parameter, Bandwidth, VSWR, coefficient reflection, and return loss.
The chamber in the laboratory is used to determine the gain and polarization
pattern. An experimental schematic diagram in the laboratory is shown in Figure 5.

The Figures 6 and 7 show the comparison between simulation and measurement
results of the antenna S11-parameters and gain for 2x2 and 2x4 array models,
respectively.

In the simulation, 8x2 array bi-ellipse microstrip antenna “model 1” work in
7.12 GHz frequency with a bandwidth range of approximately 90.0 MHz (7.07GHz-
7.16GHz). The simulation result shows that the antenna works well within the
design frequency range. This shows that it is effective in the bandwidth and antenna
performance and can be applied in communication, especially in the C-Band fre-
quency range. The simulation shown in the S11 parameter has a reflection coeffi-
cient 0.02, VSWR 1.04, return loss �33.75 dB, and 6.90 dB gain. In measurement,
8x2 array bi-ellipsemicrostrip antenna “model 1”works in 7.04 GHz frequency with
bandwidth range of approximately 60.0 MHz (7.01GHz-7.07GHz), reflection coef-
ficient 0.02, VSWR 1.05, return loss �32.43 dB and 6.61 dB Gain. The simulation
8x2 array bi-ellipse microstrip antenna “model 2” works in 7.11 GHz frequency with
a bandwidth range of approximately 110.0 MHz (7.06GHz-7.17GHz). The simula-
tion shown in the S11 parameter includes a reflection coefficient 0.01, VSWR 1.03,
return loss �36.74 dB, and 7.49 dB Gain. In measurement 8x2, array bi-ellipse
microstrip antenna “model 2” works in 7.14 GHz frequency with bandwidth range
approximately of 60.0 MHz (7.11GHz-7.17GHz), reflection coefficient 0.03, VSWR
1.06, return loss �30.00 dB and 7.30 dB Gain.

Parameters fc (GHz) RL (dB) VSWR Γ Gain (dB)

8x2 array bi-ellipse microstrip antenna

Model 1

Simulated 7.12 �33.75 1.04 0.02 6.90

Measured 7.04 �32.43 1.05 0.02 6.61

Model 2

Simulated 7.11 �36.74 1.03 0.01 7.49

Measured 7.14 �30.00 1.06 0.03 7.30

8x4 array bi-ellipse microstrip antenna

Model 1

Simulated 2.97 �29.23 1.07 0.03 7.28

Measured 2.95 �27.01 1.09 0.04 6.75

Model 2

Simulated 2.82 �29.83 1.07 0.03 8.46

Measured 2.74 �27.06 1.09 0.04 8.19

Table 2.
The comparison between simulated and measured of nxn array bi-ellipse microstrip antenna.
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In the simulation, an 8x4 array bi-ellipse microstrip antenna “model 1” works in
2.97 GHz frequency with a bandwidth range of approximately 300.0 MHz
(2.82GHz-3.12GHz). The simulation result shows that the antenna works well

Figure 8.
(a). The E plane polarization of the 8x2 array bi-ellipse microstrip antenna. (b). The E plane polarization of
the 8x4 array bi-ellipse microstrip antenna.
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within the design frequency range. This indicates that the 8x4 array bi-ellipse
microstrip antenna “model 1” is effective in bandwidth and antenna performance.
Therefore, it can be applied in communication, especially in the S-Band frequency
range. The simulation shown in the S11 parameter includes a reflection coefficient
0.03, VSWR 1.07, return loss �29.23 dB, and 7.28 dB Gain. In measurement, 8x4
array bi-ellipse microstrip antenna “model 1” works in 2.95 GHz frequency with
bandwidth range of approximately 280.0 MHz (2.81GHz-3.09GHz), reflection
coefficient 0.04, VSWR 1.09, return loss �27.01 dB and 6.75 dB Gain. In the
simulation, 8x4 array bi-ellipse microstrip antenna “model 2” work in 2.82 GHz
frequency with a bandwidth range approximately 120.0 MHz (2.76GHz-2.88GHz).
The simulation shown in the S11 parameter includes a reflection coefficient 0.03,
VSWR 1.07, return loss �29.83 dB, and 8.46 dB Gain. In the measurement, 8x4
array bi-ellipse microstrip antenna “model 2” works in 2.74 GHz frequency with
bandwidth range approximately 150.0 MHz (2.68GHz-2.83GHz), reflection coeffi-
cient 0.04, VSWR 1.09, return loss �27.06 dB and 8.19 dB Gain.

The following Table 2 summarizes the results of the proposed antenna.
The polarization and radiation pattern in the nxn array double bi-ellipse

microstrip antenna design is linear and omnidirectional radiation pattern. The
performance-based on polarization is presented in Figure 8.

This research indicates that the bi-ellipsemicrostrip antenna designed has several
characteristics, including reflection coefficient < 1, voltage standing wave ratio ≤ 2,
and return loss > -15 dB. Gain >5 dB, axial ratio, and radiation pattern are good
indicator parameters that can be applied in satellite communications, especially in
radar applications.

4. Conclusions

This study aims to design a bi-ellipse Microstripline Antenna Array consisting of
more optimal characteristics parameters. The empirical formula and numeric anal-
ysis were optimally applied to the satellite communication system in relation to the
antenna’s characteristics. The analysis result showed that a 8x2 array bi-ellipse
microstripline antenna parameter obtained, comprises of 1.06 VSWR, 0.02 Reflec-
tion Coefficient, and � 30.00 dB Return Loss. Also, a 8x4 array, consists of 1.09
VSWR, 0.04 Reflection Coefficient, and � 27.06 dB Return Loss. These two simu-
lations and measurement are compared to design a bi-ellipseMicrostripline Antenna
Array with more optimal characteristics parameters that are fabricated and applied
to obtain a better satellite communication system.
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Appendices and Nomenclature

R Barriers [ohm]
β Betha [�]
C Capacitance [Farad]
Fc Center of frequency [Hz]
Zo Characteristic impedance [ohm]
G Conductance [kg�1m�2s3A2]
εeff Effective permittivity [�]
E Efficiency [%]
ω Frequency [Hz]
Ω Impedance [ohm]
L Inductance [kgm2s�2A�2]
Zin Input impedance [ohm]
� Infinite [�]
L Length [m]
Zl Load impedance [ohm]
μo Permeability [�]
Γ Reflection coefficient [�]
εr Relative permittivity [�]
RL Return loss [dB]
S11 Return loss parameter [dB]
θ Tetha, Gradient [°]
VSWR Voltage Standing Wave Ratio [�]
λ Wavelength [m]
λo Wavelength in the air [m]
λg Wavelength in the substrate [m]
W Wide [m]
H Width of the substrate [m]
T Width patch [m]
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Chapter 6

Sparse Linear Antenna Arrays:
A Review
Ashish Patwari

Abstract

Linear sparse antenna arrays have been widely studied in array processing
literature. They belong to the general class of non-uniform linear arrays (NULAs).
Sparse arrays need fewer sensor elements than uniform linear arrays (ULAs) to
realize a given aperture. Alternately, for a given number of sensors, sparse arrays
provide larger apertures and higher degrees of freedom than full arrays (ability to
detect more source signals through direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation).
Another advantage of sparse arrays is that they are less affected by mutual coupling
compared to ULAs. Different types of linear sparse arrays have been studied in the
past. While minimum redundancy arrays (MRAs) and minimum hole arrays
(MHAs) existed for more than five decades, other sparse arrays such as nested
arrays, co-prime arrays and super-nested arrays have been introduced in the past
decade. Subsequent to the introduction of co-prime and nested arrays in the past
decade, many modifications, improvements and alternate sensor array configura-
tions have been presented in the literature in the past five years (2015–2020). The
use of sparse arrays in future communication systems is promising as they operate
with little or no degradation in performance compared to ULAs. In this chapter,
various linear sparse arrays have been compared with respect to parameters such as
the aperture provided for a given number of sensors, ability to provide large hole-
free co-arrays, higher degrees of freedom (DOFs), sharp angular resolutions and
susceptibility to mutual coupling. The chapter concludes with a few recommenda-
tions and possible future research directions.

Keywords: Antenna Arrays, Array Signal Processing, Co-array MUSIC,
Co-prime arrays, Degrees of Freedom (DOFs), Difference co-array (DCA),
Direction of Arrival (DOA), Fractal arrays, Fragility of sparse arrays,
Minimum redundancy arrays (MRAs), Nested arrays and Sparse linear arrays

1. Introduction

Array processing research has flourished and raked-in much attention in the past
five to six decades. It has been an evergreen topic that has fancied many researchers
due to the sheer variety of its applications. Array Processing is a scientific field of
study which involves the processing of information-bearing signals received by an
array of sensors operating in an environment of interest [1], for example, on the
ground, above ground or under water. An array has two or more sensors which are
arranged in a specific geometrical layout. An array has better directional properties
than an individual sensor.
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Sensor arrays find application in diverse fields such as radar (radio detection and
ranging), space exploration, sonar (sound navigation and ranging), seismology,
chemical sensing, medical imaging, wireless communications, navigation, source
localization etc. Depending on the application, the sensors could be antennas,
microphones, hydrophones, geophones, ultrasonic probes etc. For example, hydro-
phone arrays are used in sonar; acoustic arrays are used for audio source localiza-
tion; piezoelectric sensors are used in medical ultrasound; geophone arrays are used
in seismology etc. More specifically, antenna arrays are used for electromagnetic
applications such as radar, radio astronomy, remote sensing, wireless communica-
tions, positioning and navigation [2]. Exhaustive reading for the topic of array
processing can be found in [3–5]. A mention of the multidisciplinary nature of this
topic is given in the introductory chapter of [4] and final chapters of [3, 5]. A
thorough coverage of phased array theory and array processing applications in the
modern era is provided in [6]. Arrays can have different geometries – such as linear,
planar, circular, hexagonal, spherical etc. An array spanning across more dimen-
sions can extract more details about the scene of interest.

In many of the above applications, it is of primary interest to sense the directions
from which the source signals impinge the array. The signal of interest may be an
electromagnetic wave, a sound wave, an underwater acoustic wave, a gas diffused
into the surroundings, the location of a tumor etc. The use of multiple sensors
bestows the array with a sense of direction. Individual sensors cannot sense direction.

A uniform linear array (array in which the antenna elements are arranged along
a straight line) with an inter-element spacing of d is given in Figure 1.

Direction of Arrival (DOA) estimation involves determining the directions/
angles at which electromagnetic sources are located with reference to the receiver
array or the directions from which electromagnetic signals strike the array [7]. DOA
estimation methods have been classified into three broad approaches, namely,
classical methods, subspace methods and maximum-likelihood (ML) methods [8].
A new class of DOA estimation algorithms based on compressed sensing (CS) and
sparse recovery have received much attention in the recent past [9–12]. Dealing
with coherent arrivals is a main problem in DOA estimation of practical sources.
Two signals are said to be coherent if one is a scaled and shifted version of the other.
Multipath interference and intentional jamming are the main causes for sources
being coherent to each other [13]. When coherent sources arrive at the array, the
array covariance matrix becomes non-diagonal, singular and rank-deficient. That is,
its rank would be less than the number of incoming signals [14]. Hence, when
subspace methods are used for DOA estimation, an additional step of spatial
smoothing would be needed to restore the rank of the covariance matrix. Also, a
major drawback of subspace methods is that they need prior information about the
number of source angles to be detected, which is often impossible in practical

Figure 1.
A uniform linear array (ULA) with N sensors.
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scenarios (as the number of sources is usually unknown, a priori). Akaike
information criteria (AIC) test and/or minimum description length (MDL) test and
their variants are generally used to estimate the number of sources beforehand.
However, these methods are also susceptible to failure when the signals are
coherent [15].

In a passive array signal processing system, the array of sensors just listens to the
environment, as in passive sonar, radio astronomy and wireless communication.
Contrarily, in an active array signal processing system, a transmitter is used to
illuminate the environment and the array listens to the signal reflected by the
environment and/or objects of interest, as in radar, active sonar and medical imag-
ing [1]. Both passive and active DOA estimation are quite famous in array
processing literature.

Antenna arrays offer better gain and directivity than single antennas. High
directivity enables the array to confine its radiation or reception to certain direc-
tions. As the array size increases (i.e., as the number of array elements increase), so
does its aperture. Arrays with wider apertures provide narrower beam-widths and
finer angular resolutions than those with smaller apertures [16]. The spatial
response or radiation pattern of the array indicates the directions in which the array
radiates its energy or receives energy from. Due to its directional properties, an
array is often regarded as a spatial filter [17].

An antenna array can serve two purposes. It can help (i) determine the direc-
tions from which source signals impinge the receiver (direction of arrival (DOA)
estimation), and (ii) in focusing the radiation pattern towards certain directions
based on the knowledge of desired and undesired signal directions (beamforming).
Additionally, antenna arrays also offer electronic beam-steering, whereby the
array’s main beam can be pointed towards a desired direction just by controlling the
element phases, without the need for any mechanical movement of the antenna
platform.

A static array is one whose response does not change over time. The perfor-
mance of such an array may be degraded severely under situations such as interfer-
ing signals, clutter returns, deliberate electronic countermeasures, non-hostile
interference and multipath propagation. An adaptive array has the ability to control
its response based on changing conditions of the signal environment coupled with
the knowledge of desired and undesired signal directions [2].

Beamforming is the process of obtaining sharply focused beams in a given
direction by applying a suitable set of complex weights (element currents and
phases) to each of the sensors. Adaptive beamforming (ABF) involves the continu-
ous adjustment of these weights to track the changes in the signal environment
using adaptive algorithms that are based on certain specific optimization criteria.
Generally, the optimization criteria optimize some measure of system performance
such as mean square error, variance or likelihood [7].

Element spacing in an array is of high importance as it influences the
occurrence of grating lobes. Grating lobes are large undesired side lobes (that are
similar to the main beam in stature) that appear in the radiation pattern and
radiate the energy in unwanted directions. Ideally, an inter-element spacing of half
wavelength is followed in order to avoid spatial aliasing and to prevent the forma-
tion of grating lobes. In applications that require a limited field-of-view (FoV),
presence of grating lobes does not hinder the array operation if the scanning region
is limited to the grating-lobe-free area. An example of this is found in automotive
radar systems, where the FoV is limited to �45° to +45°. Hence, an inter-element
spacing of 0.59λ is generally used. Even though grating lobes exist beyond �45° in
the above case, their presence is least bothersome as the scanning region is limited
to �45°.
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Beamforming is one of the key enabling technologies for 5G systems that operate
in the millimeter wave frequency band [18, 19]. It is known that millimeter fre-
quencies are more sensitive to blockages and path loss. Huge array gains and sharp
directional beams obtained from antenna arrays housing hundreds of antennas can
counteract the propagation effects of the millimeter channel. DOA estimation also
assumes prominence in 5G as DOA-based beamforming is one of the main require-
ments for smart antennas [20].

1.1 Motivation for sparse arrays

Though there are many definitions of sparse arrays in the array processing
literature, the focus of this book chapter would be only on grid-based
sparse arrays.

In grid-based sparse arrays, the sensors are assumed to be located on the grid
points defined by an integer multiple of the basic inter-element spacing. That is, the
sensors are assumed to lie at 0, d, 2d, and so on. In general, the inter-element
spacing would be half wavelength. The element positions are normalized to the half
wavelength. Accordingly, a sparse array with sensor positions {0, 2, 4, 5} means that
the array has an overall aperture of five units and its sensors are located at the grid
points 0, 2d, 4d and 5d. There are no sensors at grid points d, 3d. As the array is
sparsely populated with sensors compared to a regular/full array, it is called as a
sparse array. Sparse arrays need fewer sensors or active elements than ULAs to
realize a given aperture length. Hence, they provide huge savings in the system
costs associated thereof (e.g., feed, power consumption, and radio frequency
chains). They are a type of green technology in array processing.

Different types of linear sparse arrays have been studied in the past. Minimum
Redundancy Arrays (MRAs) have numerous useful properties and had been pri-
marily studied in the past in relation to radio astronomy [21, 22]. MRAs have also
been applied in digital communications [23–25]. Numerous properties and modern
applications of MRAs can be found in [26–28].

The use of sparse or non-uniform arrays in close future communication systems
such as fifth generation (5G) telecom and the Internet of Things (IoT) is appealing
as sparse arrays need fewer active elements than ULAs and operate with little or no
degradation in performance [29].

1.2 Contribution of this chapter

The area of sparse arrays is continuously evolving and there are at least 50 types
of linear sparse arrays in the current literature. A comprehensive understanding of
various sparse array configurations is essential in the current scenario as more and
more sparse arrays are being rapidly introduced into the literature. To the best of
our knowledge, a comprehensive review on the properties of 1D sparse arrays has
not been taken up in the past (barring the works by Liu and Vaidyanathan, Cohen
and Eldar). This is a sincere attempt to bring a few well-known sparse arrays under
one roof so that their characteristics could be compared.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an introduction to
linear sparse arrays. Section 3 explains some terminology related to sparse arrays
and discusses the characteristics of a few well-known sparse arrays. Section 4 gives
an overview of sparse arrays with special properties and also discusses the effect of
sensor failures on array performance. Section 5 provides a few future directions and
Section 6 concludes the chapter.
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2. Introduction to sparse arrays

Sparse arrays have aperture widths equal to regular/filled/full arrays but are
sparsely populated. They consist of voids that arise due to missing/inactive sensors.
The vacancies are deliberately created and are woven into the design of the sparse
array to achieve certain desired characteristics. The span of the array is called its
aperture. It is the sum of all the inter-element spacings. A ULA with N sensors, each
separated by an inter-element spacing of d has an aperture distance or aperture length
of N � 1ð Þd. The aperture in the units of the inter-element spacing is given by L ¼
N � 1. Sparse arrays need fewer than N sensors (Ns <N) to offer the same aperture.
Failure or absence of either the first sensor or the last sensor in an array of N sensors
reduces the array aperture by one unit. Failure of both sensors reduces the array
aperture by two units. Hence, in the analysis of thinned/sparse arrays or when
analyzing arrays with sensor failures, it is generally assumed that the first and the last
sensor are always functional, intact and active so that the array aperture is preserved.

Another advantage of sparse arrays is that they are less affected by mutual
coupling compared to ULAs. Sparse arrays are generally analyzed in the co-array
domain. A difference co-array (DCA) is formed from the physical sparse array by
considering all the spatial lags (differences) that can be generated using the avail-
able sensors. A missing spatial lag forms a hole. The DCA should be hole-free as the
presence of holes introduces ambiguity in the estimation of spatial correlation and
hence spatial angles.

There are several types of linear sparse arrays such as minimum hole arrays
(MHAs) or Golomb Arrays, minimum redundancy arrays (MRAs), co-prime arrays,
nested arrays, super-nested arrays and so on. MRAs and MHAs have been widely
used for interferometry in radio astronomy [6, 21, 22, 30, 31]. While MRAs and
MHAs existed for more than five decades, other sparse arrays such as co-prime
arrays, nested arrays and super-nested arrays have been introduced in the past decade
[32–34]. A good review on the properties of these sparse arrays can be found in the
initial sections of [27, 35]. The introduction of co-prime array in the past decade can
be considered as a watershed moment which has opened doors for modern applica-
tions of linear sparse arrays. Following that, nested arrays were introduced. These
arrays offer hole-free co-arrays and also have closed-form expressions to determine
the sensor locations. Many variants of the co-prime array [36–38] and the nested
array [39, 40] have been proposed in the recent past. These arrays either improve the
aperture or reduce the number of sensors needed to obtain a given aperture or make
the array more immune to mutual coupling or they increase the hole-free region in
the DCA.

Following are the desirable characteristics of sparse arrays:

• The chosen array should provide the largest aperture for a given number of
sensors. It is well-known that arrays with larger apertures provide better
resolution and DOA estimation accuracy.

• The array should be least affected by mutual coupling.

• The array should have a hole-free co-array to facilitate unambiguous parameter
estimation using the entire span of the co-array.

It is desirable that the array has closed-form expressions for sensor positions.
Otherwise, there should be a provision to obtain the sensor positions using a look-
up table (LUT) or through tabulated entries.
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3. Properties of linear sparse arrays

3.1 Sparse array terminology

3.1.1 Sparse array notations

In general, sparse arrays such as MRAs and MHAs are represented in the
:a:b:c:d:f g format or simply a, b, c, df g without the dots. This format has n� 1

entries for a n�element array. A sparse array configuration of a, b, c, df gmeans that
the array has five sensors at respective locations 0, a, aþ b, aþ bþ c,f
aþ bþ cþ dg. For example, an 8-element MRA may be denoted as {.1.3.6.6.2.3.2.}
or {1, 3, 6, 6, 2, 3, 2} or {1, 3, 62, 2, 3, 2}. The power indicates the number of times
the given spacing should be repeated. Therefore, as per the formulation, the above
8-element MRA has sensors at {0, 1, 4, 10, 16, 18, 21, 23}.

Another common representation is in the form of a binary string of 1 s and 0 s
which represent the presence or absence of a sensor element on the respective grid
point. For example, in the representation :a:b:c:d:f g, the dots indicate the presence
of sensors and hence have to be written as 1. Accordingly, the binary string for the
above sparse array would be {1, (a-1) zeroes, 1, (b-1) zeroes, 1, (c-1) zeroes, 1, (d-1)
zeroes, 1}. Considering the 8-element MRA {.1.3.6.6.2.3.2.} given above, the binary
string would be {1, (1-1) zeroes, 1, (3-1) zeroes and so on}. This gives the binary
string {1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1}. Zero indicates
the absence of a sensor at the respective grid point. The grid positions of all sensors
for which the binary entry is one gives the sensor locations of the sparse array i.e.,
{0, 1, 4, 10, 16, 18, 21, 23} in the case of the 8-element MRA given above. The reader
has to be comfortable in changing from one form to another as different papers and
textbooks follow different notations [4, 41, 42]. The auto-correlation of the above
binary string gives the weight function (explained shortly) in the coarray domain.

3.1.2 Difference set and the difference co-array

For a sparse array with sensors at  ¼ z1, z2, … , zNsf g, the difference set is
defined as

 ¼ zi � z j; i, j ¼ 1, 2, … ,Ns
� �

(1)

The distinct entries (dÞ of the difference set form the difference co-array
(DCA) or simply co-array of the physical sparse array. The DCA is symmetric, that
is, every p∈d∃� p∈d .

In simple terms, the difference set is obtained by subtracting all possible sensor
positions in the given sparse array. This gives rise to spatial lags. The DCA is then
formed by considering only the non-repeating (distinct) spatial lags. For example, a
sparse array with sensors at {0, 1, 4, 6} can generate all spatial lags (differences)
between 0 and 6, resulting in a difference set of {0,�1,�4,�6, 1, 0,�3,�5, 4, 3, 0,
�2, 6, 5, 2, 0}. The DCA {�6, �5, �4, �3, �2, �1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} is obtained by
sorting the numbers and retaining only the distinct elements. Note that the repeat-
ing lag of zero is considered only once.

The number of unique lags in the DCA of a sparse array gives the number of
source angles that can be detected during DOA estimation (often known as the
degrees of freedom (DOFs) offered by the sparse array). Unique lags are often used
in the analysis of sparse arrays with holes in the DCA. The usefulness of arrays that
have holes in the DCA is limited by the span of the central continuous portion of the
DCA. Though there are methods [43, 44] that can extend the continuous portion of
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the DCA, they are computationally intense. A more useful parameter, namely, the
uniform degrees of freedom (UDOF), which indicates the number of continuous
entries in the DCA; is often used to avoid ambiguity (as it clearly specifies the
hole-free span of the coarray) [43].

3.1.3 The weight function

Defining wn equal to 1 if the sensor is present at grid location nd, and 0 for the
case of a missing sensor, the weight function is defined as the auto-correlation of
wn. In simple terms, the weight function gives the number of times a given spatial
lag is generated or the number of sensor pairs that can generate a given spatial lag.
This weight function should not be confused with the weight vector that defines
element currents and phases during beamforming.

A unit spacing corresponds to a spatial lag of one and can be generated by any
pair of sensors that are adjacent to each other. In other words, any two sensors that
are half-wavelength apart from each other are said to have unit spacing. The con-
cept of unit spacing is important in determining the role of mutual coupling on the
array’s performance. Empirically, arrays that have a large number of adjacent sen-
sors are more susceptible to the effects of mutual coupling than those with fewer
unit spacings.

3.2 Types of sparse arrays

It is necessary to understand the structure of a ULA and the normalized sensor
positions in order to comprehend the properties of grid-based sparse arrays.

3.2.1 Uniform linear array (ULA)

As per definition, there would be no missing sensors in the ULA. Hence, the
sensor positions are given by the set ULA ¼ 0, 1, 2, … ,N � 1f g. All sensor spacings
are normalized to half wavelength.

3.2.2 Minimum redundancy arrays (MRAs)

MRAs are synthesized from a ULA by eliminating selected sensors such that the
sensors thus retained are capable of generating all possible spacings between zero
and a specified number [41]. A ULA has many sensor combinations that provide a
given spatial lag (e.g., considering the sensor positions from 0 to 9, a spatial lag of 4
can be obtained using any of the redundant sensor pairs {9, 5}, {8, 4}, {7, 3}, {6, 2},
{5, 1} and {4, 0}). MRAs minimize this redundancy by carefully removing select
sensors. An optimum MRA has sensors at positions that are just enough to provide
all the spatial lags from 0 up to a maximum number L: A zero redundancy MRA is
one which generates each spatial lag exactly once. The 4-element MRA {0, 1, 4, 6}
generates each spatial lag from 1 to 6 exactly once and is a zero redundancy MRA.

For arrays with more than four elements, it is not possible to get rid of the
redundancy completely if one were to ensure all possible spatial lags. For example,
in a 5-element MRA whose sensors are located at {0, 2, 5, 8, 9}, it can be seen that
the available sensor pairs can generate all the spacings between 0 to 9. But in
particular, a spacing of 3 can be obtained using the sensor pairs {5, 2} and {8, 5}.
This leads to redundancy but is inevitable for large arrays.

Consider an N-element MRA with an aperture of L ≤ N N�1ð Þ
2

� �
. The redundancy

of the MRA is given by
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R ¼ N N � 1ð Þ
2L

(2)

A value of R ¼ 1 indicates zero redundancy i.e., there are no redundant
sensor pairs and that each spatial lag is generated exactly once. However, in
practice, R> 1, indicating that the array contains certain redundant sensor pairs that
can generate a given spatial lag more than once. Since zero redundancy cannot be
achieved in arrays with more than four sensors, MRAs are optimized to achieve the
configuration that provides the minimum redundancy possible for a given number
of sensors.

MRAs do not have closed-form expressions to determine the optimum sensor
positions and have to be synthesized using exhaustive search mechanisms. The
optimization problem to find sensor positions in MRAs is given by

max : L x1, x2, … , xnð Þ s:t:h x1, x2, … , xnð Þ ¼ 0, xi ∈ 0,L½ � (3)

where xi indicate the positions of the array elements in the ascending order; the
constraint h x1, x2, … , xnð Þ ¼ 0 ensures that there are no missing spatial lags within
the segment 0,L½ �. The optimization wishes to maximize the segment 0,L½ � using N
sensors without any missing lags [45].

3.2.3 Minimum hole arrays (MHAs)

MHAs are obtained by optimizing the sensor positions such that a given spatial
lag is obtained at most once. In other words, the sensors should be placed such that
the spatial lags generated by them are unique. No two sensor pairs shall generate the
same lag. Additionally, it is not bothersome in MHAs even if the available sensor
pairs cannot generate all the spacings between 0 and L. For example, a 5-element
MHA with sensors at {0, 1, 4, 9, 11}, can generate almost all the spatial lags between
0 and 11 but fails to generate a spacing of 6. It should also be noted that there should
be no more than one sensor pair to generate a given spatial lag. A perfect MHA is
one which can generate all the spacings between 0 and L exactly once. A 4-element
MHA with sensor positions {0, 1, 4, 6} is perfect. MHAs are also referred to as
Golomb arrays and the sensor positions represent the marks on the Golomb ruler.
Perfect Golomb rulers or MHAs do not exist for arrays with more than four sensors
and hence only optimum rulers can be designed for such cases. Optimal Golomb
rulers up to 19 marks have been presented in the past [46]. Like MRAs, there are no
closed-form expressions to determine the optimum placement of sensors in MHAs.
MHAs are also known as non-redundant arrays.

Coincidentally, the definitions of a zero redundancy MRA and a perfect Golomb
array (MHA) bear the same physical meaning. Arrays with fewer than four
elements qualify both as zero redundancy MRAs as well as perfect MHAs (Eg: A
4-element array with sensors at {0, 1, 4, 6}). However, for arrays with more than
four sensors, neither zero redundancy MRAs exist nor do perfect MHAs. MRAs and
MHAs mean different things for arrays with more than four sensors.

The objective function to synthesize MHAs is described below. A Golomb ruler
consists of a set of integers A ¼ a1, a2, … , anf g, in ascending order, such that for
each non-zero integer x, there is at most one solution to the equation x ¼
a j � ai∣ ai, a j ∈A. The set of integers, A represents the positions of n marks on a
ruler [47]. For MHAs, a1 ¼ 0; an ¼ L. The largest known optimum ruler till date has
27 sensors and can provide an aperture of 553 [31]. Obtaining optimal Golomb
rulers is a computationally hard problem [48].
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3.2.4 Co-prime arrays

The coprime array consists of two ULAs. It was one of the first sparse arrays
introduced with closed-form expressions (CFE) for sensor positions. That is, the
sensor locations or the sparse array configuration can be immediately obtained once
the number of sensors is given without the need for any exhaustive search mecha-
nisms. One ULA has 2P sensors with a spacing of Q units and another ULA of Q
sensors spaced P units apart. P and Q are co-prime integers such that P<Q [27].
The first ULA is given by S1 ¼ qPjq ¼ 0, 1, 2, … :,Q � 1f g and the second ULA is
given by S2 ¼ pQ jp ¼ 0, 1, 2, … :, 2P� 1f g.

The overall co-prime array is Scp ¼ S1 ∪ S2: For example, considering P ¼ 2,Q ¼ 3;
we have S1 ¼ 0, 2, 4f g, S2 ¼ 0, 3, 6, 9f g and the resulting co-prime array has sensors at
{0, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9}. The drawback of co-prime arrays is that their DCAs are not hole-free.

3.2.5 Nested array or the two-level nested array

Nested arrays (NA) can provide hole-free DCAs and were introduced as an
alternative to MRAs and as an improvement over co-prime arrays. Nested arrays are
better than co-prime arrays as they provide hole-free co-arrays. They too provide
CFEs for element positions when the number of sensors is known. Two ULAs are
needed to obtain a nested array. The first ULA has N1 sensors with unit spacing and
the second ULA has N2 sensors with a spacing of N1 þ 1. The overall nested array is
given by the union of these two ULAs [33]. The optimal values of N1 and N2 for a
given number of sensors are

N1 ¼ N2 ¼ N
2
;N even

N1 ¼ N � 1
2

,N2 ¼ N þ 1
2

;N odd (4)

For example, in a 10-element NA, N1 ¼ N2 ¼ 5. The level 1 ULA has sensors at
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and the level 2 ULA has sensors at {5, 11, 17, 23, 29}. The overall nested
array is given by {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 17, 23, 29}. These arrays are well-known by the
name two-level nested arrays (TLNA). Unless otherwise specified, all instances of
nested arrays mentioned in this chapter refer to the two-level nested array.

3.2.6 Super-nested arrays

Though nested arrays are better than co-prime arrays in terms of the ability to
provide hole-free co-arrays, they are severely affected by mutual coupling. This is
due to the dense ULA portion at the beginning (level 1). Super-nested arrays were
introduced to overcome this drawback of nested arrays [34]. In super-nested arrays,
the level 1 elements of the NA are re-arranged (interleaved) to different positions
within the span of the array so that the number of sensors with unit spacing gets
reduced, thereby making the array less susceptible to mutual coupling. A 10-ele-
ment super-nested array has sensors at {0, 2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 17, 23, 28, 29}. It can be
observed that the level 1 elements of the NA are interleaved to different positions.
Super-nested arrays too provide the same aperture as nested arrays for a given
number of sensors and have CFEs for element positions. The formulation of super-
nested arrays is slightly complicated and is, therefore, not explained here.

As a continuation, augmented nested arrays (ANAs) [49] were formulated. In
ANAs, the level 1 dense sub-array of NA is split into several parts and is re-arranged
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to the left and right of the level 2 sparse array. The design of ANAs is elegant as they
provide larger apertures, higher DOFs, and are less susceptible to mutual coupling
than nested and super-nested arrays.

3.2.7 Yang’s improved nested array

An improved nested array (INA) that provides larger aperture than the nested
array for the same number of sensors has been proposed [50]. The improved nested
array has a hole-free co-array. However, like the original nested array, the Yang’s
nested array is also vulnerable to the effects of mutual coupling as it too has a dense
ULA portion at the beginning. This array has a total of N ¼ N1 þN2 þ 1 sensors of
which N1 sensors at level 1 with unit spacing, N2 sensors at level 2 with an inter-
element spacing of N1 þ 2 and a separate sensor at N1N2 þ 2N2 þN1 � 1ð ).

The values of N1 and N2 are given by

N1 ¼ N
2
� 1,N2 ¼ N

2
;N even

N1 ¼ N � 1
2

� 1,N2 ¼ N þ 1
2

;N odd (5)

It follows that a 10-element Yang’s nested array has N1 ¼ 4 and N2 ¼ 5. The
separate sensor at the end is located at the position 33. The overall 10-element
Yang’s improved nested array is given by {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 16, 22, 28, 33}. It can be
observed that the first few sensors are adjacent to each other and have unit spacing.

An extended nested array was also proposed in 2016 [51]. However, it does not
offer apertures as large as the Yang’s INA described here.

3.2.8 Huang’s nested array

A nested array configuration that provides larger aperture than the two-level
nested array has been recently proposed [52]. This array provides larger aperture
than MRAs (obviously than nested, super-nested, improved nested, and co-prime
arrays) for a given number of sensors. However, Huang’s nested array suffers from
holes in the co-array. The construction is similar to that of the Yang’s nested array in
that there is a level 1 ULA, level 2 ULA with increased spacing and a separate sensor
at the end. However, the number of sensors at each level and the element spacing in
level 2 determine the sensor locations and the overall behavior of the array.

3.2.9 Triply primed array

The triply primed array (TPA) is the union of three ULAs with different inter-
element spacings. Three mutually prime numbers N1,N2 and N3 must be selected
[53]. The total sensors in the TPA are N1 þN2 þN3 � 2. The first ULA has N1

elements separated by an inter-element spacing of N2N3. The second ULA has N2

elements separated by an inter-element spacing of N1N3. The third ULA has N3

elements separated by an inter-element spacing of N1N2. For example, N1 ¼
3,N2 ¼ 4,N3 ¼ 5 represents a 10-element TPA. The problem with TPAs is that their
DCA has a smaller number of continuous lags. Therefore, fourth order statistics are
made use of (i.e., the DCA of the DCA is used for DOA estimation).

Table 1 lists out the optimum sensor positions for different 10-element linear
sparse arrays. The optimum MHA configuration for 10 sensors has been obtained
through table look-up [46]. The sensor positions are shown in Figure 2. The
continuous part of the DCAs of these sparse arrays are shown in Table 2.
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Type of sparse array Sensor positions Aperture

ULA [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] 9

MRA [0, 1, 3, 6, 13, 20, 27, 31, 35, 36] 36

MHA [0, 1, 6, 10, 23, 26, 34, 41, 53, 55] 55

Co-prime array [0, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25] 25

Nested array [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 17, 23, 29] 29

Super-nested array [0, 2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 17, 23, 28, 29] 29

Yang’s Nested array [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 16, 22, 28, 33] 33

Huang’s Nested array [0, 1, 2, 3, 7, 15, 23, 31, 39, 48] 48

Triply Primed array [0, 12, 15, 20, 24, 30, 36, 40, 45, 48] 48

Table 1.
Sparse array configurations for 10 physical sensors.

Figure 2.
Sensor positions for various sparse arrays (arrays are considered in the same order as listed in Table 1 from top
to bottom).

Type of sparse array Continuous part of the DCA without holes Uniform DOFs

ULA 0,�1,�2, … ,�9½ � 19

MRA 0,�1,�2, … ,�36½ � 73

MHA 0,�1,�2, … ,�35½ � 71

Co-prime array 0,�1,�2, … ,�17½ � 35

Nested array 0,�1,�2, … ,�29½ � 59

Super-nested array 0,�1,�2, … ,�29½ � 59

Yang’s Nested array 0,�1,�2, … ,�33½ � 67

Huang’s Nested array 0,�1,�2, … ,�9½ � 19

Triple Primed array [0] 01

Table 2.
Continuous portion of the difference co-array of the sparse arrays listed in Table 1.
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The proliferation of linear sparse arrays in the past decade has led to the devel-
opment of coarray-based DOA estimation methods. Coarray methods are based on
the concept of difference co-array (DCA) and are well-suited for angle estimation
in sparse arrays. As the physical array has missing sensors due to the sparseness, the
array correlation matrix does not represent a Toeplitz structure and is not suitable
for estimation of spatial correlation. Therefore, the analysis is shifted to the co-array
domain. Due to the continuity of the DCA, the co-array correlation matrix repre-
sents a complete Hermitian Toeplitz structure and can be used to estimate spatial
angles. Co-array MUSIC algorithm is widely used for DOA estimation in sparse
arrays [32, 33]. More recently, other algorithms such as the co-array root-MUSIC
[54, 55] and the co-array ESPRIT [56] have been introduced. The Khatri Rao
(KR-MUSIC) algorithm which is applicable only to quasi-stationary sources (i.e.,
the sources which can be assumed to be stationary for short time durations) was
introduced prior to the co-array MUSIC [57]. Recently, many algorithms based on
compressed sensing have been introduced for DOA estimation in sparse arrays
[58, 59]. In summary, DOA estimation algorithms that operate (i) when the number
of sources is unknown, (ii) in the presence of coherent arrivals, (iii) under
unknown mutual coupling, (iv) under low signal-to-noise ratio (low SNR) condi-
tions, (v) under low snapshot conditions, (vi) in the presence of non-uniform or
random noise, and (vii) in a short computational time; are largely sought-after for
practical applications [60, 61].

3.3 Array factors of some well-known sparse arrays

According to the principle of pattern multiplication, the overall array response is
the product of the array factor and the element pattern. The element pattern for an
isotropic antenna is unity. Hence, in an array of isotropic antenna elements, the far-
field pattern depends only on the array factor. The array factor of sparse arrays is
conveniently evaluated using the element positions xn as given below

AF ϕð Þ ¼
X

n∈ sparse
ejkxncosϕ, (6)

where, xn denotes the actual grid-point location of the nth element in the sparse
array. k ¼ 2π

λ denotes the wavenumber and ϕ denotes the azimuth angle. For an
MRA with sensors at {0, 1, 4, 6}, the values of xn in the above formula would be
{0, d, 4d, 6d}, respectively.

To get further idea on the characteristics of sparse arrays, the array factors of a
few prominent sparse arrays given in Table 1 were evaluated using Eq. (6) and
plotted using MATLAB. Table 3 lists the sparse arrays considered and their 3-dB
beamwidths. Figure 3 shows the plot of array factors of the considered sparse
arrays. It can be observed that MRAs provide the narrowest main beam

Type of Sparse Array Observed HPBW

ULA 10.3°

MRA 2.2°

Nested 3.1°

Co-prime 4.1°

Super-nested 2.9°

Table 3.
Beamwidths for the 10-element sparse arrays listed in Table 1.
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characteristics for a given number of sensors as they possess the largest aperture
among all the sparse arrays considered here. It has to be noted that the MHA can
offer even finer beamwidth than MRAs.

It would be good to have a few more figures representing the weight functions of
the above sparse arrays and their DOA estimation performance when used with
co-array MUSIC. However, they are omitted from this chapter for lack of space.

3.4 MRAs with the same number of sensors and aperture might have different
sensitivities

Another important aspect that a designer must be aware of, is that there can
exist many sensor configurations for a given aperture in the case of MRAs and
MHAs. Each of these configurations may possess different radiation characteristics
or sensitivity. For example, the first column in Table 4 shows a few MRA configu-
rations M1 – M4, each of which has seven sensors and is capable of offering an
aperture of L ¼ 15. Figure 4 shows their array patterns. It can be inferred visually
from Figure 4 and also reinforced from the remaining columns of Table 4 that
though the different MRA configurations provide the same aperture, they may not
possess the same main beam and side lobe characteristics.

Hence, care must be exercised before choosing a given MRA configuration.

Figure 3.
Array factors of sparse arrays listed in Table 3.

MRA configuration Beamwidth (ϕ°
HPBWÞ First Side lobe level (dB)

M1 - [0, 1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 15] 5.73° �6.24

M2 - [0, 1, 3, 6, 10, 14, 15] 5.16° �6.50

M3 - [0, 1, 4, 8, 13, 14, 15] 4.93° �5.26

M4 - [0, 2, 4, 5, 8, 14, 15] 5.50° �6.58

Table 4.
Beamwidths and PSLs for different MRAs with same aperture and same number of sensors.
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4. More about linear sparse arrays

4.1 Sparse arrays with special properties

Many modifications to coprime arrays have been proposed in the Literature. For
example, the thinned coprime array, the coprime array with compressed inter-
element spacing (CACIS), coprime array with displaced subarrays (CADiS),
coprime array with reduced sensors (CARS) etc. [37, 38, 62]. Most recent is the
generalized thinned coprime array (GTCA) [63], of which, the above ones can be
considered as special cases. A multi-level prime array which extends the concept of
coprime arrays has also been proposed [36]. The three-level prime array (3LPA) is a
special case of the multi-level prime array and should not be confused with the
triply primed array described in Section 3.2.9.

Recently, a unified array geometry in the form of a generalized nested subarray
(GNSA) was proposed [55]. The geometry has a nested structure with two proto-
type arrays A and B. Specifically, if the prototype arrays A and B are MRAs, then the
geometry leads to the nested MRA (NMRA) thereby providing the largest sparse
array and associated hole-free coarray. On the other hand, when A and B are ULAs,
the design provides a sparse array with the least aperture and DOFs. It can be said
that the GNSA has revolutionized the development of sparse arrays in recent times.
The prototype arrays could be nested arrays or super-nested arrays, or for that
matter, any sparse array that has a hole-free coarray [55].

4.1.1 Sparse arrays for active sensing

Active sensing applications need hole-free sum co-arrays. Symmetric sparse
arrays are also useful for certain applications. The concatenated nested array (CNA)
is one such array which is obtained by appending the level 1 elements of the nested

Figure 4.
Array factors of MRAs M1-M4 mentioned in Table 4.
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array just after the level 2 elements such that the overall array is symmetric [40].
However, this array heavily suffers from the effects of mutual coupling owing to
the closely spaced elements at both the ends. The Interleaved Wichmann Array
(IWA) was proposed to overcome the mutual coupling problem of the CNA by re-
arranging the sensors such that the number of sensor pairs with unit spacing is
reduced [39]. On similar lines, a nested structure using two CNAs, namely, the
Kløve array has been introduced with hole-free sum and difference coarray and is
suitable for active as well as passive sensing [64]. More recently, low redundancy
arrays with nested arrays and Kløve-Mossige as basis were proposed with hole-free
sum coarray [65]. The sum coarray is defined as

 ¼ zi þ z jji, j ¼ 1, 2,⋯,Ns
� �

, (7)

where all the cross summations between sensor positions are considered.

4.1.2 Sparse arrays for DOA estimation of non-circular sources

While the difference coarray approach is well suited for the DOA estimation of
circular sources, many non-circular source signals exist in practice. For example,
binary phase shift keying (BPSK), minimum shift keying (MSK), unbalanced
quadrature phase shift keying (UQPSK) etc. Non-circular sources have non-zero
pseudo covariances (non-zero ellipse covariance matrix) which can be used to
enhance the aperture of the virtual array to further exploit the received information
for parameter estimation [66, 67]. To fully leverage the special properties of
non-circular sources, the DOA estimation is performed using the sum difference
co-array (SDCA) which is defined as

 ¼ ∪∪ (8)

where  is the difference co-array,  is the sum co-array and  is the mirrored
sum co-array and equal to - . In short, for a sparse array with sensors at  ¼
z1, z2, … , zNsf g, the locations of the virtual sensors in the SDCA are given by

 ¼ zi � z j, zi þ z j, � zi � z jji, j ¼ 1, 2,⋯,Ns
� �

(9)

The use of difference co-array along with the sum co-array increases the virtual
array span and leads to increased DOFs than possible by using the DCA alone. In
SDCA-based designs, the vectorized conjugate augmented MUSIC (VCAM)
algorithm is generally used for DOA estimation [68].

One of the prominent designs for sparse arrays that are suitable for non-circular
sources is the nested array with displaced subarray (NADiS) as it provides CFEs for
element positions, virtual apertures, and DOFs. The NADiS array has a large central
continuous portion in the SDCA thereby providing large uniform DOFs. However,
the SDCA is not completely hole-free. As an improvement, sparse array for non-
circular sources (SANC) array was proposed with a hole-free SDCA [69]. A draw-
back of the SANC array is that it has no CFE for element positions. Therefore, the
sensor positions in SANC have to be determined through exhaustive searching.
Though an improved nested array with SDCA (INAwSDCA) [68] was proposed
recently, there is no comparison with the NADiS and SANC arrays. An ultimate
design of the nested array for non-circular signals is the translated nested array [67]
which has CFEs for sensor positions and provides larger apertures than the NADis
and the SANC. In addition, the SDCA of translated nested array is hole-free.
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4.1.3 Array motion

In recent years, moving array platforms or array motion are being exploited to
obtain higher DOFs in sparse arrays. The synthetic coprime array [70], dilated
nested array [71] and the multi-level dilated nested array [72] are few examples of
sparse array designs that leverage platformmotion to fill the holes in the DCAs. This
topic is pretty new and is widely being explored.

4.2 Sensor failures in antenna arrays

4.2.1 Sensor failures in ULAs

In an array of identical elements, the overall pattern depends on parameters such
as the array geometry, inter-element spacing, amplitudes and phases of the indi-
vidual elements and the inherent pattern of each element [16]. In most cases, the
array geometry and the type of array elements is fixed. For example, assume a linear
array with patch antennas. In such cases, only the spacing of elements, their relative
amplitudes and phases can be altered to modify the array pattern.

Perturbations in any of these parameters can distort the array’s response.
Worst of all is the partial or complete failure of one or more sensors in the array.
Element failures in sensor arrays can cause distortions in the main beam, side lobe
levels and null placements, thereby disrupting the normal functioning of the
array. Fault diagnosis and fault compensation are needed to ensure smooth oper-
ation of arrays. Several methods have been reported in literature that can (i)
identify the location of the faulty element(s) and (ii) compensate or restore the
array response through suitable weighting of the remaining healthy antennas in
the array. Consider a 10-element ULA with uniform feeding. Imagine that the
seventh sensor fails. In this case, the algorithm should be able to identify the
position of the failed element and also determine suitable weights to be applied to
the remaining nine sensors so that the compensated pattern closely resembles the
response of the healthy array. As the weights are no more uniform, the use of
digital beamforming is called for. Many bio-inspired algorithms or compressed
sensing techniques have been used in the past either to detect sensor failures or to
compensate the pattern of a faulty array or for both [73–80]. An extreme case and
new perspective is presented in [81], where a sparse array is said to be formed
when one or more elements of an ULA fail at random.

4.2.2 Fault tolerance in sparse arrays a.k.a. fragility

The notions of robustness, fragility, essentialness etc., in relation to sparse sensor
arrays have been introduced in recent years by Liu and Vaidyanathan [82–84]. The
fragility of a sparse array gives a measure of how vulnerable the array is to its’ sensor
failures. Fragility is defined as the number of essential sensors to the total number of
sensors in the sparse array. A sensor is said to be essential if its failure/absence alters
the difference coarray or introduces holes into the coarray. Arrays in which all sensors
are essential are known as maximally economic sparse arrays (MESA). MRAs, nested
and super nested arrays are maximally economic as all their sensors are essential. For
this reason, these arrays are highly fragile with a fragility of N

N ¼ 1.
It is well-known in MRA theory that, in an array of N elements, the failure of a

single-element can cause up to N � 1 missing spatial lags, thereby rendering the
sparse array useless for parameter estimation in the coarray domain. Robust MRAs
(RMRAs) have been recently proposed with the aim of designing resilient sparse
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arrays which can offer reliable and smooth operation even in the presence of a
single-element failure. RMRAs ensure that each spatial lag is generated at least twice
[85]. That is, there are at least two separate sensor pairs that can generate a given
spatial lag. Even if a single sensor fails, the remaining sensors can generate all the
necessary spatial lags. The RMRA is, therefore, preferred when array reliability is
the foremost design concern. ULAs and RMRAs have only two essential sensors (the
first and the last to preserve the aperture). Therefore, both these arrays have a
fragility of 2/N. ULAs are the most robust and least fragile as they have many
redundant sensors. RMRAs have been designed with the specific aim of achieving
the least fragility in a sparse array while retaining the hole-free coarray properties
of MRA.

As an example, a 10-element RMRA has sensors at {0, 1, 2, 6, 7, 11, 15, 16, 18, 19}
[85]. The weight function of the RMRA is plotted in Figure 5. It can be seen that all
the spatial lags from 0,�1,�2, … ,�18f g have a weight of two or more. That means
there are at least two sensor pairs that can generate the required lags from 0 to 18.
RMRAs are very much similar in concept to two-fold redundancy arrays (TFRAs).
TFRAs are based on double difference sets [86]. However, RMRAs have a much
broader scope and their design is more elegant. It can be observed from Figure 5
that the weight w1 is five which indicates that there are five sensor pairs with unit
spacing. As per the empirical relation between the weight function and mutual
coupling, it is easy to predict that the array is heavily prone to mutual coupling.
Nevertheless, the array is robust to sensor failures.

Consider a situation where a particular element in the above RMRA fails (say the
element at position 11). The weight function of the RMRA with failed sensor is
shown in Figure 6. It can be observed that the weights of a few spatial lags fall down
to one but none of them becomes zero. As long as there is just a single-element
failure in RMRAs, the weight of any given spatial lag never becomes zero, meaning
that holes would never occur in the DCA. This justifies the robustness of RMRAs.

In recent years, sparse arrays based on fractal geometries have been proposed.
Such arrays use a small sparse array as a base (called generator) to obtain larger
sparse arrays through recursive formulations. Examples include the Cantor arrays
proposed by Liu and Vaidyanathan and the generalized fractal sparse arrays
proposed by Cohen and Eldar [35, 87].

Figure 5.
Weight function of the 10-element RMRA described above.
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4.3 Sparse multiple input multiple output (MIMO) radar arrays

Any review of linear sparse arrays would be incomplete without a mention of
their usage in the design of sparse MIMO radar arrays. MIMO radar arrays make use
of co-located transmit and receive arrays. These transmit and receive arrays work in
tandem and produce the effect of a large virtual array. The transmitting array
consists of M antennas and the receiving array contains N antennas. Hence, the
total number of physical antennas in the MIMO array is K ¼ MþN. Each transmit
antenna emits an independent waveform. At each receiving antenna, there are M
matched filters that are used to extract the reflected signals. As there are N receive
elements, each equipped with M matched filters, the total number of extracted
signals is MN. It has been shown that the matched filter output is equivalent to the
signals received by an array of MN elements. This gives the effect of a large virtual
array with MN elements [88], whereas physically there are only MþN elements.
The virtual array is also known as the sum co-array as it is obtained by adding all
possible element positions in the transmit and receive arrays.

Following the introduction of the minimum redundancy MIMO radar [45] in
2008, several other sparse MIMO configurations have been proposed in the litera-
ture [89–93]. However, a thorough review of the properties of sparse MIMO arrays
is beyond the scope of this article. However, it is easy to foresee that if the transmit
and receive arrays are maximally sparse with hole-free co-arrays (like MRAs), the
resulting MIMO radar array would also be highly sparse and, therefore, capable of
providing the largest virtual array aperture for a given number of sensors and hence
the highest DOFs as reported recently [94]. Several novel designs of sparse MIMO
radar arrays are being proposed. Another research area which has gained traction in
recent years is the co-existent MIMO radar and MIMO communications.

5. Future scope

Evolutionary and swarm-based algorithms have been extensively applied for
array pattern optimization. The No-free-lunch (NFL) theorem in optimization the-
ory says that there is no single optimization algorithm that works well against all the

Figure 6.
Weight function of the RMRA with failed sensor at position 11.
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optimization problems (objective functions). Going by the above fact, it might so
turn out that there might exist a few algorithms which could be more suitable over
others for synthesizing MRAs and MHAs. As many powerful nature inspired opti-
mization algorithms (grey wolf optimizer, moth flame optimizer, whale optimiza-
tion, sparrow search algorithm and other hybrid meta-heuristic approaches etc.
[95–98]) have been introduced in the recent past, it would be a worthwhile effort to
try synthesizing MRAs and MHAs using such algorithms. One such attempt to
determine large MRAs using parallel processing has been recently reported [99]. In
recent times, deep learning methods are being employed to synthesize sparse arrays
for joint requirements such as hole-free coarrays, low peak side lobes, and optimum
far-field performance [100, 101].

In the future, research could be done to determine large RMRAs such that
tabulated entries on the optimum RMRA configurations for a given number of
sensors could be widely made available to the scientific community. Similarly,
efforts could be made to find robust nested arrays with closed-form expressions for
sensor positions as an alternative to RMRAs [33, 85].

In sparse arrays, beamforming is usually performed in the co-array domain
[102–104]. The weights of the virtual sensors in the coarray are adjusted to obtain
the desired beam pattern. It would be interesting to see how the failure of one or
more sensors in the physical array affects these beamforming weights. Detection of
failed sensors in the physical array and subsequent compensation of the beam
pattern in the coarray are a few open research challenges for sparse array analysis.

6. Conclusion

In this chapter, the properties of various linear sparse arrays have been com-
pared. It is found that different sparse arrays have different design criteria and
trade-offs. It remains as a future scope to synthesize new MRAs and RMRAs using
the latest bio-inspired and/or deep learning algorithms. Antenna array processing
techniques will be in the limelight for many years to come as many future wireless
communication systems (infrastructure-based and ad hoc) heavily rely on them.
DOA estimation algorithms and adaptive beamforming methods using sparse/full
arrays in the presence of array miscalibrations/failures are a trending research topic
at the moment. It is believed that this chapter serves as a comprehensive guide to
new researchers in the field of sparse array signal processing.
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Chapter 7

Implantable Wireless Systems:
A Review of Potentials and
Challenges
Amenah I. Kanaan and Ahmed M.A. Sabaawi

Abstract

With the current advancement in micro-and nano-fabrication processes and the
newly developed approaches, wireless implantable devices are now able to meet the
demand for compact, self-powered, wireless, and long-lasting implantable devices
for medical and health-care applications. The demonstrated fabrication advance-
ment enabled the wireless implantable devices to overcome the previous limitations
of electromagnetic-based wireless devices such as the high volume due to large
antenna size and to overcome the tissue and bone losses related to the ultrasound
implantable devices. Recent state-of-the-are wireless implantable devices can effi-
ciently harvest electromagnetic energy and detect RF signals with minimum losses.
Most of the current implanted devices are powered by batteries, which is not an
ideal solution as these batteries need periodic charging and replacement. On the
other hand, the implantable devices that are powered by energy harvesters are
operating continuously, patient-friendly, and are easy to use. Future wireless
implantable devices face a strong demand to be linked with IoT-based applications
and devices with data visualization on mobile devices. This type of application
requires additional units, which means more power consumption. Thus, the chal-
lenge here is to reduce the overall power consumption and increase the wireless
power transfer efficiency. This chapter presents the state-of-the-art wireless power
transfer techniques and approaches that are used to drive implantable devices.
These techniques include inductive coupling, radiofrequency, ultrasonic, photovol-
taic, and heat. The advantages and disadvantages of these approaches and tech-
niques along with the challenges and limitations of each technique will be discussed.
Furthermore, the performance parameters such as operating distance, energy
harvesting efficiency, and size will be discussed and analyzed to introduce a com-
prehensive comparison. Finally, the recent advances in materials development and
wireless communication strategies, are also discussed.

Keywords: implantable wireless devices, wireless power transfer (WPT), coils,
antennas, energy harvesting, SAR, link budget

1. Introduction

For more than 60 years, biomedical implantable device have been available. Earl
Bakken designed and developed for the cardiac pacemaker in 1957, the first transis-
torized biomedicinal implanted device [1]. The most important issues of biomedical
implants, namely patient safety and comfort, have been investigated. The result is a
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reduction in energy consumption and an efficient transfer of energy to the
implanted devices [2]. For implanted devices therefore, the transfer of wireless
energy is an important issue. The power supply is a major technical challenge. If a
battery is to be used due to its limited size and lifetime, an operation must be
performed in a living body to swap the battery [3]. To prevent this invasive opera-
tion, a method of wireless transfer of power from outside the body should be
developed [4]. The recent focus for biomedical applications is on wireless power
transmission (WPT) due to its important benefits, such as facilitating implant
surgery in which we avoid connected cable, improving rechargeable reliability,
increasing healthcare workers and patients’ safety [5]. The potential of WPT tech-
nology will introduce the new generation of safe and efficient medical devices [6].
The development of a system for nerve stimulation, cochlear aids, retinal implants,
infusion pumps, pacemakers, cerebral pacemakers and others, has recently gained
attention by wireless transfer of power (WPT). At the beginning of the 21st cen-
tury, despite its high weight quality, limited lifetime, and chemical effects, certain
applications for medical implanted devices (MID) were operated. The charging
cables also had disadvantages and theoretically required a long time. In the early
21st century [7] Wireless Power Transfer Methods (WPT) received significant
research interest in biomedical implants and neural prostheses Patient tissue safety
is one of the key factors in the WPT design for MIDs. The tissue safety is very much
dependent on the body's EM constitutive parameters: the microwave power den-
sity, the frequency, tissue absorption and the sensitivity of the tissue. The effects of
radio frequency waves cannot immediately be felt (and damages occur) by the
patient as lower-frequency waves penetrate deeper into the tissue offering lower
absorption. The relative allowability and conductivity of the human tissue decreases
and increases with increasing frequencies, thereby increasing tissue absorption.
Microwaves penetrate less and heat the tissue more easily at higher frequencies. The
main tissue safety measure is the specific absorption rate for wireless power trans-
mission applications for MIDs (SAR). When the electromagnetic wave travel
through the tissue, it will penetrate the tissue but part of the wave will be absorbed
by the tissue and get dissipated as heat. The interaction between the electromag-
netic wave and the tissue depends on the dielectric properties of the tissue and the
operating frequency. The amount of power absorbed by the tissue during the
interaction is called specific absorption rate (SAR). The WPT proposed five meth-
odologies: inductive transmission of energy (IPT) and capacitive transmission of
power (CPT) and acoustic transmission of power (APT) in the neighborhood, as
well as middle and remote field (RF) radiation [8]. The inductive links and the radio
frequency are the two types of biomedical links (RF). A short-range communication
chanal that needs a coil antenna in the area of the output source is an inductive
connection. On the other hand, the advantages of RF telemetry are reaching longer
distances and improved information rates. In this regard, research is focused on
implantable medical equipment connected to RF [9].

2. Implantable medical devices

Implantable medical devices have numerous functions that help to replicate
human organ functions (Table 1). Implantable devices can be classified according
to their functions as follows:

1.Implantable stimulator, like cardiac pacemaker, and defibrillator.

2. Implantable measuring system, like capsule endoscopy.
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3.Implantable artificial organs, like artificial heart.

4. Implantable medical devices, like drug pump.

They have many other advantages, apart from the functions of these devices.
It is possible to obtain test data without skin interference, which can reduce skin/
device interaction. They can help cure diseases with external devices, for example
Parkinson's and the normal organs such as heart, retina and cochlea can be
changed with implanted devices. The most efficient approach is direct contact
with organs.

3. Wireless power transfer (WPT)

Wireless Power Transfer Systems (WPT) can be classified as far- and near-field
WPT systems. The WPT system in far field is divided into LASER, photoelectrical,
RF and microwave whereas the inductive, magnetic and capacitive coupling
methods are classified as the near-field. WPT is the main alternative to power-
implantable devices by inductive connection and resonant connection [10].
The method is based on an antennas delivering RF power to a charging device.
The wireless power transfer approaches are shown in Figure 1.

Class Name Function

Implantable simulator Pacemaker Make heart beat by electric current

Brain pacemaker Wake up vegetative state and treat depression

Vibration control Stimulate thalamic and deal with Parkinson’s disease

Implantable measuring Fixed Measuring physiological and biochemistry parameters

Artificial organ Capsule type Diagnosing the digestive tract

Heart Repair or replace the cardiac structure

Brain Simulate the human brain

Cochlea For hearing rehabilitation

Implantable drug delivery Give drug directly

Table 1.
Classification of implantable electronic devices.

Figure 1.
The wireless power transfer methods [10].
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4. Near-field WPT methods

4.1 Capacitive coupling transfer

The capacitive coupling link approach is used to transfer data and power in short
wireless communications to the implanted devices. The basis for this approach is
two parallel plates which behave like condensers. The first plate is attached to the
skin outside of the body; the second plate is implanted inside the body and attached
as shown in Figure 2 to the implanted device. The electric field is used as a carrier
by the capacitive coupling to transfer data and power to the skin which acts as a
dielectric divider between these two plates [11].

In Figure 2, the voltage transmission rate was analyzed as follows: The voltage of
the Vin and the C1 and C2 between the implanted and the outside plates is the
input capacitance equivalent, Cin is the implanted circuits’ input capacitance and RL
is the equivalent “ac” of the loading system's resistance. The corresponding Ceq

condensers are given

Ceq ¼ C1 þ C2 (1)

Assuming Cin << Ceq, then

Vout ¼ Vin
R2
L

R2
L þ X2

ceq
þ j

RLXeq

R2
L þ X2

ceq

" #
(2)

and the voltage transfer rate is given by

Vout

Vin

����
���� ¼

R2
L

R2
L þ X2

ceq

 !1=2

(3)

Therefore, when XCeq <RL, Vout is maximized. The main drawback of the
method is that the tissue temperature of the plates can be increased, causing patient
discomfort. The human body is also a non-magnetic material. Negligible losses in
the magnetic field indicate that the electrical field is absorbed by human tissue [12].

4.2 Inductive coupling transfer

Inductive coupling transfer is now an attractive technology for the development
of short communication biomedical applications. The magnetic coupling is used as
the communication environment, common to techniques for radiofrequency

Figure 2.
Simplified capacitive coupling transfer [12].
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identification. The most popular way of transmitting power and data to passive
implants [13] is the inductive power transfer between coupling coils, one on the
implant and one outside the body on a reading device. As illustrated in Figure 3, the
coil of the transmitter (TX) is placed adjacent to the skin and is a time variable
magnetic field produced by a power source. This magnetic field induces an
electromotive strength (EMF) inside the receiver (Rx) body that is processed using
an RX system-based silicone rectifier [13]. In order to increase the PTE [14], the Rx
coil should be tuned to the same working frequency as the Tx coil.

In passive systems, the connections have four categories for resonance: the SET
(serial- to parallel) topology (SP), the serial-to-serial (SS) topology and the parallel-
to-parallel (PP) topology as shown on Figure 4. In order to guarantee better effi-
ciency in the transmission of power of the inductive connective transmission, both
sides are tuned with the same resonant frequency f0. In most cases, the principal
circuit (reader) is tuned to series resonance, which gives the transmitter coil an
impedance load which is almost always parallel to the secondary circuit and uses the
LC circuit for driving a load of a not-linear corrective device [15].

The number of loops can be changed in practice based on wiring characteristics
and coil form. A more practical approach consists of the measurement of inductance
at construction and strange turns to achieve the specified inductance. However, a
highly specialized and expensive inductance meter requires accurate measurement
of inductance [15]. In practice, Equation (4) [16] can be used to calculate the
resonance frequency f0. Many formulas can be used to estimate the number of turns
necessary to achieve a specific inductance L. For example, in Table 2, the (N)

Figure 3.
ICWPT system powered by alternative electromotive force (EMF). TX: transmitter coil. RX; receiving coil [13].

Figure 4.
Inductive coupling with four possible resonance circuits [15].
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turnings on the radius of the loop (a), on height of the loop (h), on width of the
loops (b), on width (d), on the loop radius (r) and on magnetic inductivity (L). But
only approximations to ideal conditions [20] could be made in such equations.

K ¼ Mffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LTLR

p (4)

The mutual inductivity (M) and coupling coefficient with LT and LR, as proposed
by [21] are other parameters to be examined during inductive coupling design.

f 0 ¼ 1

2π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC

p (5)

The resistor R1 is the effective resistance series LT with the SP topology given in
Figure 4 which shows the transferred spindle losses and the power amplifier’s
output resistance, whereas R2 is the effective LR series resistance given in [21] and
in [22]. CT and CR capacitors are used on both sides of the link to create resonance.

The frequency of resonance (Wo) of an LC tank may be calculated for both
sides, as shown (6).

Wo ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LTCT

p ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LRCR

p (6)

The quality factor (Q) in (7) is presented for the primary and secondary coils.

Q1 ¼
wLT

R1
and Q2 ¼

wLR

R2
(7)

The performance on both sides of the connection should be maximized for high
efficiencies and this can occur when.

1≪K2Q1Q2 ¼
K2LT

LR
∗

1
R2CT

(8)

Figure 5 shows total efficiency (K2Q1Q2) as a function of increasing efficiency
with the increasing coupling and quality factor (9) [23].

ηmax ¼
K2Q1Q2

1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K2Q1Q2

p� �2 (9)

The resistance of implanted devices is another factor that directly affects overall
efficiency (loaded case). The total efficiency is also raised proportionately with the load
increases, depending on the implanted resistance proposed, according to (10) [24].

Formulas Reference

L ¼ N2Rμ0μr ln 8R
a � 0:2

� �
[17]

L ¼ r2N2

2rþ ∗ 2:8dð Þ ∗ 103
[18]

L ¼ 0:3l aNð Þ2
6aþ9haþb

[19]

L ¼ 2:9 ln 9
D � K
� �

N1:9 [20]

Table 2.
Formulas approximate the number of turns needed to achieve a given induction.
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ηTotal ¼ ηTηR

¼ K2Q1Q
3
2RLRRLoad

K2Q1Q
3
2RLRRLoad þ K2Q1Q2R

2
Load þQ4

2Q
2
LR þ 2Q2

2RLRRLoad þ R2
Load

� � (10)

The design of a coil with several possibilities, as outlined in Figure 6, is another
relevant parameter. A first grade between printed spiral coils (PSC) and wounded
coils (WCs) [25] is established. A first classification is given. PSCs are characterized
by high reliability and production ease, especially with micro and nano-production
processes. However, PSCs have a lower quality factor than WWCs [20]. There are
also different key parameters for the two geometries. For a PSC, d0 and di are the
external and internal diameters of the spiral respectively, n is the number of turns
where w and s are both the distance and the distance between them. For solenoid
WWC, else, d is the diameter of the solenoid, constants during n rotations, l is the
length of the driver, d0 is the diameter of the wiring and p is the twisting pitch [8].

4.3 Magnetic resonance coupling

As illustrated in Figure 7, magnet resonance coupling is based on evanescent
wave-coupling which generates and transfers electric energy through various or
varying magnetic fields between the two resonant spins. As two resonant coils are
strongly coupled with the same resonant frequency, high efficacy can be achieved.
The advantage of the magnetic resonance connection are also immunity to the

Figure 5.
Maximum achievable link efficiency as a function of (K2Q1Q2) [23].

Figure 6.
Variants for the coil design: squared printed spiral coil (left), circular printed spiral coil (middle), and solenoid
wire wound coil (right) [8].
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surrounding environment and the need for a free space transfer [26]. The quality
factors are normally high, because magnetic resonance coupling usually works
within the megahertz range. The high quality factor helps to mitigate a sharp
reduction in connection effectiveness and thus loading efficiency, by increasing the
loading distance. As a result, it is possible to extend the effective transmission
power distance to meters [27].

With the declaration of the Wireless Power Consortium (WPC) on extending
the transfer distance from 5 mm to 40 mm in 2012, new research works are
expected to focus on newmagnetic winding schemes and configurations [28]. Based
on the new developments in improving the transfer distance, a new planar design
would be able to charge the devices on desks and tables. To address the poor
transfer efficiency defects of a two-coil energy transfer mechanism, as considered
in [29], midrange WPT techniques, such as relay resonators (Figure 8a), four coils
(Figure 8b), U coils (Figure 8c), domino coils (Figure 8d), array coils (Figure 8e),
and dipole coils (Figure 8f) are proposed in previous studies and fused into future
planar WPT chargers with increased distances or air gaps. Based on these studies,
the transfer distances were 20, 60, 100, 180 (for seven resonator coils), 20, and 500
cm respectively) [30]. Each configurations have superior performance

Figure 8.
Different WPT mechanisms: (a) relay coil; (b) four coils; (c) U-coil; (d) domino coils; (e) dipole coils; and (f)
array coils [30].

Figure 7.
Magnetic resonance coupling [26].
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characteristics than the NRIC in several aspects: (a) better impedance matching
capability to optimize the system power transfer, (b) higher Q-factor enabled by
the primary and secondary coils, which can compensate for the sharp decline of
PTE caused by the reduced coupling coefficient due to the increasing separation
distance and (c) higher bandwidth of operation [31].

5. Far-field electromagnetic systems

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the main issue in the implanted devices is
the battery due to their bulkiness and limited life time, which make them not
suitable for long term applications. Thus, it is necessary to power up the implanted
device wirelessly through one of the wireless power transfer techniques (i.e. induc-
tive coupling or far-field). Inductive coupling method is used in most conventional
wireless power transmission systems, where the transfer of power depends on the
coupling between pair of adjacent coils. The main issue in this method is the fact
that low frequency electromagnetic waves for power transmission require relatively
large coils. On the other hand, wireless implanted devices need to be compact as
much as possible for making them allowable to be implanted at different parts of
the body (system scalability) and to improve resolution of received signals. This
issue can be addressed by utilizing RF systems in order to miniaturize the implanted
device and improve the wireless communication link. The amount of harvested
power in the RF systems is limited to few hundreds of μW due to the regulation of
transmitted power keeping it under the safe level. It is hence needed to have an
efficient antenna to receive the signal and efficient rectifying and power manage-
ment process in order to provide enough power for high-performance implanted
biomedical devices. Figure 9 illustrates a block diagram of power harvesting plat-
form for a wirelessly powered implanted device [32]. The system design employs an
integrated on-chip loop antenna. The antenna passes the received power to a multi-
stage rectifier to convert it into DC voltage, which is then passed to the power
management unit. It is worth mentioning here that double-gate CMOS transistors
can be used and operated at deep threshold region in order to minimize the power
consumption and reduce the leakage current.

Figure 9.
Block diagram of power harvesting platform for a wirelessly powered implanted device [32].
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5.1 Specific absorption rate (SAR)

When the electromagnetic wave travel through the tissue, it will penetrate the
tissue but part of the wave will be absorbed by the tissue and get dissipated as heat.
The interaction between the electromagnetic wave and the tissue depends on the
dielectric properties of the tissue and the operating frequency. The amount of
power absorbed by the tissue during the interaction is called specific absorption rate
(SAR), which can be expressed by the electric field (E) of the incident wave as
follows:

SAR ¼ σ

2ρ
E2
�� �� (11)

where σ and ρ are the tissue conductivity and volume density, respectively.
When working at near field, the temperature of the tissue will be increased due to
the dissipation of EM at the tissue interface. The rate of temperature change (ΔT)
measured in (°C) depends mainly on SAR and can be given as:

ΔT
Δt

¼ SARþ Pm � Pc � Pbð Þ
hc

(12)

where Pm, Pc and Pb are the metabolic heating rates; and hc is the tissue heat
capacity.

There are two SAR standards enforced by IEEE to determine the maximum
allowable power for safe interaction between the electromagnetic wave and the
tissue without causing any damage or harmful interaction. These standards are IEEE
C95.1-1999 standard (SAR1g≤ 1.6 W/kg) and IEEE C95.1-2005 standard (SAR10g≤
2 W/kg).

5.2 Impact of tissue type on antenna performance

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, interaction of the electromagnetic wave
with the tissue depends on the operating frequency and the dielectric properties.
Thus, it is expected that the antenna of the implanted device behaves differently
based on which part of the body the device is implanted as well as depending on the
frequency of the EM. In [33], a dual band flower-shaped antenna is proposed for
wireless implanted devices as shown in Figure 10.

The performance of the antenna at different part of the body was recorded for
both frequency bands as summarized in Table 3 below. It is clearly observed that
the performance of the antenna is changed when placed at different parts of the
body. It was also noticed that the bandwidth is higher at 2.45 GHz frequency band
compared with 928 MHz, however, the gain was smaller. Thus, there is a tradeoff
between the gain and the bandwidth depends on the application of the wireless
implanted device.

Figure 10.
The proposed flower-shaped antenna [33].
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The antenna type play an important role in the wireless implanted system. Thus,
it is important to study different antenna types at different parts of the human body
and compare the performance. In [34], a comparison is made between dipole and
loop antennas, where several dipole and loop antennas were designed as shown in
Figure 11.

Recent study showed that the loop topologies provide higher gain than dipole
topologies with achieving miniaturized size, while dipole antennas exhibits better
impedance matching properties [34]. In addition, the dipole antennas showed a
better ability to increase the gain and less sensitivity changes in tissue structure. The
variation of antenna gain at different parts of the body is plotted in Figure 12 [34]
for both topologies (i.e. dipole and loop).

Another studies investigated the impact of tissue location on the return loss of
the antenna at high frequencies as shown in Figure 13 [35]. It was observed that the
resonant frequency and the bandwidth can be changed by placing the antenna at
another body part such as hand, heart, chest and head.

5.3 Muti-band antennas for wireless implanted devices

In wireless implanted devices, the antenna plays a key role in managing the
communication process as well as the transfer of power. Hence, it is a multi-task
process that require more than one frequency band operating simultaneously. For
example, a frequency band is needed for biotelemetry and another one for power
transfer. In addition, a higher frequency might be needed for wakeup controller.
Since the implanted device is needed to be miniaturized, it is preferable to employ
one antenna that can operate efficiently at more than one frequency.

Homogenous
phantom

Head Stomach Small intestine Measured

Frequency 928
MHz

2.45
GHz

928
MHz

2.45
GHz

928
MHz

2.45
GHz

928
MHz

2.45
GHz

928
MHz

2.45
GHz

BW (MHz) 197.6 245.3 231.1 600 190 204 249.5 502.5 180 365.4

G (dBi) -28.44 -25.65 -33.67 -29 -27.69 -25.58 -29.74 -22.39 -28.94 -26.37

Table 3.
Summarized performance parameters (bandwidth and gain) of the proposed flower-shaped antenna [33].

Figure 11.
The proposed dipole and loop UHF antennas [34].
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Several recent studies [36, 37] attempted to address the multi-band issue by
designing a dual- or triple-band antennas. In [37], a dual band antenna operating at
915 MHz and 2.45 GHz is designed and fabricated for scalp-implanted devices. The
fabricated meandered line antenna and the experimental setup is shown in
Figure 14. For validation, normally the measurements must of antennas for wireless
implanted devices are carried out in saline solution. Figure 15 presents the simu-
lated and measured return loss of the designed antenna. It is worth mentioning that
the link margin decreases with increasing the transmission range, where the highest
bit rate undergoes larger loss as shown in Figure 16.

Another compact multi-band antenna is proposed in [37]. The implemented
antenna exhibits triple resonance behavior due to the employment of spiral struc-
ture. The antenna can be operated at 433.1–434.8 MHz, 1520–1693 MHz and 2400–
2483.5 MHz. The fabricated triple-band spiral antenna and the experimental set up
is depicted in Figure 17. In addition, Figure 18 illustrates the SAR values for all
frequency bands.

Some studies in literature has proposed different frequency band [38]. Figure 19
shows the return loss of the designed antenna showing the three resonant frequen-
cies and the bandwidth for each band.

5.4 Employing RFID antennas in wireless implanted devices

Some studies proposed the use of near-field inductively coupled implanted
devices operating at low frequencies with two antennas (implanted and wearable);

Figure 12.
Power gain (G) of both topologies at different tissue locations [34].

Figure 13.
Variation of resonant frequency and bandwidth at different parts of human body [35].
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and an additional far-field antenna for the off-body data transmission system. RFID
approach is suggested in [39], where the implant part carries a backscattering
microsystem. On the other hand, the wearable antenna (outer ring) serves as the
radiating part for the off-body data communication as shown in Figure 20.

One of the biggest challenges of the far-field antennas that are used in implanted
devices is the large size of the antenna, which should proportional to the wave-
length of the electromagnetic waves. In this application, the implanted device needs

Figure 15.
Simulated and measured return loss [36].

Figure 16.
Variation of link margin with communication distance for different bit rates [36].

Figure 14.
Fabricated antenna and experimental set up [36].
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to as small as possible, thus, it is important to design miniaturized antennas with
acceptable efficiency. To address this issue, a compact electromagnetic antenna
array with dimensions around 200 μm can be utilized as reported in [40]. The
proposed antenna system can harvest electromagnetic energy to power up the RFID

Figure 17.
The Fabricated triple-band spiral antenna and experimental set up [37].

Figure 18.
Simulated averaged SAR surface (top row) and coronal (bottom row) distributions over 1-g of tissue in an
anatomical human head model [37].

Figure 19.
Simulated and measured return loss for the designed triple-band antenna [38].
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system. In addition, the antenna array can sense the neuronal magnetic fields. The
overall wireless implantable NanoNeuroRFID system is shown in Figure 21.

5.5 Antenna alignment in wireless implantable devices

One of the common challenges in wireless implanted systems is the
misalignment in radiation direction and polarization. This issue can be easily
addressed by increasing the transmitted power, however, there are safety risks
limiting the amount of incident power. Utilizing circularly polarized antennas can
only solve the problem of polarization misalignment keeping the radiation direction
unaddressed. Thus, researcher paid significant efforts to design a universal solution
for the aforementioned issues. One of the solutions is proposed in [40], where the
harmonics yielded by the nonlinearity of rectifiers were exploited to align the

Figure 20.
Implantable and wearable antenna prototypes for brain RFID system [39].

Figure 21.
Wireless implantable NanoNeuroRFID system reported in [39].

Figure 22.
Proposed intermodulation-based system for addressing the misalignment [40].
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transmitting and receiving antennas effectively. In this approach, two-tone (2T)
waveform excitation is utilized to improve the rectification as well as to generate
intermodulation as shown in Figure 22.

6. Summary

This chapter highlighted the basic structure of wireless implanted devices and
focused on the various methods that are utilized in designing implanted devices.
Near-field coupling techniques such as capacitive, inductive and magnetic reso-
nance were discussed in details. The main focus in this chapter was on the employ-
ment far-field antennas, were the impact on the human body on the antenna
performance. Different types of antennas were discussed and analyzed as well as
the allowed safe power levels. The utilizing of RFID technology in wireless
implanted device were presented in discussed. Finally, new alignment techniques
for the antennas of implanted devices were introduced.
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Chapter 8

Microwave Antennas Suggested
for Biomedical Implantation
Kasturi Sudam Patil and Elizabeth Rufus

Abstract

In the twenty-first century, there is an enormous development in various
areas: microwave sensors have played an important role in medical devices, because
of population growth and public awareness of the health of medical devices, they
have become an ever-increasing technology. Microwave antenna sensors can be used
to monitor human body temperature, implantable defibrillators, pacemakers, con-
tinuous glucose monitoring, heart failure detection, and so on. Antennas are also
used as flexible sensors to monitor physiological parameters. Therefore, microwave
sensors are used for wireless communication in various biomedical applications. The
design of such antennas has gained considerable attention for dealing with issues
such as miniaturization, biocompatibility, patient safety, improvement in commu-
nication quality, etc. The objective of this paper is to prove an overview of the
requirements, design steps, and testing of a microwave antenna used in biomedical
implantation. In this chapter, various antennas used in medical applications are
described in detail. Also, antenna designing and testing requirements are discussed.

Keywords: implantable antennas, dual-band antennas, sensors, vivo test

1. Introduction

In latest years, microwave antennas have performed an important role in
implantable biomedical devices. Millions of people around the world improved and
saved their lives with the help of implants [1]. Implantable antennas play a role in
creating a simulation environment, checking results, and fulfilling diagnostic pur-
poses. With population growth and health awareness, people are more concerned
about their health. Implantable medical devices (IMD) play an important role now a
days. It is used to continuous monitoring of human body temperature [2], implant-
able cardioverter defibrillators and pacemakers [3], for continuous glucose moni-
toring [4], to detect heart failure [5], rectenna [6], and so on. In IMD an antenna is
one of the essential parts. To design biocompatible antennas according to parame-
ters, consider the required size, shape, miniaturization, impedance matching,
biocompatibility, patient safety, and low power consumption [7, 8].

In the twenty-first century flexible electronics developing towards bio-integrated
electronics for curvilinear biological skin, tissue, and organs considering patient’s
safety [9]. Diagnosis and treatment are application areas of antenna, diagnosis can
be done with help of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), biomedical telemetry, and
wireless capsule endoscopy [10]. Integrated implantable antenna plays important
role in bi-directional communication for controlling and monitoring external
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equipment. The implantable antenna must be biocompatible, human tissues
are conductive and it can be short circuit while coming into contact with
metallization [11].

These are operated in very low frequencies such as medical implants communi-
cation system (MICS) band (402–405GHz) & Industrial, Scientific and Medical
(ISM) bands (2.4–2.4835GHz) [12–23]. In 1999, Federal Communications Commis-
sion (FCC) decided the frequency range of Medical Implant Communications Ser-
vice (MICS) operating on frequency range 402–405 MHz. It consists of a low-
power, high-speed, non-voice transmission that is useful in the manufacture of
implantable medical devices [24]. The design of an implantable antenna is chal-
lenging due to biocompatibility issues miniaturization, loss of transmission path in
the human body, safety issues, and so on.

2. Different research areas for an antenna in biomedical application

Biomedical telemetry allows the measurement of physiological signals at some
distance, these signals would be wired or wireless communication technologies. It
helps to transmit and receive the data in a certain distance range. One of the
developments in this field is an IMD. IMD consists of an antenna, electronic circuit,
battery, and sensors. The antenna is built-in, it helps to transmit the signal from the
human body to the exterior device. For this purpose following types of antennas are
preferred.

2.1 Dual-band implantable antennas

The medical industry is continuously developing efficient and advanced systems
that are suitable for the human body. In previous years, the ISM band was mainly
used for antenna design [25], but the United States Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) and the European Radio-communications Committee (ERC) allo-
cated a frequency for biomedical telemetry [24, 26]. Communication between
implants and the external unit is easy with the MICS band and ISM band used to
send the awake signal to an external unit. MICS band is similarly intended for data
communication, the ISM band is wilful for startup signals.

To design dual-band, implantable antennas is a shift between sleep and wake-up
mode for conserving energy and increasing the lifetime of antennas. The dual-mode
operation generally improves the lifetime of the battery [27]. The advantage of a
differentially fed dual-band implantable antenna can be connected easily with differ-
ential circuits, useful to help eliminate loss introduced by baluns andmatching circuits
[28, 29]. From the followingTable 1, we can observe that Differential feed antenna is
generally operated on two nearly frequencies/frequency bands such as 433.9 and
542.4MHz [28, 34] andMICS (402–405MHz) and ISM (2.4–2.48 GHz) [35, 36, 38].
Also dual-band antennas operated on two frequency bands such as MICS (402–
405MHz) and ISM (2.4–2.48 GHz) [27, 29, 33, 37, 40] 1.4 and 2.4GHz [39].

2.2 Circularly polarized antenna

Implantable antennas can communicate wirelessly with an external device. This
is currently a great approach to stored physiological and real-time monitoring
systems for biomedical telemetry [42]. Due to the effect of multipath distortion,
communication with the help of far-field radio frequency (RF) link telemetry is
sometimes affected. Since circularly polarized antenna preferred to the reduction of
multipath and improvement of bit-error-rates can be achieved by circular
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polarization [43]. The design of the circular polarized (CP) antenna is difficult and
needs to be miniaturized. Here, good circular polarization is achieved with a limited
size [44]. Circular polarization has a special advantage in that it becomes insensitive
between transmitter and receiver [45].

An Implantable patch antenna was first described with capacitive loading in [43],
its axial ratio bandwidth is below 3 dB is narrow about 1.63%. [43]. In a circularly
polarized helical antenna, measured impedance is 40% and axial radial bandwidth
is 32.6% [46]. Similarly, in a loop antenna, simulated impedance and axial ratio
bandwidth is 18.2%. [44]. Broadband CP implantable antenna exhibits its axial ratio
bandwidth is 6.09% and wide impedance is 16.05% [45]. A miniaturized comple-
mentary split ring resonator (CSRR) was designed 915 MHz and its axial ratio
bandwidth was 2.4% and impedance bandwidth is 12.2% [47]. Recent research on
the CP ISM band antenna contained axial ratio �18.2% and impedance bandwidth
6.2% [48]. Recent work of CP ISM band at 915GHz consists axial ratio bandwidth
and impedance band with 1.2 and �29% respectively [49]. Table 2 shows all recent
information about the circularly polarized antenna.

2.3 Capsule antennas

Capsule endoscopy is a diagnostic technology for gastrointestinal (GI) imaging
that complements conventional endoscopy. An ingestible electronic radio telemetry
capsule, first developed in 1957, is used to measure pressure and temperature [50].
It consists of the ability to transmit detailed information in real-time like growing
heatstroke among the athletes while transmitting information to the receiver it
simultaneously monitoring body temperature [51]. The approximate size of the
capsule is 11 � 26 mm, in this small size it consists CMOS imager, light-emitting
diode, transmitter, batteries, antennas, detailed track of the digestive system. Also,
for prevention conditions such as gastroparesis and iron deficiency anemia [52, 53].

Wireless telemetry is used for real-time diagnostics, which is easy for disease
diagnosis. The capsule orientation is random, but a robust continuous communica-
tion link for biomedical telemetry is quite a challenge to develop stable and secure
communication links for capsule devices. The antennas are designed and must be
characterized electromagnetically [54, 55]. Figure 1 shows in detail information
about a biomedical capsule. It has eight different parts such as optical dome, lens
holder, short focal length lens, light-emitting diode, CMOS Imager, batteries, radio
telemetry transmitter, and antenna.

Various antenna designs for capsule antennas have been designed and developed in
the literature, including multilayer spiral, multilayer helical, dipole, and complemen-
tary split resonator antennas. Antenna performance can be donewith help ofmatching,
radiation patterns, link budget, and characterization of wireless medical telemetry
characterization.Wireless medical telemetry services (WMTS), industrial scientific
andmedical (ISM) band used for performance evaluation [56].Table 3 shows design
techniques, operating frequency, the radiation performance of capsule antenna.

In [57] capsule is off-entered, the antenna operates in MedRadio 403 MHz and
ISM 2.45 MHz bands and gain is for 403 MHz, [58] capsule is off-entered and
distance to a surface is 10 mm. The bandwidth almost covers 403Mhz, ISM 434,868,
915, and 2.45GHz bands. The gain is about 434 MHz [61]. In [62] capsule is off-
centered and the distance to a surface is 3 mm. The motivation is to improve the
transmission range of a miniature in a body, but there are some difficulties such as
poor radiation efficiency, strong coupling to biological tissues with loss and scatter-
ing, antenna impedance detuning, etc. Capsule antenna also considered for animal
biotelemetry, electromagnetic properties of some animal tissue differ from humans.
High robustness can reduce impedance detuning [63].
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3. Implantable antenna design requirements of an antenna

The implantable antenna design expects a small antenna size, broadband, low
profile, and efficient antennas that can be used for data transmission, health mon-
itoring, etc. The effective design depends on miniaturization, bandwidth, tuning,
biocompatibility, patient safety, etc.

3.1 Miniaturization

In the case of an implantable antenna, an antenna supposes to be implanted in
the human body, therefore the size must be should be minimized. Miniaturization
becomes very important today because dimensions of half-wavelength (λ/2) and
quarter wavelength (λ/4) antennas at low-frequency bands, ISM, MICS band makes
them useless for designing implantable antennas. Generally, for the implantable
antenna design MICS (402–405 MHz), ISM (Industrial, Scientific, and Medical
2.4–2.48 GHz) and Med Radio (401–406 MHz) bands are useful. While design,
human tissue is designed with high relative permittivity, due to this antenna
miniaturization being challenging. When a biocompatible layer with low permittiv-
ity is inserted around the antenna, the effective permittivity decreases. Various
miniaturization methods are shown below.

3.1.1 High permittivity dielectric substrate

One of the techniques for reducing the size of the implantable antenna is to use a
high dielectric constant substrate. In general, due to the high permittivity, the
effective wavelength is shortened and the resonance frequency changes to a lower

Figure 1.
Detail digestive track of a biomedical capsule.
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frequency. Table 4 shows in detail a list of materials used for the design of the
implantable antenna. For reducing the size of the implantable antenna, one can use
a high permittivity substrate.

Generally, Roger 3010/Roger RO 3210/Rogers6010/ RT/Duroid6010,
ARLON1000, Alumina, MACOR, FR4, RO4003, etc. substrate materials utilized for
the design of the implantable antenna. The relative permittivity of Roger 3010/
Roger RO 3210/Rogers6010/RT/Duroid6010 is 10.2 shown in the table. In [68]
miniaturization achieved by high permittivity substrate material used i.e., Rogers
TMM13i. (εr = 12.2).

3.1.2 To improve impedance matching

The loading technique is used to improve impedance matching. In [29] the
shorting strip is used as an inductive loading and compensates for the capacitive
effect on the structure. Inductive loading capacitive loading plays an important part
in this method, it is used to offset the imaginary part of the impedance. Therefore, a
good impedance match is obtained at the desired frequency [42]. In [44], minia-
turization was achieved by loading four patches and high impedance lines to form
slow wave propagation, 54.4% miniaturization was achieved. In [61] antenna
impedance matching was obtained with help of CSRR, which introduces negative
permittivity (capacitance) and reduces the large inductive part of the loop antenna.
Hence, less reflection and large radiation occur. In [69, 70] inductive loading tech-
niques are used for miniaturized antenna size. Capacitive loading technique used in
[71], antenna size reduced about 72% with help of circularly polarized microstrip
patch antenna at the frequency of interest (fixed operating frequency).

3.1.3 Lengthening of the current flow path of radiator

Gain reduction can be possible by keeping a high relative dielectric constant of
materials and planar inverted F antenna (PIFA) type antenna with structures like
meandered, spiral, slot, etc. The longer the path of the radiator, the resonant
frequency can be shifted towards a lower resonant frequency. Hence, size can be
reduced. In [47] the antenna is square shape (case a), on which the current path is

Material Dielectric constant Ref.

Rogers RO3210 10.2 [27, 32, 34]

ARLON 1000 10.2 [30]

Roger 6010 10.2 [28, 37]

Rogers 3010 10.2 [29, 31, 33, 35, 36, 38, 39, 41, 43–48]

FR4 4.6 [32, 40]

RO4003 3.7 [40]

RT/Duroid 6002 2.94 [54]

MACOR 6.1 [7]

Alumina 9.4 [65]

RT/Duroid 6010 10.2 [66, 67]

Rogers TMM13i 12.2 [68]

Table 4.
List of materials used for implantable antenna design.
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short and the resulting resonant frequency is 4.5GHz. As considering lower reso-
nant frequency, to increase the effective length of the current path four C-shaped
slots surrounding the patch edges (case b). CSRR is one of the MTM (Metamaterial)
structures, it offers negative permeability values. So, the electrical length of this
MTM unit cell is smaller than the wavelength at operating frequency (case3). A
circular CSRR is loaded in the center of the patch and resonant frequency shift
occurs at 2.45GHz. In [55] meandered dipole structure gives vector current
alignment which helps miniaturization.

3.1.4 High frequency

As we know, a higher operating frequency will result in a shorter wavelength.
Hence, an antenna that can be designed at a higher frequency will result in, small
volume. In literature implantable antennas works in frequency bands like MedRadio
401–406 MHz [32, 72], MICS (Medical implants communication Service) 402–
405 MHz [7, 27, 29–31, 33, 35, 36, 54, 65, 70, 71, 73–80] and ISM (Industrial,
Scientific and Medical) 2400–2480 MHz [32, 33]. In literature, it’s reported that the
MICS band is more preferably used for the design of the implantable antenna. In
[56] an implantable antenna and capsule antenna were designed at wireless telem-
etry services (WMTS) band 1395–1400 MHz for performance evaluation and it is
used for remote monitoring of patient’s health.

3.1.5 Adding shorting pin

Shorting point is another method to miniaturize the size. In this technique, a
shorting pin is inserted in between the patch plane and ground plane which
increases the effective size of the antenna and reduces physical dimensions. In
literature reported as [6, 7, 27, 29, 31, 54, 66, 73–77, 81] etc. consists shorting pin.
Which helps miniaturize the size of the antenna. In [63] half-wave stepped imped-
ance resonator (SiR) technique with two impedance steps, low-to-high and high-to-
low to reduce the size of the antenna. In [67] antenna is miniaturized by adding two
kinds of rectangular slots onto the annular ring.

3.2 Patient safely

Due to the propagation of electromagnetic field causes rise in temperature in
human tissue, to evaluate this heat issue SAR is used. Generally, issues related to
patient safety limit maximum allowable power incident on the implantable
antenna. The rate of energy deposited per unit mass of tissue is called a Specific
Absorption Rate (SAR). SAR is an internationally accepted FCC (Federal
Communication Commission) guideline. For example, IEEE C95.1-1999 patient
safety standard restricts the specific average of over 1 g of tissue in the shape of a
cube to less than 1.6 W/kg ((SAR1g, max≤ 1.6 W/kg), IEEE C95.1-1999 is found to
restrict transmission power up to 5.186 mW [82] and ANSI/IEEE C95.1-2005 stan-
dard restricts the Specific Absorption Rate averaged over any 10 g of tissue in the
shape of cube less than 2 W/kg (SAR10g, max≤ 2 W/kg), IEEE C95.1-2005 is found
to restrict transmission power up to 30.17 mW [83]. To attenuate electromagnetic
interference, MedRadio regulations restrict effective radiated power of implantable
antenna to 25 μW [84], power transmission is restricted to 50 mW. In [61] CSRR
reduces the electric far-field of antenna this power absorption and SAR also
reduced. As a result, radiation power increases, antenna radiation, and gain are
increased.

SAR can be defined with the following equation,
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SAR ¼ σ Ej j2
2ρ

(1)

where, ρ (Kg/m3) is mass density, σ (S/m) is conductivity and |E| is electric field
intensity.

3.3 Biocompatibility

Biocompatibility is one of the necessary conditions while designing an implant-
able antenna to preserve patients’safety. Human tissues are conductive, if they were
allowed direct contact with metallization then there is a chance of short circuit. For
long-term implantation, it’s crucial to handle biocompatibility and prevention from
short circuits. Most of the materials from Table 4 are not biocompatible materials.
There are different biocompatible materials reported in literature like macor [7],
alumina [65], PDMS, Parylene C film, polyimide, PEEK (polyetheretherketone),
polyethylene, silastic MDX4-4210 [46], etc. For thickness of encased biocompatible
coating material can also affect the antenna performance [85].

3.4 Wireless communication ability

In the current scenario, an implantable antenna acts as a transmitting device, and
an external device acts as receiving device as shown in Figure 2. Assuming far-field
communication, the link power budget can be described as in terms of [43, 86, 87],

Link Margin dBð Þ ¼ Link
C
N0

� Required
C
N0

(2)

Link Margin dBð Þ ¼ Ptþ Gt� Lf þ Gr�No� Eb
No

� 10 log 10Brþ Gc�Gd (3)

Where Pt is transmitted power, Gt is transmitted antenna gain, Lf is path loss in
free space, Gr gain of receiving antenna, and N0 is the noise power density. Also,
Path loss can be given as,

Lf dBð Þ ¼ 20 log
4Πd
λ

� �
(4)

Where d is the distance between transmitter and receiver.
Impedance Mismatch loss is given as,

Limp dBð Þ ¼ �10 log 1� Γj j2
� �

(5)

Figure 2.
Wireless communication link between IMD and external device.
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Where Γ is the reflection coefficient.
For, wireless communication, Link C/N0 must exceed than required C/No, in

uplink transmission input power of the transmitter antenna is limited for safety
purposes. Received power can be given as,

pr ¼ pt þGt þGr � L f � Limp � ep (6)

Where ep is polarization mismatch loss between transmitter and receiver.

4. Antenna design and testing

4.1 Antenna design

While designing an antenna one should follow the following characterization of
implantable antenna:

• Consider, operating frequency bands: MICS (402–405 MHz), ISM
(2.4–2.48GHz), MedRadio (401–406 MHz) according to application.

• Design a low-profile antenna that fulfills conditions (tissue properties,
dielectric constant, conductivity, etc.) of the human body.

• Evaluation of simplified geometry for a designed implantable antenna in the
human torso.

• Further, evaluation and testing of the designed antenna in terms of radiation
efficiency, return loss and bandwidth, etc.

• Formation of links between transmitter and receiver antennas, estimate the
performance of communication links used in an implantable antenna,
fulfillment of SAR limitations, and maximum Effective radiating power.

• Table 5 shows volume occupied by an implantable antenna in the literature.

Following commercial tools are used for designing an implantable antenna such
as computer simulation tool (CST) Microwave Studio, High-Frequency Structure
Simulator (HFSS), Advanced Designed System (ADS), and XFDTD. In [55] for
analyzing electromagnetic characteristics of the implantable antenna inside head
and body, Finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) and Spherical dyadic Green’s
function (DGF), etc. functions are applied. In [83] Antenna simulated using FDTD
overall efficiency improved and suitable design obtained in minimal time with help
of a genetic algorithm.

In general, a one-layer skin model is widely used for implantable antenna design.
Although, 2/3 muscle model and three-layer tissue (skin, fat, muscle) mode are also
typically for antenna designing. These three models make simulation efficient and
measurement easier as this model is made from different materials to active
accurate permittivity and conductivity.

In [26] implantable antenna designed with FDTD method including 2/3 muscle
model. In [28, 33] antenna simulated in HFSS and CST respectively and a single-
layer skin model is used. To design an implantable antenna in a realistic environ-
ment then it must evaluate within accurate human body models such as the human
Voxel model shown in Figure 3. For neural recording systems and wireless
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endoscope systems, an accurate human model is required. For different biomedical
applications, the implant’s position and depth could be a different and single layer
or three-layer modeling used according to application. In Figure 4 one-layer tissue
model is shown.

5. Testing

5.1 In-vitro test

The meaning of In-Vitro is an outside living organism, this test is relatively easy
and practically implementable because testing exists inside the phantom. Phantom
is a container (cube or box) with liquid or gel material, it consists of the electrical
properties of biological tissue. Fabricated prototype inserted in tissue phantom and
measured. Phantoms are generally prepared with the help of deionized water,

Figure 3.
Front and side view of CST human voxel mode used for simulation testing of various antenna.

Figure 4.
One layer tissue model.
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sugar, salt, etc. If sugar concentration is increased, the permittivity of tissue signif-
icantly decreases and conductivity slightly increases and if salt concentration
increased, it results in permittivity of tissue decreases and conductivity significantly
increases. The mixture must be properly heated and stirred to avoid air bubble
formation and poured inside the phantom. In [88] Measurement of liquids electrical
properties (εr and μ) was conducted with a dielectric probe kit or open-ended
coaxial cable. Generally, reflection coefficient, path loss, communication link, and
polarization factor, etc. measured in vitro vest, as observed in the literature. Gen-
erally, prototype antennas are connected with a network analyzer through a coaxial
cable, inserted in a tissue phantom, and measured.

5.2 In-vivo test

In-vivo test, testing performed inside animal tissue. There are two methods for
Vivo testing, embedding an implantable antenna inside donor animals and surgi-
cally implanting an antenna inside a live animal. In [64, 89] dual bands MICS
(402–405 MHz) and ISM (2.4–2.48GHz) tested in vivo. A vivo testing protocol
must be developed before the experimental investigation. Pre-surgical preparation,
anesthesia, etc. should be needed. In [89], two antennas were implanted in three
different rats. Due to surgical procedure variation, affect exhibited on return loss
frequency response. Dielectric properties of live tissue generally depend on fre-
quency, age, temperature, sex, etc. parameters. In [90–93] in vivo testing was
performed to explore the effect of live tissues on antenna performance. In [91]
biocompatible capsule device was implanted inside a live pig body for temperature
monitoring. Two circular polarized antennas were tested in rat muscle in [93].

6. Conclusion

In this paper, microwave antennas for biomedical applications are presented. A
brief overview of different antenna types and the needs of the implantable antenna
is given. The design of an implantable antenna mainly depends on miniaturization,
biocompatibility, wireless communication ability, and patient safety. Different
types of antenna, frequency bands for the design of the implantable antenna,
miniaturization techniques, etc. were studied. Implantable medical devices now a
day are used for physical monitoring, diagnosis purposes. Many other factors will
come into the picture when these antennas are integrated with any biomedical
device. Low battery power is one of the main constraints. While designing an
implantable antenna, dimensions of antenna, patient safety, lower power
consumption, efficiency, battery lifetime, etc. should be considered.
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Chapter 9

Metalens Antennas in Microwave, 
Terahertz and Optical Domain 
Applications
Qi Song, Yan Gong, Nianxi Xu and Ruoqian Gao

Abstract

Metamaterial is the artificial structure under sub-wavelength dimension and 
could be designed to manipulate the electromagnetic wave radiation across the 
broad frequency range through microwave to much higher frequency, such as 
terahertz and optical regime. Lens antenna can generate the focused beam with 
high gain and shrink the bulky refractive body and feeds into a shape of flat form. 
This chapter will discuss the general concepts of metalens and the technology of 
metalens-based antenna at microwave, terahertz and optical frequency. The recent 
progress in the research and development of metalens antennas is reviewed with 
designs principle and typical applications. At last part, some innovative techniques 
such as dynamic focus-tuning of metalen are discussed in details.

Keywords: Microwave metalens antenna; Terahertz metalens, Optical metalens, 
achromatic metalens, metamaterial absorber

1. Introduction

Metamaterial is a specific type of artificial materials that is constructed with 
amount of sub-wavelength structure units and is able to realize the complex systems 
in a compact and planar configuration [1]. In the early stage, Metasurfaces with 
metal patterned surfaces have been used to achieve the desired phase-shift distri-
bution for antenna design and EM wave manipulation in the microwave domain 
[2]. Among aperture antennas, lens has long been used in antenna design and lens 
antennas usually are electrically larger with volume constraints and the complex 
feeding structure. The conventional lens can be structured using dielectric lens and 
transmit-receive arrays. Metalens antennas provide much more flexibility of planar 
design and fabrication than the dielectric lenses, since it can realize spherical phase 
in the plane and replace the complex feeding structure with the waveguide or the 
novel coupler structure. Furthermore, the metalens also controls the amplitude 
and polarization direction of the incident electromagnetic wave, which is the most 
privilege advantage and the popular usage for most metalens applications [3]. 
Researchers have designed the high quality metasurface lens and beamforming 
on the grapheme terahertz metalens. Some traditional optical devices could be 
replaced by metasurface such as lens, gratings and prism [4]. The transforma-
tion optics has been employed to compress the sphere into a cylinder and the flat 
lens with a beam-steering by using cylindrical dielectric slabs. Such designs have 
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been widely applied in 5G NR and radar systems [5]. If the unit cell of metalens is 
dynamically adjusted, the focus of metalens could be managed accordingly and the 
system could scan the beam in the space, which is the highly desired feature in the 
area of microwave band for 5G MIMO applications, terahertz communications and 
imaging, and modern optical imaging and sensing system, such as 3D microscope 
and LiDAR [6, 7].

2. Design principle

When electromagnetic wave propagates through the micro-structures, the 
wavefront shape of emergent wave is controlled by distributing the phase profile 
across the outputting surface. Generally, there are few steps to design a metalens. 
Firstly, the phase profile of the metalens aperture should be solved per desired. 
Secondly, the large amount of micro-structures is investigated to cover both the 
full phase variance and the dispersion at the same time. If the particular function-
alities are needed, such as achromatic focusing, large numerical aperture (NA), 
the broader phase range is highly desired for the consideration of the dispersion 
margin as well. At last, the appropriate structures from the “phase library” is 
distributed accordingly to form the metalens, and the simulation of the whole 
metalens device with full wave simulator and experimental characterization are 
carried out to provide the full design circle of the metalens. The following parts 
will give the examples of typical metalens antenna applications with more design 
details.

2.1 Beam focalization and steering effect

In the traditional research of ultrasound and microwave domain, the concept of 
phased array antenna is introduced as a set of radiators with the designed phase and 
amplitude over the synthetic aperture. In order to simplify the design procedure 
and extend the possibility to more complex functionalities, the concept of the 
phased array model could be used here to explain the physics of the metalens [3]. 
For example, a focusing metalens could be recognized as the phased-array antenna 
with the special case of the spherical phase profile.

We assume the periodic metasurface could be regarded as a plane distributed 
with radiator array as shown in Figure 1 to start a general discussion. In this case, 
the most common case of “lens” could be understood from the focalization effect, 
which of metalens could be achieved by distributing the spherical phase profile over 
the plane surface, as shown in Eq. (1) [4]. The wavefront generated by the phased 
array reach the focus at the same time, as shown in Figure 1(b).

 ( ) ( )2 2 2

d

2x,y 2 x y f f
λ
π

ϕ = π− + + −  (1)

Starting from a general discussion, due to the periodicity of a phased array, 
beam narrow effect is invoked by the nature of the periodic array. The focalization 
effect only happens when the wavesfronts reach at the focus point simultaneously 
by spherical phase shift, as shown in Figure 1(b). At the focus point, the maximum 
intensity is obtained as the result of the interference of each “meta-atom”. The 
beam steering effect could be realized by adding the constant phase increment 
between two adjacent elements, as shown in Figure 1(c). Furthermore, the steering 
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angle could be tuned by controlling the phase increment [3]. Figure 1(d) gives 
another instance of the combination of focusing and steering if the spherical phase 
shift and constant phase increment are added on top of the phase shift. Based 
on the phased array models described here, full-wave solver as FDTD simula-
tor and analytical models, such as Synthetic Aperture Method (SAM) and Array 
Factor Method (AFM), are investigated to give the radiation pattern at far field. 
Figure 1(e) and (f ) shows the far-field radiation patterns of the metalens model for 
optical frequency at 193THz, obtained by FDTD simulator, SAM model and (AFM) 
model respectively, which shows that the phased array models highly agree with the 
full-wave simulation result. Theoretically, the focalization and steering effects can 
be realized at the same time, which makes more advanced features highly possible, 
especially for tele-communication system by replacing the bulky scanning infra-
structure and project the wavefront to desired location with speed up to hundreds 
mega-Hertz.

Figure 1. 
(a) Focalization effect (b) beam narrowing effect (c) beam steering and (d) focus steering effects generated 
by a phased array surface. (e) the far-field radiation pattern of phased array of FDTD simulation, SAM and 
AFM model results and (f) the enlarged region of the maximum radiation peaks.
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2.2 Building the phase library of unit-cell

There are two primary modes of metasurface from the unit-cell’s viewpoint. One 
type of unit-cell could be treated as the truncated waveguide and the waveguide 
mode is excited accordingly. This model usually matches well for the case at high 
frequency, such as high terahertz and optical regime. Another is resonate mode 
which could be treated as resonating antenna array. In order to better understand 
the unit cell’s phase variation behaviors in the sub-wavelength dimension and 
obtain the enough coverage for the potential design phase library, we analyze the 
waveguiding effect and resonance mode below.

2.2.1 Waveguiding effect

To gain a better insight into the phase realization mechanism, we calculated the 
phase imparted solely by the wave-guiding effect [5]. This phase is given by

 2
=WG eff

d

n Hπφ
λ

 (2)

where H is the height of nanopost. The effective index neff of the fundamental 
mode (HE11) can be calculated from the model the step-index circular waveguide. 
Figure 2(e) indicates that the phase profile from this model follows the calculated 
result from the finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulation of the nanopost 
unit-cell on the glass substrate. The good agreement indicates that the confinement 
of the fundamental mode increases with the waveguide diameter. The average abso-
lute phase difference between the wave-guiding effect and the full-wave analysis is 
less than π/6. This indicates that the wave-guiding effect is the mechanism dominat-
ing considering the practical phase realization. Therefore, as shown in the Figure 2 
below, the phase library can cover 2π by changing the diameter of the cylinder.

2.2.2 Resonance modes

Another major approach of metasurface is the V-shaped nano-antenna array, 
which consists of series of two pillared Ag strips connected at the ends with the 
designed angles. The V-shaped antenna unit has the unique property of double-
resonating effect, which includes symmetric and asymmetric components. When 
a vertical polarized light incidents along x-direction to the nanoantenna array, 
the incident field can be divided into component Es and component Ea which are 
perpendicular and parallel to antenna axis, respectively. Component Es excites plas-
monic symmetric mode while component Ea excites asymmetric one. The double-
resonance mode enables V-shaped antenna to provide phase changes of 2π with the 
large amplitude [8]. The Figure 3 shows that the resonance mode is changed by 
opening of the V shape to cover 2π.

3. Metalens applications

3.1 Metalens antenna for beamforming massive MIMO

Metamaterial is usually used to reduce the antenna size and mutual coupling 
of antenna array, increase the efficiency and bandwidth. In this applications, a 
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metalens antenna with substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) feeding structure is 
present for low-cost broadband antenna for coming 5G massive MIMO applications 
at 28GHz, as shown in Figure 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows that Jerusalem cross (JC) 
pattern is used as unit cell to form the metalens surface, where the width of JC unit 
p = 4.6 mm, c1 = 3.9 mm and c2 = 2.7 mm. A double-layer metalens structure is used 
to enhance the focusing effect and 7 feeding units are aligned to transmit or receive 
signal from different angles. Both the lens and feeding structure are fabricated with 
the regular printing circuit board (PCB) process. To scan the beam over the broad 
range from −25° to 25°, the array of SIW feeding stacked-patch antenna is used as 
the transmit/receive antenna from different angles. SIW structure in Figure 4(c) 
is often used for better confinement with minor loss above 20GHz. More design 
parameters could be found in Table 1. Metalens antenna could be excited by this 
feeding antenna mechanism or receive signal from certain angle individually. 
Finally, the measured results validate the design of the lens antenna well.

Generally, metalens antenna with angular feeding element could be used for 
the spatial beamforming and multi-beam 5G massive MIMO communication. 
Figure 4(e) shows that the planar lens has the stable focusing performances as well 
as linear beam scanning angle of ±25°. The arrangement and distance of feeding 
elements are analyzed on power distribution and the result shows that a linear 

Figure 2. 
(a) Schematic of a metalens operating in transmission mode. (b, c) Side-view and top-view of the metalens 
building lattice as a TiO2 nanopillar on a glass substrate. For the design wavelength λd = 405 nm, 532 nm, 
660 nm, the unit cell dimension is U = 180 nm, 250 nm, 350 nm, H = 400 nm, 600 nm, and D vary between 
80 to 155 nm. (d) The phase map φ(D) of the metalens simulated at λd = 532 nm. The phase map represents 
the relative phase difference between the nanoposts and the reference point which there is no nanopost. (e) 
The phase comparison from FDTD simulation of the cell with varying diameter D, and the phase in the single 
cylindrical waveguide of the fundamental mode (HE11) with the wavelength of 532 nm. (f) Transmission 
coefficients in complex space at three different wavelengths. The colored points show the amplitude and phase 
of the transmitted light of the nanopost.
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uniformly feeding array could be placed accordingly to the scanning angle in free 
space. The antenna has the measured gain of 24.2 dBi, side lobe level (SLL) less than 
−18 dB compared to the center feeding port. Metalens antenna could deliver the 
constant radiation across 26–29 GHz and realizes a beamforming of ±25° with a gain 
tolerance of 3.7 dB through switching the ports of the feed elements. The lens and 
the feeding array have been verified easily fabricated by standard PCB procedure, 
which is promising for the future telecommunication and radar system applications.

3.2 Polarization devices based on the dielectric metasurface

In order to implement the high-efficiency polarization devices at the THz 
frequency, Si micro-brick arrays have been investigated in this design [9]. Since 
there is very low absorption loss for the silicon crystal around 1THz, the refractive 
index n and the dielectric constant å  are 3.41 and 11.6. The anisotropic property 
with symmetric axes along x and y directions makes it possible to control x and y 
polarized field separately without the cross-polarization coupling effect. In this 
structure, Si micro-brick arrays are attached to the TPX substrate for the purpose of 
low absorption loss, the suitable refractive index matching, stable mechanical 
properties and the adhesion. The Si micro-brick unit with substrate is shown in 
Figure 5, where a double-phase modulation THz metasurface is based on the Si 
micro-bricks, in which the side length of the Si micro-bricks, Lx and Ly are 

Figure 3. 
Simulation of V-shaped antenna unit. (a) Curves of V-shaped nanoantenna amplitude variations as the 
antenna thickness t changes for the case of 60°, 90°, 120°, 180°, respectively. (b) Electric field distribution of 
cross-polarized light of 8 V-shaped nanoantenna.
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Figure 4. 
(a) The skeptic view of metalens antenna with SIW feeding components from the bottom. (b) Jerusalem cross 
is used as the unit cell of metalens (c) tapered SIW with radiation patches are used for transmit/receive feeding 
array unit (d) Fabricated metalens with copper elements on the polymer substrate and (e) simulated radiation 
pattern with different incident angles in the focus plane.

Unit (mm)

w0 = 2.4, w1 = 2.2, w2 = 7, w3 = 3.5, w4 = 4.5, w5 = 5, w6 = 4.3, 
w7 = 2.6, w8 = 0.7

l0 = 6, l1 = 6, l2 = 1.7, l3 = 4.6, l4 = 1.8

h1 = 0.813, h2 = 0.202, h3 = 0.508, h4 = 0.203, h5 = 1.52 s1 = 0.15, d = 0.6, r0 = 0.4, c1 = 3.9, c2 = 2.7, 
P = 4.6

Table 1. 
Design parameters used in MIMO Metalens antenna.
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fine-tuned from 30 μm to 140 μm to match the desired electromagnetic profile. Si 
micro-bricks array is taken as homogeneous and of infinite extent in both in-plane 
dimensions. The transmitted phase shifts Φx, Φy and the transmittance tx and ty of 
the x, y-polarized light, are shown in Figure 6(a–d). The simulated 2π phase 

Figure 5. 
The silicon micro-brick unit: P = 150 μm, h = 195 μm, Lx = 120 μm and Ly = 60 μm.

Figure 6. 
Electromagnetic field presence of the Si micro-brick unit cell with Lx and Ly variations at 1.0 THz. The 
phase changes Φx (a) and transmission amplitude tx (b) of the Si unit as a function of Lx and Ly with the 
x-polarized incidence. The phase changes Φy (c) and transmission amplitude ty (d) as a function of Lx and Ly 
with the y-polarized incidence.
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variations with transmission over 90% are shown in Figure 6. Nearly any combina-
tion of phase shifts from 0 to 2π with high transmittance for two polarizations can 
be obtained from single unit block by setting Lx and Ly properly. Conclusively, the 
double-phase modulation could be realized by the modulating two polarizations 
separately for this structure.

In Figure 7(c) and (f ), the XLP light will be focused to the left side position 
at x = −x0; y = f. Parallelly, the YLP light will be focused to the right side position 
at x = x0; y = f. In fact, any polarized light, such as the 30° LP and 45° LP, can be 
decomposed to x and y polarization components and be focused separately. If 
designing a dual-focus metalens, there will be two focus spots in the focal plane 
as shown in Figure 7(d) and (e). 30° LP and 45° LP lights can be two focusing 
spots corresponding to the x and y-polarization. Figure 7 shows that the focusing 
intensity of y-polarization component is increased with the LP angles, and the 
focus intensity of x-polarization component is decreased. The result shows that the 
splitting energy ratio could be adjusted by manipulating the two polarization states 
separately.

From this example, the lattice constants of the unit cell are set to 150 μm for both 
directions, which is chosen to be slightly less than the half of wavelength to avoid 
the diffraction effect. The height of Si unit is set to 195 μm, and this is obtained 
from the parametric sweeping by commercial FDTD simulator. The phase profile is 
obtained from the resonance contribution of each Si unit cell, and the height of the 
unit should be enough to cover 2π phase modulation and efficient transmission.

3.3 Metalens with high efficiency and numerical aperture

An imaging system normally requires a high numerical aperture with 
enough efficiency to meet the requirement on the resolution and image contrast. 

Figure 7. 
The phase distribution of the designed DFM along the x direction for XLP (a) and YLP (b). The transmitted 
intensity distributions of the designed DFM under the XLP (c), 30o LP (d), 45o LP (e) and YLP (f) incidences 
respectively.
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Figure 9. 
(a) Setup schematic of the THz metalens imaging experiment. (b) Measured field distribution plane along z 
direction parallel to the metalens plane. (c) FWHMs of the focus spots along z direction and Δz represent the 
different distances from the focal plane. (d) Normalized experimental curve in red and theoretical curve in 
blue indicate the intensity profiles along the y direction at the focal plane.

Figure 8. 
(a) Schematic of the THz metalens. (b) Schematic of the silicon cross resonators with the incident THz 
field propagating along z direction and electric field along x direction. The arm width W and the height 
H are 12 μm and 20 μm, respectively, by varying the arm length L. (c) Transmission amplitudes and (d) 
corresponding phases as functions of the arm length of the cross resonator and the frequency.
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However, those two factors are usually the critical design trade-offs for the designer. 
As illustrated in Figure 8(a), the presented THz metalens model consists of a sub-
wavelength silicon resonator array with a hyperboloidal phase profile [10]. Due to 
the subwavelength arrangement and negligible coupling between adjacent resona-
tors, we consider only the electro-magnetic response of one resonator by a period 
of 80 μm, as shown in Figure 8(b). In order to obtain the sufficient phase range, we 
first study the transmission of the resonator by FDTD simulator. Here, the incident 
THz field is assumed to be a plane wave, propagating along z direction with the 
electric field along x direction. The refractive index n of the silicon resonator is 3.4. 
The width and the height of the cross resonator are 12 μm and 20 μm, respectively, 
and these geometries were optimized to excite electric and magnetic eigenmodes 
at the interested frequency. Figure 8(c) and (d) show the transmission amplitudes 
and the corresponding phases as functions of the arm lengths of the cross resona-
tors and frequency. It worth to mention that, by varying the arm length, the phases 
of the transmitted wave can be tuned to any value in 2π, while the transmission 
amplitudes is able to keep relatively high at a fixed frequency of 3.11THz. Based on 
the simulated results, eight different cross resonators with nearly equidistant steps 
of π∕4 were selected as building atoms of the metasurface, which is able to fully 
cover 2π phase range.

Figure 9 shows the setup diagram for the metalens imaging experiment and 
results. The distance between metalens and object plane could be adjusted along z 
direction and the measured beam profiles at different distances of z are shown in 
Figure 9(b). FWHMs of the beam spots at different distances Δz away from the 
focal plane and normalized experimental and theoretical intensity distributions 
along the y axis are shown in Figure 9(d). The metalens is fabricated on a SOI 
substrate composed of the designed group of silicon cross resonators that contain 
both electric and magnetic dipole modes, which is shown in Figure 8(a) and (b). 
By tweaking on the cross resonators geometrically, the cross-resonance of the two 
dipoles can be manipulated and the phase of the transmitted wave can be realized 
over a 2π range with a high transmission rate. With the hyperboloid phase distribu-
tion, the laser beam can be focused to a spot at distance of 28 mm with a FWHM of 
630 μm. The measured focusing efficiency is 24%, which is relatively higher than 
the most plasmonic metalens cases. Moreover, this work can also be extended in the 
design of other planar devices, such as beam deflectors or vortex plates.

3.4 Broadband achromatic metalens

In order to address another major challenge as the dispersion, we give the most 
popular example on an ultra-broadband, achromatic terahertz metalens which can 
operate at 0.3THz to 0.8THz. The phase profile of the theoretical design introduced 
in the Section 2, which agrees well with the phase profile transmitted by the met-
alens in full wave simulation. Owing to the extremely large etching aspect ratio 
of 1:25, a large phase compensation are achieved from the library of the unit cell, 
which obtains a relatively high NA value as 0.385 at the large metalens diameter of 
D = 10 mm. Moreover, the C-shaped unit elements employed in the design exhibit 
a more robust phase accumulation than the rectangular structures. The metalens 
is fabricated on a silicon substrate with several hundred microns thickness, which 
is highly desirable for integration and miniaturization. The design significantly 
promotes the development of achromatic meta-devices in terahertz hyperspectral 
imaging and can be used to investigate the robustness of functional metasurface 
designs [11, 12] (Figure 10).

A metalens device consisting of C-shaped unit cells with NA = 0.385 is fabri-
cated with focal length of 12 mm in a diameter of 10 mm. The transmitted field 
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of the horizontal polarization (Ey) on the focal plane is present in Figure 11a–c. 
The experimental results show the high consistence with the simulated results in 
Figure 11g–i, which demonstrates that the focal length at 12 mm shows pretty stable 
across a broad frequency range. All the measured focus profiles show the full-width 
at half-maximum (FWHM) close to the diffraction limitation as k/(2NA) shown in 
Figure 11(d–f ). Figure 11d shows the horizontal intensity profile at the focal spot 

Figure 10. 
Schematic of achromatic metalens. (a) Schematic of C-shaped (or rectangular) unit element-based achromatic 
metalens. (b) Phase profile for achromatic metalens at the wavelength range of λ∈{λmin, λmax}, where Δφ is 
a certain positive value.

Figure 11. 
The focusing demonstration of the achromatic terahertz metalens with C-shaped antenna array. (a)–(c) the 
intensity profiles at horizontal and vertical cross-sections on the focal plane at the wavelength of 0.3THz, 
0.6THz and 0.8THz. (d)–(f) the focal spots profiles obtained from the simulation and experimental results. 
(g)–(i) simulated results at wavelength of 0.3THz, 0.6THz and 0.8THz. (j) Efficiency trend of the metalens 
focusing. (k)–(m) incident field, LCP focusing profile and RCP defocusing profile at the wavelength of 0.6THz.
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for the experimental and numerical results at the terahertz frequency of 0.3THz. 
The theoretical diffraction limit, k/(2NA), is 1.298 mm, which turns to be close to 
the experimental result of 1.3 mm. The numerical apertures (NA) of the experi-
mental results at the frequencies of 0.6THz and 0.8THz are NA = 0.385, which 
matches the designed target as expected.

In general, this example shows that the resonant phase with the geometric phase 
could be combined to design a high-NA achromatic metalens with C-shaped or 
rectangular unit cells. The etching depth deviations and shape deformation effect are 
also considered in the simulation. The experimental results show that the achromatic 
lens is very close to design target and theoretical diffraction limit and also the durable 
robustness. The broadband achromatic terahertz metalens already shows the strong 
potential in some applications such as, hyperspectral imaging, terahertz microscopy.

3.5 Tunable terahertz metalens on graphene

Dynamic tuning is the highly desired feature for a few applications, such as 5G 
MIMO antenna, imaging radar, free space communication and LiDAR. Figure 12 
shows the stacked graphene metasurface structure proposed in [13]. In this case, the 
dielectric layers and graphene ribbons are stacked sequentially and the Ag layer is 
inserted as the rear reflector. The Fermi levels can be realized by adjusting the gate 
voltages accordingly. Figure 12(b) gives a cross-sectional view of a unit cell in this 
structure. The graphene ribbons period is P = 5 μm and the width is W = 2.9 μm, 
respectively. The thicknesses are d2 = 8 μm, d1 = 13.8 μm for two dielectric layers and 
the refractive index is n = 1.45. The Ag layer is d3 = 2 μm and could be treated as the 
perfect reflector. Due to the reflection from the graphene ribbons and the Ag layer, 
Fabry–Perot cavity is formed, which is mostly used to boost the resonance between 
the graphene and the incident light. The incident wave will be chosen to be controlled 
by one of layers. This feature enables that two-layer graphene structure can effec-
tively control the light by tuning Fermi levels of graphene ribbons from each layer.

Electron beam evaporation technique is used to deposit the Ag film to the 
substrate and it also is used as the electrodes. Another SiO2 layer is deposited on the 
Ag film by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The graphene 
layer is transferred to the SiO2 layer and graphene nano-ribbon pattern is etched 
and formed by electron-beam lithography, which is also another electrode struc-
ture shown in Figure 12(b). At last, by repeating the above progress, the stacked 
graphene metasurface can be implemented (Figure 13).

Figure 12. 
(a) Schematic of the stacked graphene plasmonic metasurface. (b) the cross-sectional view of the stacked 
graphene plasmonic metasurface. P is the grating period, and W is the widths of graphene strips. d1, d2 and d3 
are the thickness of dielectric layer and Ag layer, respectively.
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Normally, the interaction of graphene layer on light is relatively weak since gra-
phene layer only contains single carbon atom layer. It is an issue for most graphene–
based devices. In the proposed structure, the stacked graphene structure takes the 
advantage of Fabry-Perot resonance to achieve multi-band functionality. At one reso-
nant frequency peak, the graphene ribbon layer works as a strong coupler, and other 
graphene layers are almost transparent. Therefore, in this case, two layers of graphene 
ribbons can separately tune on optical resonance at different frequencies and there is 
not strong interference with each other, which is actually extremely difficult to imple-
ment by the stacked metal structure. Therefore, the appropriate resonant frequencies 
should be determined carefully to separate the Fermi levels of the different resonances 
to isolate the interaction between graphene ribbon layers, since the resonant frequen-
cies of graphene ribbon layers can be independently tuned by Fermi levels in 0-1 eV.

3.6 Liquid crystal tunable terahertz metalens

In this part we give an example of liquid crystal (LC) tunable terahertz lens with 
spin-selected focusing property [5]. The spin state of LC could be controlled by the 
external voltage and this case shows how LC is designed and fabricated to function 
as focus tuning device. The decomposed structure of the device is illustrated in 
Figure 14(a). Top and bottom substrates are both 800-μm-thick fused silica. With 
ultrasonically cleaning process, the substrates are transferred with grapheme thin 
layer and the alignment layer sulfonic azo dye is spin coated onto the grapheme 
layer. Then the substrates are assembled and separated by Mylar spacer 250 μm 
away. The dynamic micro-lithography technique using the digital micro-mirror 
device is introduced to control the spatial distribution of LC directors to imple-
ment the desired phase distribution shown in Figure 14(c). Finally, implemented 
LC orientation profile shown in Figure 14(b) agrees well with the design target in 
Figure 14(c) after an LC NJU-LDn-4 is injected with the birefringence over 0.3 
from 0.5THz to 2.0THz (Figure 15).

Figure 13. 
Intensity distributions of reflective focusing waves from the same metasurface designed under the normal 
incidences at (a) 3.5THz, (b) 7.0THz. The intensity distributions along the (c) X direction and (d) Z direction 
at different frequencies.
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3.7 Imaging with terahertz metalens

In this example, we try to give imaging metalens device with a simple structure. 
To design a practical metalens device for THz imaging application, a simple all-
dielectric structure was proposed to distribute the wavefronts with 2π phase-modu-
lation range. Figure 16 shows the structure that the metasurface unit cell is a silicon 
cube sitting on top of a Si substrate, and a SiO2 thin layer is inserted in between. 
The unit cell size is 46.9 μm × 46.9 μm and the width of the cube W is 10.7 μm, the 
length L is 38.7 μm, and the thickness t is 80 μm [14–16] (Figures 17–20). A scan-
ning near-field THz microscope (SNTM) setup in Figure 15 is built to characterize 
the focusing effect of the metalens, which is made of THz photoconductive genera-
tion and probe detection. The THz field intensity in the x-y and x-z plane from  
0.8 to 1.2THz for LP, LCP and RCP waves are shown in Figure 15(b-d) LCP wave is 
focused to left of z-axis and RCP wave is focused to the right of z-axis. The experi-
mental results match well with the simulation.

This example gives the experimental result of THz imaging with a linear polar-
ized, all-dielectric metalens. The structure of metalens is quite simple and feasible 
to a CMOS compatible platform for the practical implementation. The Engraved 
character gratings on the substrate have been tested and the result indicates that 
image resolution by this design is close to λ.

3.8 Polarization controllable metamaterial absorber at terahertz frequency

Metamaterial Absorbers (MA) is another primary application to tune on the 
polarization of metamaterial to control the absorption [17]. Over the decades there 

Figure 14. 
(a) The schematic of the LC spin-selected flat lens. (b) the photo of the metalens with crossed polarizers 
incidence in yellow. Scale bar: 1 mm. (c) the designed phase profile. Enlarged part shows a 6 × 6 pixel array, 
which is composed of lattice I and II with the periodicity p = 152 μm. (d) the focusing effects of mode I and 
mode II.
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Figure 15. 
(a) The schematic of SNTM system setup. (b–d) Measured THz field intensity in xz-plane and the 
focal planes from 0.8THz to 1.2THz for the incident wave of (b) LP, (c) LCP and (d) RCP. (e) The 
relationship of focal length with frequency for LCP and RCP case. ( f) The relationship of PCE with 
frequency.

Figure 16. 
46.9 μm × 46.9 μm unit cell of the all-dielectric metasurface as follows. Si cube sitting on top of a Si substrate 
and a thin SiO2 layer with a thickness of t lies between the cube and the substrate. The width W of the cube is 
10.7 μm, the length L is 38.7 μm and thickness t is 80 μm.
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has been a huge amount of research about Metamaterial Absorbers achieving high 
absorption and also multi-absorption peaks with split-ring resonator, U-shape, 
T-shape, hexagon-shape and so on. In this example the polarization controllable 
dual-band MA is given as follow. The absorber consists of one substrate with two 
pairs of metallic strips at the top, where two horizontal strips and vertical strips are 
grouped together to sweep the length to tune on the resonance peaks for different 
polarizations. Results show that the two perfect absorption peaks could be obtained 
for x-polarization, and two absorption peaks with an average absorbance of 97.28% 
can be obtained for y-polarization. The near-field distributions at resonating 
frequency are also investigated for polarization controllable dual-band absorption. 
The results show that polarization insensitive dual-band MA can be feasible with 
the all strips lines having the same length [18–20].

The design details of dual-band polarization controllable MA are shown in 
Figure 21. Figure 21(a) and (b) show the skeptical side view and the top view of 
device. The three-layer sandwich structure is utilized to obtain the desired absorp-
tion along x and y polarizations, which are marked as A, B, C, and D, respectively. 
The strips A and B have the length of 130 μm, and strips C and D have the length 
of 100 μm. The distance between the center of two strips pairs and the unit cell 
center is labeled as δ1 = 15 μm and δ2 = 15 μm. Simulation results show that the four 

Figure 17. 
(a) Photograph of the metalens device based on all-dielectric metasurface; (b) optical microscope image of 
central area of metalens.

Figure 18. 
Targets used in imaging experiments, including letters “H” and “N,” and a piece of grating with linewidth 
of 0.5 mm.
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strips have the same width of w = 10 μm, while the lengths along different polariza-
tions are different. This metamaterial-based structure could be very useful for the 
switching, controlling the broadband absorption for terahertz device.

Figure 19. 
Imaging results with incidence of a linearly polarized THz wave at wavelength of 118.8 μm. Measured images 
of letters (a) “H” and (b) “N” when the metalens top side faces the targets, and measured images of letters (c) 
“H” and (d) “N” when the metalens substrate side faces the targets.

Figure 20. 
Imaging results with incidence of a linearly polarized THz wave at wavelength of 118.8 μm for (a) when the 
lens metasurface top side faces the grating, and (b) when the metalens substrate side faces the grating.
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4. Conclusion

So far metamaterial has stimulated a lot of revolutionary work in the traditional 
microwave antenna technology. Some typical applications such as 5G MIMO 
antenna, metamaterial absorber, and polarization controllers are already been used 
for telecommunications and imaging radar. Worth to mention that, in the booming 
area of high frequency applications like terahertz and optical regime, metalens is 
definitely more attractive subject, since the stronger bandwidth capacity and high 
resolution at high frequency will pave the way for countless more opportunities in 
the field of the high-speed communications, secure imaging, bio-medical sensing 
and novel microscopy [21, 22]. In this chapter, we have reviewed the design prin-
ciple as the general routine and elaborate the focalization and beamforming effect. 
The content covers the broad range of application cases from microwave front-end 
antenna to optical achromatic imaging lens. However, the metamaterial is still a 
fast-paced and highly interdisciplinary area. Some cutting-edge technologies like 
the inverse deep-learning method are used to design the metalens for large aper-
ture, achromatic and efficient focusing. The liquid crystal metamaterials (LCM) 
have been created for large-angle beamforming of microwave, and potentially 
infrared Laser for solid-state LiDAR technology.
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Figure 21. 
(a) The structure of dual-band polarization controllable MA absorber; (b) two pairs of metallic strips 
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along x-polarization; absorption spectrum with the variations of the l2 (n) and δ2 (o) along y-polarization.
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Chapter 10

Blue Laser Diode-Based Visible 
Light Communication and  
Solid-State Lighting
Amjad Ali, Qian Li, Hongyan Fu and Syed Raza Mehdi

Abstract

In this chapter, we review our recent work on blue laser diode-based visible light 
communication and solid-state lighting. Gallium nitride (GaN) phosphor-con-
verted white light-emitting diodes (Pc-WLEDs) are emerging as an indispensable 
solid-state lighting (SSL) source for next-generation display system and the lighting 
industry. Together with the function of lighting, visible light communication (VLC) 
using Pc-WLEDs has gained increasing attention to fulfill the growing demand for 
wireless data communication. Practically, the low modulation response and low 
emitting intensity of light-emitting diodes (LED) are the drawbacks for the devel-
opment of ultrahigh-speed VLC and high-quality SSL system. Blue GaN laser diode 
(LD) and remote phosphor-based white light can be used for both high-speed VLC 
and SSL simultaneously. We demonstrated a color-rendering index (CRI) of 93.8, 
a correlated color temperature (CCT) of 4435 K, and a data rate of 1.6 Gbps under 
NRZ-OOK modulation by an exciting blue laser diode on narrowband green−/
red-emitting composite phosphor film. This work opens up exciting possibilities for 
future high-speed indoor VLC and high-quality SSL.

Keywords: laser diode, phosphor, visible light communication, solid-state lighting

1. Introduction

1.1 Visible light communication (VLC)

Visible light communication (VLC) is an emerging technology that is intended 
to enable high-speed data transmission. It operates in visible band (390 nm- 
700 nm) and uses an LED or LD as a transmitter. The bandwidth available in the 
visible light spectrum is 390 THz, which is 1300 times greater than the bandwidth 
of radio frequency (RF) shared by many applications [1, 2]. The massive increase 
of mobile data traffic leads to saturation of the available RF communication 
bandwidth, which leads to a decrease in the quality of service. Considering the 
saturation of RF communication bandwidth, a complementary solution is required. 
VLC is one of the most promising alternative candidates to provide an additional 
spectrum. It simultaneously offers illumination, communication, and localization 
[3, 4]. In 5G/6G communication, the VLC system is one of the forthcoming candi-
dates for indoor wireless access. It offers several advantages over existing wireless 
communication systems, such as high bandwidth, worldwide availability, network 
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security, and unlicensed bands. VLC satisfies the growing demand for wireless data 
communication. Therefore, it has been proposed to be used in vehicle-to-vehicle 
communication [5], indoor communication [6], wireless local area networks, 
wireless personal area networks, and underwater wireless optical communication 
(UWOC) [7, 8]. The possible application scenario of VLC is shown in Figure 1.

1.2 Solid-state lighting (SSL)

Solid-state lighting (SSL) is a technology in which semiconductor mate-
rial converts electricity into visible light [10]. Such technology produces visible 
light utilizing the principle of electroluminescence (EL). EL is a phenomenon in 
which semiconductors emit light when an electric current pass through them. SSL 
technology generates visible light with reduced heat generation and less energy 
dissipation as compared to the traditional lighting sources. Over the past few years, 
SSL attracted much attention for general lighting than conventional light sources 
due to their advantages: small size, long lifetime, lower energy consumption, high 
efficiency, high color rendering index, high luminous efficacy, and environmental 
friendliness. According to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), by 2035, SSL will 
penetrate over 90% market and reduce lighting energy consumption by 75% [10].

2. Optical transmitters

One of the critical components in VLC and SSL to achieve high data rate data 
link and high CRI lighting is the optical transmitter. The modulated electrical 
signal is applied to the transmitter. The transmitter usually consists of LED and LD 
to convert the electrical signal to an optical signal. Further optical elements and 
color converter phosphor can be used to control the shape and color of the emitted 
light beam, respectively. The transmitter’s capabilities are usually determined by 
its design. In VLC and SSL promising light source requires high energy conversion 
efficiency, large modulation bandwidth, high light output power, low operating 
voltage, small foot print and long lifetime. Practically, the low modulation response 
and low emitting intensity of LED are the drawbacks for the development of 
ultrahigh-speed VLC and high-quality SSL system. Blue gallium nitride (GaN) laser 

Figure 1. 
The possible application scenarios of VLC [9].
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diode (LD) and remote phosphor based generated white light can be used for both 
high-speed VLC and SSL simultaneously. The specification difference between LED 
and LD is shown in Table 1.

3. Strategies for generating white light from laser diodes

Generally, there are three strategies for generating white light from laser 
diodes (LDs).

3.1 Multiple LD’s chips

White light can be generated by mixing light from three individual (red, green, 
and blue) LDs. The luminous efficacy of generated white light is relatively higher 
because of the absence of color conversion phosphors and quantum deficits. Color 
variations with temperature can be observed because each LD’s wavelength shift 
may differ with temperature changing. Because multiple LDs are used in this 
scheme, it is relatively expensive and complex.

3.2 Blue LD chip and color conversion phosphors

White light can be generated by using a blue LD to excite remote phosphor film 
composed of green and red-emitting phosphors. The mixture of the residual blue 
light and emitted red and green lights forms a white light. The green and red-emit-
ting phosphors can have broad emission wavelength ranges, which helps generate 
high CRI white light. An enormous loss of energy occurs in converting the blue light 
into green and red through the phosphors.

3.3 UV LD chip and RGB phosphor

White light can be generated by using ultraviolet (UV)-LD to excites RGB 
emitting phosphors. The mixture of emitted blue, green, and red lights results 

Parameters Light emitting diode Laser diode

Working operation Spontaneous emission. Stimulated emission.

Bias/Current It requires small applied bias and 
operates under relatively low current 
densities.

It requires high driving power and 
high injected current density is 
needed.

Coupled power Moderate High

Ease of use Easier Harder

Spectral width Wider, 25 to 100 nm (10 to 50 THz) Narrower, <10–5 to 5 nm (<1 MHz 
to 2 MHz)

Modulation Bandwidth Moderate, Tens of KHz to tens of MHz High, Tens of MHz to tens of GHz

E/O Conversion 
Efficiency

10 to 20% 30 to 70%

Eye Safety Generally considered eye-safe Must be rendered eye-safe, 
especially for λ < 1400 nm

Cost Low Moderate to High

Table 1. 
Specification difference between LED and LD [11].
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in white light to human eyes. High CRI white light can be generated using this 
method because the red, green, and blue phosphors emission can cover the 
whole visible region. When the UV radiation is down-converted into the vis-
ible light, there is a large loss of energy, therefore the luminous efficacy of this 
scheme is low.

4. Laser diode-based solid-state lighting

Blue GaN LD is an emerging candidate in the future high-luminance SSL 
because of its advantages over the LED and traditional lighting sources. The higher 
efficiency of LD at higher current densities makes LD an alternative promising 
excitation source for higher-luminance SSL application. The LD light source has the 
potential to generate more efficient white light as compared to LED. LD has high 
coherence, high power per unit area, and narrow spectral width. Recently the 
attention of the researchers shifted towards LD-based phosphor-converted white 
light source. Different types of phosphor films have been previously reported to 
generate LD-based white light in SSL. For example, in 2008, Xu Yun et al. generated 
a UV GaN LD-based white light source of 5.7 lm with a CRI of 70and a CCT of 
5200 K by using strontium halophosphate activated with divalent europium as a 
blue phosphor, and a YAG as a yellow phosphor [12]. In 2009, the same research 
group generated white light of 3.6 lm with CCT of 5393 by exciting near-UV laser 
diode on red-, green-, and blue-emitting phosphors [13]. In 2010, white light 
emission of 5 lm with an efficacy of 10 lm/W by exciting 445 nm blue LD on 
Eu-doped silicate [ ( ) 2

42BaSr SiO : Eu + ] yellow phosphor is reported [14]. Kristin et 
al. generated a white light of 252 lm with a CCT of 400 K and a CRI of 57 using blue 
LD in combination with yellow-emitting cerium-substituted yttrium aluminum 
garnet (YAG: Ce) [15].

4.1 Advantages of LD based SSL

4.1.1 Efficiency

LED is an excellent energy-efficient light source for artificial lighting applica-
tions. Despite the outstanding achievement, LED still has drawbacks. The effi-
ciency of LED drops at high current densities, limiting the luminous flux per unit 
area of an LED chip. The comparison of efficiency versus input current density 

Figure 2. 
(a) The comparison of the efficiency versus input current density between state-of-the-art and future LEDs 
and LDs. (b) The comparison of the area of PC-LED and PC-LD phosphor film [16].
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between LEDs and LDs are shown in Figure 2(a). The efficiency of LEDs is high 
at a relatively low input current density and decreases with the increasing input 
current density. In contrast to LEDs, the LDs efficiency is low at low input current 
density and keeps rising with input current density after threshold current. At 
higher current densities, the efficiency of the LDs eventually drops because of 
resistivity loss.

4.1.2 LD’s directional emission

The directional emission beam with a small divergent angle of LD can be 
easily collected and focused on phosphor film compared to the LED’s Lambertian 
emission, as shown in Figure 2(b). LD’s etendue is very small and can achieve 
high-luminance lighting; hence, LD can be used in automotive lighting. Bayerische 
Motoren Werke (BMW) proposed a headlamp by exciting blue LD on remote phos-
phor film. It was reported that the efficiency and brightness of LD-based headlamp 
are higher than LED-based headlamp [17]. LD-based headlamp can project the 
high luminescent, low divergent white beam to half-mile from the vehicles. The 
laser beam’s visual range is 600 m, while that of the LED is 300 m [18]. In the case 
of LD-based SSL, a small phosphor area and small lens are required; thus, gener-
ated light can be more efficiently coupled into an optical fiber and used for micro 
luminaires.

4.1.3 Narrow spectral width

The emission spectrum of the LED and LD is shown in Figure 3. The full width 
half maximum (FWHM) of the LED is 20 nm, while that of LD is 2.5 nm. In the 
illumination process, the spectral width reflects the color purity of the generated 
light. The requirements on spectral width are slightly different in different areas. In 
the LED-backlit display, the spectral width is the smaller the better, which leads to a 
purer emitted light color and is useful for color matching.

Figure 3. 
The emission spectrum of LED and LD [19].
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4.2 Disadvantages of LD based SSL

4.2.1 Saturation and heat

The phosphor film heats up when an intense light from an LD penetrates 
through it. The phosphor temperature and output power versus input current are 
shown in Figure 4(a). It can be seen that after the input power exceeds the critical 
value, the temperature of phosphor suddenly increases while the output power 
decreases. The part of optical energy is converted into heat due to quantum effi-
ciency loss and stock shift loss. This heat can cause the limitation of the lifetime of 
phosphor and thermal quenching. The quantum efficiency versus phosphor tem-
perature of commercially available phosphor YAG: Ce is shown in Figure 4(b). As 
the temperature increases, the QE remains stable, and above a certain temperature, 
the QE starts decreasing.

4.2.2 Speckle

The laser light is highly coherent and thus can induce speckles. In LD-based 
white light, speckles are inherent due to the residual pump source, which degrades 
the contrast and visual definition. Luminaires that use powder phosphor exhibit 
less speckles than single crystal phosphor because multiple light scatterings occur 
in powder phosphor, destroying the optical coherence. Hence, powdered phosphor-
based light exhibits little speckles. The speckles can be reduced by using a rotating 
diffuser and light-diffusing membranes.

5. Color conversion phosphors

Commercial, industrial, and residential lighting are promptly shifting towards 
a phosphor-converted white light system. The most preferred way to generate 
white light from LEDs/LDs is to use phosphors that have the ability to absorb 
the high energy (short wavelength) photons and down-convert them into lower 
energy (longer wavelength) ones. The chemical composition of phosphor plays an 
essential role in display, SSL, and VLC. In the 19th century, phosphor’s name arose 
as a generic term for a material that glows in the dark. Phosphor is a kind  
of photoluminescent material that emits visible light when exposed to certain 
radiation. The luminescence process of the phosphor is shown in Figure 5(a).  

Figure 4. 
(a) The phosphor temperature and output power versus input currents. (b) Quantum efficiency versus 
phosphor temperatures of commercially available phosphor YAG: Ce [19].
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The luminescence process occurs when the activator absorbs the radiant energy 
and goes to a higher energy state. As the excited state is unstable, the excited pho-
ton emits absorbed energy in the relaxation state and falls back to a lower energy 
state. The Jablonski diagram of the downconversion phosphor luminescence 
process is shown in Figure 5(b).

The properties associated with ideal phosphor are color quality, CRI, thermal 
stability, emission spectrum, photoluminescent lifetime, etc. Recent studies have 
highlighted that phosphor-based white light quality depends on photoluminescent 
material, size, composition, and arrangement with the package. The absorption 
rate depends on the crystal structure, particle size, and particle size distribution of 
phosphor. The difference between the spectral position of the peak of absorption 
and emission spectra is called stock shift, expressed in wavelength. The extent of 
the stock shift depends on the characteristic of phosphor. During the illumination 
process, the phosphor cannot absorb all excitation energy; some of the energy is 
reflected or transmitted. The most absorbed energy will be released in the form 
of light, and the rest of the energy may be converted into heat; therefore, in this 
process, emitted energy is always less than the absorbed energy, and thus the wave-
length of excitation light is always shorter than that of emitted light. The phosphor’s 
efficiency depends on how much relaxation (loss of energy) occurs during activa-
tion and emission.

Phosphors are increasingly utilized in lighting devices, such as compact fluo-
rescent lamps, LEDs, and LDs. Nowadays, phosphors are using everywhere and 
extensive research have been carried out to find proper color conversion phosphors. 
The color conversion phosphor that can be excited by the blue or ultraviolet laser 
diode is shown in the Table 2.

5.1 Properties of some currently available color conversion phosphor

Blue LD-based white light can be generated by using down-conversion phos-
phors. In this study, two phosphor types were studied as a potential replacement for 
blue LD-based high CRI lighting and high-speed VLC. These include cesium lead 
bromide quantum dot 3(CsPbBr -QD) and potassium fluorosilicate (KSF). We 
fabricated a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) doped phosphor film consisting of 

3CsPbBr -QD and KSF as a color converter. Additionally, we systematically studied 
the properties of generated white light from the fabricated composite phosphor film 
and commercially available phosphor coated on glass CL827-R45-XT. The basic 
introduction of these phosphors is presented below.

Figure 5. 
(a) The luminescence process of phosphor. (b) Jablonski diagram of downconversion luminescence process.
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5.2 Cesium lead bromide quantum dot 3(CsPbBr -QD)

Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconductor nanoparticles, which can be used to 
generate high-quality solid-state lighting. QDs are separated into three types: 
cadmium(Cd)-based QDs, Cd-free QDs, and perovskite QDs. Perovskite quantum 
dots have shown great potential in nanotechnology and optoelectronic applications. 
They have been widely studied for successful next-generation optoelectronic 
applications because of their high PLQY and short PL lifetime [25]. The general 
chemical formula of perovskite quantum dot is APbX3, where A could be an organic 
cation such as methylammonium ( 3 3CH NH +, MA) or inorganic cation such as 
cesium (Cs+) and rubidium (Rb+), Pb represents the lead, and X represents 
different halide, such as Chloride (Cl), bromide (Br), or iodide (I). Inorganic lead 
halide perovskites have been attracted enormous scientific attention because of 
their outstanding optoelectronic properties. They have tunable emission wave-
length, high quantum yield, fast radiative response, and a short PL lifetime. These 
characteristics make them highly attractive for wide range next-generation opto-
electronic applications such as LED [26, 27], LD [28, 29], solar cells [30], photode-
tector [31], and wide gamut display [32]. The cubic crystal structure and 
photoluminescence emission spectra of APbX3 are shown in Figure 6(a) and (b), 
respectively.

The PL decay lifetime of 3CsPbBr -QD is approximately 7.0 ± 0.3 ns, as shown in 
Figure 7(a). The absorption and emission spectra of 3CsPbBr -QD is shown in 
Figure 7(b). 3CsPbBr -QD exhibits an emission peak at 510 nm with narrow full 
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 22 nm. 3CsPbBr -QD exhibits high 
(PLQY>70%), narrow full width half maximum (FWHM = 22 nm) [34, 36–39], 
relatively short PL lifetime (7 ns) [32], and a modulation bandwidth of 491 MHz [34], 

Emission color Phosphor Excitation wavelength(nm) Ref.
2SrS : Eu+ 450 [20]
4

2 6K SiF :Mn + 445 [21]

Red 2
2 2La O S : Eu+ 380–420 [22]

3
2 2Gd O S :Eu+ 380 [20]

2
3CaAlSiN :Eu+ 450–480 [22]

2
s 4SrGa S : Eu+ 460 [20]

2
2 4SrAl O :Eu+ 400 [20]

Green 2
2 4 :CaSc O Ce+ 450–480 [22]

3CsPbBr 445 [23]
2

3 6 12 2Ba Si O N :Eu+ 380–420 [22]

Zns : Ag+ 400 [20]

( ) 2
10 17Ba,Sr MgAl O :Eu+ 380–420 [22]

Blue ( ) 2
2 83Sr,Ba MgSi O :Eu+ 380–420 [22]

3CsPbCl 385 [23]

( ) 2
5 4 3Sr PO CL :Eu+ 375–400 [24]

Table 2. 
Color conversion phosphor that can be excited by the blue or ultraviolet laser diode.
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which is significantly greater than those of organic materials (40–200 MHz). 
Therefore, 3CsPbBr -QD is considered a promising substitute for VLC and SSL.

5.3 Potassium fluorosilicate (KSF)

Red emitting phosphor is required to compensate for red color deficiency, which 
increases phosphor-converted SSL performance, such as high CRI and tunable color 
temperatures. Nowadays, mostly rare-earth-doped nitride red phosphors are used 
to generate SSL. Red nitride phosphors have some drawbacks, such as high-temper-
ature synthesis process (1500–2000°C), oxygen-free environment [40, 41], broader 
emission band (FWHM >75–100 nm) [41, 42], low quantum efficiency [41], and 
emission peak greater than 650 nm (beyond the sensitivity range of human eyes) 
[43–45]. Therefore, it was necessary to find an alternative narrow-band red-emit-
ting phosphor to enhance the color qualities further. Efficient narrow-band red-
emitting phosphors such as 4

2 6K SiF : Mn + (KSF), with an emission peak at 631 nm, 
were developed to replace wide band nitride red phosphor. Many studies had been 

Figure 6. 
(a) The cubic crystal structure of APbX3 [33]. (b) Photoluminescence emission spectra of APbX3 [33].

Figure 7. 
(a) Photoluminescence decay of 3CsPbBr -QD monitored at 515 nm [34]. (b) The absorption and emission 
spectra of 3CsPbBr -QD [35].
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Figure 9. 
(a) Photography of KSF phosphor coated on glass. (b) Emission spectra of KSF as functions of driving bias 
currents.

conducted to optimize the environmental stability, quantum efficiency, and 
synthesis of KSF [46–48].

Recently, a new class of 4Mn + doped fluoride non-rare-earth red phosphor 
compounds such as 4

2 6A XF :Mn +  (𝐴𝐴 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶, Na, Rb, 4NH , K; X= 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑍𝑍 𝑆𝑆𝑍𝑍) 
has emerged, which has many advantages over red nitride phosphors. Firstly, these 
components’ thermal stability is high and good enough for practical application 
[49]. Secondly, their internal quantum efficiency is 92–98% [40, 50], and that of 
nitride red phosphor is 75–80%. Thirdly, they show highly efficient narrow-band 
red emissions (FWHM <2–10 nm) [51–53], and the red emission peak is generally 
shorter than 650 nm, which improves color purity and visual colorimetric param-
eters. The color coordinates of these phosphor components are located deep in the 
1931 Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) diagram [44]. The excitation 
and emission spectrum of KSF are shown in Figure 8.

The photography of KSF phosphor coated on a glass substrate is shown in 
Figure 9(a). The acquired emission spectra of generated red light with 445-nm 

Figure 8. 
The excitation and emission spectrum of KSF red phosphor [54].
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excitation at room temperature under bias currents of 280 mA, 320 mA, and 
360 mA are shown in Figure 9(b). The emission peak of KSF is at 631 nm.

5.4 CL-827-R45-XT

Conventionally, phosphors are mixed with organic or silicone resin to form a 
phosphor film; however, such composition will ultimately harden and leads to 
discoloration. Moreover, these components are sensitive to heat and water, reducing 
the device’s lifespan and making them unsuitable for outdoor applications. 
Phosphor on glass is increasingly replacing conventional color convertors, especially 
for outdoor high power and high brightness applications. The fabrication process of 
phosphor on glass is simple as the mixture of phosphors is coated on a transparent 
glass and can be sintered at 0800 C. The characteristic of generated white light can 
also be easily controlled by changing the phosphor concentration ratio and thick-
ness. This section studied the properties of generated white light from commercially 
available phosphor coated on glass CL-827-R45-XT. The Photography of CL-827-
R45-XT is shown in Figure 10.

The experimental setup to measure emission spectra of generated white light 
at different bias currents is shown in Figure 11(a). The emission spectra of the 
generated white light after the blue LD exciting the phosphor coated on glass at 
room temperature, under bias currents of 220 mA, 240 mA, 280 mA, 320 mA, 
360 mA, are shown in Figure 11(b). The peak emission wavelength of blue light is 
at 439 nm, while that of the yellow light is at 577 nm. It can be seen that the peak 
emission wavelength of generated light is not changed considerably with increasing 

Figure 10. 
Photography of CL-827-R45-XT.
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bias current, which indicates that the phosphor-coated on glass is suitable to be used 
with the high injection bias current.

The photography of the generated white light spot is shown in Figure 12(a). The 
CIE coordinate of the white light source at 360 mA on the CIE 1931 chromaticity 
diagram is shown in Figure 12(b). At 360 mA, white light has a CCT of 3786, CRI 
of 87.9, and the CIE coordinates fall at (0.3556, 0.3026), which is very close to the 
standard neutral white light (0.33, 0.33).

6. High CRI lighting and high-speed visible light communication

The laser based white-light has demonstrated with a color rendering index (CRI) of 
78, color temperature of 6000–7000 K, and luminous flux up to 600 lm for a single-
chip device [55]. The frequency response of the system adhering phosphor film, is 
shown in Figure 13(a). The throughput modulation response was reduced mainly due 
to the relevant absorption and scattering by the phosphorous film. The -10 dB band-
width of the system is approximately 1500 MHz, at the driving current of 750 mA. 

Figure 11. 
(a) Experimental setup to measure emission spectra. (b) The emission spectra of the generated light at different 
bias currents.

Figure 12 
(a) The photography of generated white light spot. (b) Chromaticity coordinates diagram of the 
generated white light at 360 mA.
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The data rate achievable at different signal bandwidths is shown in Figure 13(b). It 
indicates that the white laser VLC system is capable of a high data rate up to 4.72 Gbps 
at 1300 MHz. At higher signal bandwidths beyond 1400 MHz, the data rate of the VLC 
system will not steadily increase due to the system’s power limitation.

We demonstrated a color-rendering index (CRI) of 93.8, a correlated color 
temperature (CCT) of 4435 K, and a data rate of 1.6 Gbps under NRZ-OOK modu-
lation by an exciting blue laser diode polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) doped 
phosphor film based on cesium lead bromide quantum dot ( 3CsPbBr -QD) and 
potassium fluorosilicate 4

2 6 :K SiF Mn + (KSF) [56]. Figure 14(a) shows the optical 
spectrum of generated white light in which blue, red, and green fluorescent compo-
nents are observed. In terms of peak emission, the blue light is at 445 nm, the green 
light is at 510 nm with an FWHM of 22.42 nm, and the red light is at 631 nm with an 
FWHM of 3.02 nm. Unlike traditional phosphorous materials, 3CsPbBr QD−  and 
KSF have a relatively narrow FWHM. The BER at different data rates is shown in 
Figure 14(b), where the BER of 2.7× 310−  is measured at 1.6 Gbps. The obtained 
BER measurement adheres to the standard FEC threshold of ≤ 33.8 10−× .

7. Recent progress in blue laser diode-based VLC and SSL

Over the past few years, LD based VLC and SSL techniques have gained sig-
nificant attention from researchers, due to their advantages, e.g., environmental 

Figure 13. 
(a) Frequency response of LD laser VLC system. (b) Measured date rate at different bandwidths in the LD 
laser VLC system [54].

Figure 14. 
(a) Spectrum of generated white light (b) measured bit-error rates at different data rates.
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friendliness, minimum light-emitting surface, ultrafast operating speed, high 
efficiency, long lifetime and small footprint. By leveraging the advantages men-
tioned above, LD-based VLC and SSL is outperforming LED-based VLC and SSL. 
This technique promises wide applications in academia, science, and industry. 
Meanwhile, many research laboratories around the world have been focusing on 
blue laser-based VLC and SSL. The resent research achievements in blue laser-based 
VLC and SSL is summarized in Table 3.

8. Summary

Nowadays white light based on blue laser diode has become the rapidly growing 
technology for high speed VLC and high CRI lighting. This Chapter aims to under-
stand the blue laser diode-based VLC and SSL using color converter remote phos-
phor to overcome the bottlenecks of LED-based VLC and SSL. Recently, phosphors 
are using everywhere; therefore, multiple approaches and research have been 
carried out to find the best color conversion phosphor. We have studied the down-
conversion luminescence properties of cesium lead bromide quantum dot 3(CsPbBr
-QD) and Potassium silicon fluoride 4

2 6K SiF : Mn + (KSF). Furthermore, we have 
studied the properties of generated white light from commercially available phos-
phor coated on glass CL-827-R45-XT by changing bias currents. We demonstrated a 
VLC and SSL system simultaneously with a data rate of 1.6 Gbps over 50 cm 
free-space link based on NRZ-OOK modulation. Additionally, the generated white 
light exhibits with low CCT of 4435 K and CRI of 93.8. According to our discus-
sions, we can conclude that laser diode based generated white light can be used for 
both high-speed visible light communication and solid-state lighting 
simultaneously.

Ref Source Color 
converter

CRI CCT 
(K)

Modulation 
scheme

Data rate 
(Gbps)

Dist 
(cm)

Year

[57] B-LD YAG:Ce 58 4740 OOK 2 5 2015

[3] B-LD YAG:Ce — 6409 16 QAM 4 50 2015

[34] B-LD Perovskite 89 3223 OOK 2 — 2016

[58] B- SLD YAG:Ce 85.1 3392 OOK 1.45 25 2018

[59] B-SLD Y-phosphor 88.2 — 16-QAM 3.4 100 2019

[60] B-LD YAG:Ce 67.2 6391 OOK 1 — 2019

[61] B-LD Y-phosphor — — OOK 1.25 100 2019

[62] B-SLD Perovskite 91 6113 — — — 2019

[56] B-LD 3CsPbBr /KSF 93.8 4435 OOK 1.6 50 2020

[63] B-LD YAG:Ce — — OFDM 6.915 150 2020

[64] 2- B-LD Y-phosphor — — OFDM 22.45 300 2020

[65] B-LD 3CsPbBr /KSF 91 5056 OOK 1.4 30 2020

B-LD, SLD stand for blue laser diode and superluminescent diode, respectively. YAG: Ce, 3CsPbBr , KSF stand for 
yttrium aluminum garnet cerium-doped, cesium lead bromide and potassium fluorosilicate, respectively. OOK, 
QAM, OFDM denote for on–off keying, quadrature amplitude modulation, orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing, respectively.

Table 3. 
Recent progress in blue laser-based VLC and SSL using phosphors.
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Chapter 11

Near-Field Propagation Analysis
for Traveling-Wave Antennas
Ha Hoang

Abstract

The evolution of ElectroMagnetic (EM) models and modern EM solvers permit
resolving a variety of real-life EM propagation and radiation problems, in which
antenna design and optimization account a large proportion. However, understand-
ing of EM propagation processes on antenna structures and design achievements can
be limited when only total antenna responses are considered and there is lacking of
near-field analysis. This chapter provides a better insight into the EM propagation
processes on traveling-wave antennas. A near-field propagation analysis method is
proposed based on simulated near-field data with corresponding meshed structure
data. This overcomes the insufficiencies and obstacles for observation of the conven-
tional analysis methods. The EM-solver-run optimization and accurate sampling for
field and structure data are the first important steps for the analysis. For general
propagation problems such as paths recognition and characterization of the propaga-
tion, the EM signal models, impulse response analysis and super-resolution algo-
rithms for Time of Arrival (ToA) estimation are studied and proposed. A particular
space/time/frequency analysis is implemented for traveling-wave Vivaldi antennas,
in which the phenomenon of EM energy transfer out of the conducting elements into
the free space and higher-order scattering processes are revealed. The refined adjust-
ment and optimization for the antennas are also proposed.

Keywords: near-field propagation, radiating propagating process, traveling-wave
antennas, impulse response analysis, MUSIC algorithm, electromagnetic
simulation, electromagnetic modeling

1. Introduction

The concepts of traveling wave and standing wave can be used to categorize
antenna types with corresponding dominant propagation mode for radiating.
Traveling-wave antennas [1] often have long electrical length in the main propaga-
tion path, and the EM energy radiating proportion prevails over the reflected
proportion in the propagation along the main path. In contrast, in standing-wave
antennas, the EM energy reflects many times in the main propagation path. This
causes the standing-wave or resonance phenomena and increases the EM field
intensities with appropriate periodic excitation source, and this facilitates to
increase the radiating proportion for a certain bandwidth (BW). The standing-wave
antennas often have high Q-factor and with narrow BW, while these characteristics
are opposite for the traveling-wave antennas. However, this categorization for the
antennas is relative because the propagation mode for radiating depends on the
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actual structure and is only dominant over a certain band of frequencies. Traveling-
wave antennas have been the research subject of many reports, and Vivaldi anten-
nas [2] are the typical branch of traveling-wave antennas.

To model EM fields, characterize structural/operational features and optimize the
performances for traveling-wave antennas, various approaches have been
implemented. Transverse EM (TEM)-mode transmission line models have been used
to describe the propagating and radiating mechanism of these antennas. For example,
stepped-width transmission line slots connected end to end were used for the Vivaldi
antenna, and the effect of the stepped discontinuities was solved by a power conti-
nuity criterion in [3], and in [4], a design process with least-square optimization was
implemented for the calculation of input impedance and power division at the junc-
tions of a stepped line by a transmission matrix chain. However, simplicity of the
models constrained the accuracy and practical application of such methods.

Model accuracy improvements based on approximation to the conical slot lines
[5, 6] yield electric field distributions and radiating fields with Green’s functions.
Diffraction at the end of the radiating slot and lateral edges was incorporated by a
weight pattern for each edge. These improvements achieved the better predictions
than the TEM-mode transmission line models.

While, in general, the EM propagation knowledge in a specific antenna structure
is required for modeling, numerical three-dimensional EM solvers segment and
discrete a structural space into a meshed volume of cells adapted to the material and
geometric properties of the structure. Space, time and/or frequency distributions of
EM energy in the volume are established, a priori, by solving Maxwell’s equations
numerically or approximately on a cell-by-cell basis for overall volume while taking
account the boundary and excitation conditions. These EM distributions are the
basic for derived total or global antenna characteristics, for example scattering
parameters, far-field response.

Parallel improvements in EM wave theory, material characterization, numerical
techniques, fast algorithms, and high-performance computing have realized faster,
more accurate EM solvers for highly complex and real-life problems [7]. The
improvements have even supported the design of complicated antipodal Vivaldi
antennas from fractal fern leaf-shaped geometries [8]. By using EM solvers with
feasible processes for design optimization, a variety of traveling-wave antennas with
diverse EM responses have been proposed. Optimization of the conventional geome-
try and modifications/additions are the commonmethods to attain improved antenna
performances such as in [9–12]. To explain the complex EM characteristics of the
antenna geometries and the effects from the added elements in [10–12], direct obser-
vations of EM near-field vectors and of metal surface currents were implemented.

In a new near-field propagation research, an analysis method for the propaga-
tion of distributed near fields from a full-wave EM solver for the typical traveling-
wave antenna has been proposed [13]. With an adequately accurate data set of near
field in the time and/or frequency domains for the antenna structure corresponding
to a excitation condition, the EM fields in key regions can be evaluated and quanti-
fied to expose the relationships between the geometric properties and space, time
and/or frequency EM energy distributions. The correlation characteristics reveal
causal relationships of the geometric properties to the EM field propagation process.

Because the EM fields on the specific regions of the structure were observed and
analysed based on time-domain impulse response analysis, the results were not be
affected by superpositions of excited periodic cycles such as the conventional
frequency-analysis method, it revealed the propagation processes of EM energy
clusters and geometry-property influence details on the structure. Moreover,
observations of EM responses at a consecutive point set along the dominant EM
energy flows were implemented to analyse propagation progresses and the
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scattering components between the sections in the structure. This avoided locality
in observation and permitted to overcome analysis bandwidth limits. Super-
resolution algorithms such as MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) were also
useful [14] to tackle these limits.

The rendered details in the space, time and/or frequency of the results are a
powerful feature of the analysis method for the antenna design. The quantitative
and qualitative analyses can be implemented to characterize for a subpart of the
time and/or frequency EM energy response at each position in space and propaga-
tion mechanism dependency on a particular part of the structure. Design and
optimization methods, built on such analysis, respond for refined adjustment of the
structures. This approach reveals a new, deeper perspective in the hierarchy of
antenna and related system design.

2. Near-field propagation analysis methods

2.1 Data sampling from time-domain EM solver

In this method, CST Microwave Studio (MWS) is used as the EM solver in the
time domain. Structural, mesh and near-field vector data are extracted for the near-
field propagation analysis process. This section presents the features of these data as
well as sampling problems and their solutions.

2.1.1 Structure data sampling

The hexahedral meshing algorithm is used within time-domain MWS solver to
generate mesh cells adapted to material and geometric properties to represent the
input structure and background space. MWS solves and establishes the near-field
distributions on this meshed representation rather than the input structure. Struc-
tures such as Vivaldi antennas contain diagonal components in the Vivaldi-curved
edges that are not parallel with any of the coordinate axes. This causes a stepped or
staircase mesh structure to represent these structural components.

The algorithm in the structural data sampling step extracts the meshing lines and
the material matrix data of the whole simulation space from the MWS solver, and it
reconstructs the meshed structure of the main elements of the structure for the next
sampling and analysis steps. Specifically, based on the material matrix data, the
metal cells of the meshed metal patches of the Vivaldi antenna are identified. These
cells are merged together into a reconstructed structure of the meshed metal patch.
Figure 1 shows the top surface of a small piece of the reconstructed metal patch
with the staircase meshed structure for the Vivaldi edge. The reconstructed struc-
ture becomes basic for the field data sampling step.

2.1.2 Near-field vector data sampling

The complexity and size of an EM simulation are governed by the detail and size
of the structure and surrounding space, and the frequency band of interest. These
simulating features affect the number of mesh cells and the time step of the EM
solving. To achieve high spatial resolution for the analysis, the excitation signal BW
must be adequate, and it can be larger than the operational BW of the antenna.
To guarantee convergence condition, the time step can be much smaller than the time
step corresponding to the excitation signal Nyquist BW. Therefore, it does not need
to sample all the computed near-field data in the simulating time. The duration of the
EM solving depends on the volume of the simulation space, degree of EM energy
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stored in the structure, the length of the excitation signal and accuracy requirement
of the analysis, especially for low-frequency or long-delay-time components.

An example of EM solving and sampling parameters for a Vivaldi antenna
structure is presented in Table 1. EM field vector data are sampled in the simulating
space and time. Each vector is represented by three scalar components. With single-
precision floating point format, each scalar component uses 32 bits in size. The total
size of the sampled EM near-field data can reach hundreds of gigabytes.

The Vivaldi edges are the main parts of this traveling-wave antenna structure,
and a significant proportion of EM energy concentrates along these edges. Space,
time and frequency distributions of the EM fields along these edges contain the
most important information about the EM energy propagation; therefore, accurate
sampling of field data in these regions is essential.

The sampling is based on fitting a nine-order polynomial smooth curve on the
stepped structure of the reconstructed structure from the meshed structure, as
shown Figure 1. As expected, this curve represents the Vivaldi curve of the input
structure, at which there is a transition in material property from conductor to
dielectric/vacuum. Therefore, there is also a corresponding transition in the field
vectors at the edge. To preserve this attribute in the sampled data, the EM field
vectors at the edge points of the reconstructed structure are mapped to the nearest
points on the smooth curve, and these represent the field vectors on the Vivaldi
edge of the input structure. The tangential and normal vector components of the
EM field vectors can also be divided from the sampled vectors as shown in Figure 1.
A three-dimensional interpolation from the field vector data at mesh cell vertices

Figure 1.
Reconstructed structure and mapping of the Vivaldi edge points to the smooth polynomial curve.

Parameters Values

Simulation space volume 84� 40� 10:267 mm3

Simulation BW 0� 80 GHz

Number of mesh cells 11, 269, 952

Time duration 1:25 ns

Sampling time step 1 ps

Total size of EM near-field data 320 GB

Table 1.
EM solving and sampling parameters of a simulation example.
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around the mapped point is also a method for the sampling. However, because of
the dependence of interpolated result on distance to the mapped point and the
difference between field vectors inside the conducting patch and field vectors at the
edge of the patch (especially in the vector direction), there can be a significant error
in the interpolation result if a mapped point closes to a mesh cell vertex inside the
conducting patch.

The field vector data for the lateral and end edges of the conducting patches are
sampled by extracting the vector data directly on mesh cell vertices corresponding
to these edges. The field vector data at positions in dielectric/vacuum volumes are
sampled by interpolated data from the nearest mesh cell vertices.

2.2 Time- and frequency-domain-based analysis methods

2.2.1 Impulse response analysis

With the time-domain-based method (TDbM), the analysis is started by an EM
simulation with an impulse excitation signal (e.g., Gaussian signal) covering a certain
analysis BW. The observed signals are directly extracted from the EM-simulating
data. The EM responses on the structure can be analyzed directly in the time domain
or can be transformed to the frequency domain by the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT). An ineffectiveness of the analysis method is that the EM solver must be
rerun whenever there is a change in the analysis BW, and the frequency-domain-
based method (FDbM) is a solution proposed to improve the analysis performance.

By the FDbM, the EM solver was only run once with an excitation signal cover-
ing a wide enough BW of all analysis sub-bandwidth segments. Then, transforma-
tions to the frequency domain for the excitation signal and the observed signals are
implemented based on DFT. To compensate the unequal in magnitude and phase of
the frequency components of the excitation signal, an equalization is implemented
for the frequency components of the observed signals.

Then, the compensated observed signals are transformed into the time domain
by inverse DFT. Thus, when the excitation signal is processed and transformed to
the time domain, all of its frequency components are equal in magnitude and phase;
it is a full Nyquist BW impulse signal. The compensated observed signals in time
domain are the responses of this impulse. However, in practical, the compensation
can gain noise levels excessively for low-energy-level frequency components for an
observed signal with a certain signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), especially at the upper
end of the simulating band. Therefore, the responses with full Nyquist BW cannot
be achieved in practice. Rectangular, Gaussian and Kaiser windows are used to limit
the analysis sub-bandwidth segments in this work.

A frequency-modulated continuous wave (FMCW) is chosen for the excitation
signal. This linear chirp sweeps from 0 to 180 GHz in 0.5 ns and covering a BW of 0–
210 GHz. Figure 2 shows this excitation signal and the impulse signals corresponding
to the different windows in the time and frequency domains. The impulses and
responses in Figure 3 are the result of process using a Gaussian window in a low-pass
analysis band of 0–64 GHz and a band-pass analysis band of 20–90 GHz (�20 dB BW
is standard) in the time and frequency domains. The response signals are curve
normal vector component of the E-field at points along a Vivaldi edge located a
distance l from the excitation source as shown by the smooth curve in Figure 1.

The differences between the TDbM and the FDbM results are also examined.
For TDbM, the EM simulation uses a Gaussian impulse excitation signal with a BW
of 0–64 GHz in time domain. For FDbM, the EM simulation uses an FMCW
excitation signal with a BW of 0–210 GHz in time domain, and a Gaussian window
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with a low-pass BW of 0–64 GHz is used in the analysis frequency limitation.
The impulse signal pair, the response pairs, and their errors are shown in Figure 4.
These comparisons demonstrate a good agreement between the TDbM and FDbM.

2.2.2 MUSIC algorithm for ToA estimation

As a well-known super-resolution algorithm, MUSIC is often used for signal
analysis [15, 16], especially in cases of the overlap of many signals and/or limitation
in analysis BW. The MUSIC algorithm is applied in this work for ToA or time delay
estimation of dominant components/clusters in the observed signals.

The signal applied at the antenna excitation port is x tð Þ. Because of multiple
overlapping EM energy flows propagating along different paths in the structure, the
observed signal at an arbitrary position in the simulating space is considered as a

Figure 2.
The FMCW excitation signal and FDbM impulse signals with different windows in the (a) time and
(b) frequency domains.

Figure 3.
The FDbM impulse signal and responses in the (a) time and (b) frequency domains at the points along the
Vivaldi edge.
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superposition of different versions from the excitation source. This can be presented
by a convolution of x tð Þ and the impulse response of the propagation channel h tð Þ:

s tð Þ ¼ x tð Þ ∗ h tð Þ: (1)

In general, h tð Þ can be continuous, but in the case of limited excitation signal BW
and limits in space/time resolution of the EM simulation, it can be approximated by
N discrete components (N can be large):

h tð Þ≈
XN�1

n¼0

anδ t� τnð Þ, (2)

where δ is a Dirac function, and an and τn are the amplitude and delay time,
respectively, of the n-th component.

The channel impulse response in the frequency domain is

H fð Þ≈
XN�1

n¼0

ane�j2πf τn : (3)

Considering noise (as white noise from EM solver errors) and with a sufficient
SNR of the signals in the analysis band, an estimation of H fð Þ can be implemented as

Ĥ fð Þ ¼ Ŝ fð Þ
X fð Þ ¼ H fð Þ þw0 fð Þ, (4)

where X fð Þ is the Fourier transform of x tð Þ, Ŝ fð Þ is the Fourier transform of s tð Þ
with the noise and w0 fð Þ is considered as the corresponding white noise in the
frequency domain.

Thus,

Ĥ fð Þ ¼
XN�1

n¼0

ane�j2πf τn þ w fð Þ, (5)

where w fð Þ is the total noise including the error of approximation in Eq. (3).
In Eq. (5), Ĥ fð Þ can be considered as a harmonic model [15, 17], and τn are
parameters needed to be estimated.

Figure 4.
The impulse and responses pairs with (a) TDbM and FDbM and (b) the corresponding errors.
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The MUSIC algorithm is applied to solve this problem in this work. Ĥ fð Þ is
sampled with Ns samples and a frequency step of Δ f in the frequency domain:

Ĥ k½ � ¼
XN�1

n¼0

ane�j2π kΔ fð Þτn þw k½ �, k ¼ 0, 1, … ,Ns � 1

w k½ � ¼ w kΔ fð Þ: (6)

The matrix form of Ĥ k½ � is
Ĥ ¼ Vaþw, (7)

where

Ĥ ¼ Ĥ 0½ �Ĥ 1½ �… Ĥ Ns � 1½ �� �T

V ¼ v τ0ð Þv τ1ð Þ…v τN�1ð Þ½ �

v τnð Þ ¼ 1 e�j2π 1ð ÞΔ fð Þτn … e�j2π Ns�1ð ÞΔ fð Þτn
h iT

a ¼ a0a1 … aN�1½ �T

w ¼ w 0½ �w 1½ �…w Ns � 1½ �½ �T, (8)

T is a transpose of a vector.
The analysis band limitation is implemented by a rectangular window:

Ĥ k½ � ¼ u k½ �
XN�1

n¼0

ane�j2π kΔ fð Þτn þw k½ �
 !

, k ¼ 0, 1, … ,Ns � 1

u k½ � ¼
1 if FcL ≤ kΔ f ≤ FcH

0 otherwise,

(
(9)

where FcL and FcH are the lower and upper frequency bounds of the analysis
band, respectively.

A Toeplitz data matrix Z is established from Ĥ array with a dimension factor D
chosen asD≥N0, whereN0 ≤N is the size of the signal subspace chosen in the analysis:

Z ¼

Ĥ D½ � … Ĥ 0½ �
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

Ĥ Ns � 1�D½ � … Ĥ D½ �
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

Ĥ Ns � 1½ � … Ĥ Ns � 1�D½ �
Ĥ

∗
0½ � … Ĥ

∗
D½ �

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

Ĥ
∗
D½ � … Ĥ

∗
Ns � 1�D½ �

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

Ĥ
∗
Ns � 1�D½ � … Ĥ

∗
Ns � 1½ �

2
66666666666666666666666664

3
77777777777777777777777775

H

(10)

where H is a Hermitian matrix transpose.
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A covariance matrix R is calculated based on this Z matrix:

R ¼ ZZH: (11)

With the R covariance matrix, eigen decomposition is implemented and the
signal and noise subspaces are separated [18]:

R ¼
XDþ1

i¼1

λiψiψH
i , (12)

where λi and ψi are eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively. The ToA param-
eters can be estimated based on the peak positions of the MUSIC spectrum:

P τð Þ ¼ 1

ϕHe τð Þ�� ��2 , (13)

where ϕ ¼ ψN0þ1ψN0þ2 …ψDþ1
� �

spans the noise subspace, and e τð Þ ¼
1 e j2π 1ð Þτ=Ns … e j2π Dð Þτ=Ns
� �T

is a steering vector [19].
This MUSIC algorithm is applied to directly analyze the observed signals (curve

normal components of the E-field vectors at the points a distance l along an edge of
a slot line structure as presented in Figure 5(b)). The analysis is implemented in the
cases of N0 ¼ 1 and N0 ¼ 500.

• Analysis of expected single component N0 ¼ 1

Figure 5.
The structural models with excitation ports of (a) a Vivaldi antenna and (b) a slot line.
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In the case of N0 ¼ 1, only one component in the signal subspace is expected.
This corresponds to the most dominant component or cluster of the observed signal,
and other components are considered as noise. The peak of the MUSIC spectrum is
expected to indicate the ToA or time delay of this component or cluster.

MUSIC parameters are set as N0 ¼ 1;D ¼ 35;Ns ¼ 1, 250; and dt ¼ 1 ps in
this analysis. The analysis is implemented in different bands of FcL and FcH.
The response signals with the same bands limited by the Gaussian windows are
calculated based on FDbM as the reference signals. Figures 6 and 7 show the results
of estimated ToAs and propagation velocities based on the response signals and the
MUSIC spectra.

Figure 6 shows that the FDbM response signal shape changes with increasing l.
The signal part to the left of the peak is getting wider than the part to the right of the
peak, which tends to increase in negative potential. This denotes a left-shifting
tendency in the FDbM response peaks versus distance l. Thus, the estimated ToAs
based on the FDbM response peaks tend to shrink with distance l, while the peak
positions of the MUSIC spectra increase regularly with l. In Figure 7, the feature can

Figure 6.
The MUSIC spectra and FDbM impulse response signals at the points along the slot line edge with analysis
bands of (a) 0–60, (b) 0–90, (c) 20–60, and (d) 20–90 GHz.

Figure 7.
The estimated propagation velocities based on the FDbM response signal peaks and the MUSIC spectra in
different analysis bands along the slot line edge.
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be seen more clearly with the estimated propagation velocities. The estimated
velocities based on the response peaks are faster than those based on MUSIC, and
the difference increases with an increase in l, with an exception in the low-
frequency band case (0–30 GHz), where the two methods show similar results.
Furthermore, the estimated results based on MUSIC show reasonably constant
velocities, independent of l, especially in wideband cases.

• Analysis of multi-components N0 ¼ 500

The analysis is observed at a point l ¼ 30 mm on the slot line edge with a
parameter set ofN0 ¼ 500;D ¼ 738;Ns ¼ 1, 250; and dt ¼ 1 ps and an analysis band
of 0–90 GHz. The dimension factor D equals 738 to ensure that a full slide over the
samples generates the Z matrix with a size of 738� 1, 024, and matrix columns
contain all of the frequency components of the analysis band without redundancy.
This ensures to capture adequately signal frequency information. In Figure 8,
besides the MUSIC spectra, FDbM impulse response signals with a Gaussian
window and a rectangular window to limit frequency in the same analysis band of
0–90 GHz are also calculated and presented.

With the larger N0 in this analysis, the MUSIC spectrum shows synchronicity
with the FDbM impulse response signals (limited by rectangular window);
as seen in Figure 8, the spectrum is also eliminated at nulls of the response
signal. This shows that accuracy of the estimation of the dominant component
ToAs can be reduced at proximity of the zero crossings in the impulse response
signals. In the case of N0 ¼ 1, this effect cannot be observed. Another observable
feature in this analysis is that the variability in the MUSIC spectrum magnitude
is not following the trend of the component or cluster magnitude of the
corresponding response signal. Thus, the magnitude estimation for the separate
components or clusters needs additional information other than the MUSIC
spectrum.

3. Near-field propagation analysis for Vivaldi antenna design

3.1 Simulation structures and conditions

The near-field propagation analysis is implemented on the slot line and Vivaldi
structures, as shown in Figure 5. A Rogers RT5880 (εr ¼ 2:2 and tan δ ¼ 0:0009 at
10 GHz) dielectric substrate of width W, length Ls and thickness h �h≤ z≤0ð Þ is
used for the two structures. The metallic objects of the structures are built on the
copper layer with a thickness of θ 0≤ z≤ θð Þ.

The open-ended slot line consists of two copper patches with length L separated
by a slot of width s. The symmetrical Vivaldi slot is built based on an exponential
function:

Figure 8.
The MUSIC spectra and FDbM response signals at a point l ¼ 30 mm along the slot line edge.
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y ¼ a epx � 1ð Þ þ s
2
, 0≤ x≤L, (14)

where a is a y-axis scale factor, and

a ¼
W
2 � s

2

� �� ε

epL � 1
, (15)

where ε is the end segment width of the Vivaldi patch. The limits of the x
variable and the y curve function are in the ranges of 0≤ x≤L and s

2 ≤ y≤ W
2 � ε.

Table 2 shows the parameters of these structures.
The EM simulations were implemented in time domain with an open boundary

condition. The distances from the structures to most of the boundaries are 5 mm,
except at the radiation aperture boundary xmax, where the distance is 15 mm. Thus,
the simulation volume is 85� 40� 10:265 mm3. Differential waveguide ports with
size of 4� 4 mm2 x ¼ 0,�2 mm≤ y≤ 2 mm,�2 mm≤ z≤ 2 mmð Þ excite these two
structures, shown as red squares in Figure 5. An FMCW signal covering a band of
0–210 GHz and lasting 0.5 ns is the time-domain excitation signal. The observed
signals are sampled at rate of 1 THz, and the sampled period is 1.25 ns.

3.2 Propagation analysis on the conducting plane

The z ¼ θ plane contains the most valuable field data because it includes the top
conducting surface of the antenna structure. In this plane, the FDbM impulse
response analysis with Gaussian windows for frequency limiting is implemented for
all of the observed signals in different bands. The complex field data are
postprocessed and presented in different forms, and the field vector magnitude
quantities are normalized according to the maximum corresponding field vector
magnitude at the excitation port position x ¼ 0,� s

2 ≤ y≤ s
2, z ¼ θ

� �
.

3.2.1 Space distribution of field intensity

The intensity distributions are examined based on the maximum (over time) of
the impulse responses of EM field vector magnitudes in the two analysis bands as
shown in Figure 9. Noticeably, the strongest EM field intensities distribute along
the slot line and Vivaldi slot, especially at the slot conduction edges. Figure 9(b)
and (c) shows that because of the discontinuity in the structure of the reconstructed

Parameters Slot line Vivaldi antenna

Ls mmð Þ 65 65

L mmð Þ 60 60

W mmð Þ 30 30

s mmð Þ 0:25 0:25

h mmð Þ 0:25 0:25

θ mmð Þ 0:017 0:017

ε mmð Þ — 0:25

p 0 0:2

Table 2.
Parameters of the slot line and Vivaldi antenna.
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meshed Vivaldi slot, as mentioned in the Section 2.1.1, at these discontinuous
locations, there are abrupt changes in the spatial distribution of field intensities.
This is an expression of scattering phenomena in the propagation along the tapered
structure of the Vivaldi slot.

These plots also reveal other features of the propagation, for example while the
E-field intensity increases at the endpoints x ¼ 60 mmð Þ of the slot line and Vivaldi
slot, the H-field intensity reduces at these endpoints. The dielectric material transi-
tion from RT5880 to vacuum at the substrate edge x ¼ 65 mmð Þ in the radiating
aperture region leads to a small abruption in the space distribution of the E-field
intensity at the substrate edge. At the excitation port location, because of the limit
in port width in the y direction, the H vectors change direction and their distribu-
tion is abrupt around the port edges x ¼ 0, y ¼ �2 mmð Þ . This leads to EM energy
of the excitation source being dispersed into multiple directions other than þx, as
per the port mode definition, and the port edges act like scattering sources.

3.2.2 Space distribution of first-ToA clusters and MUSIC spectra

At each point in space, the impulse response analysis result is a time distribution
of clusters, and this distribution reveals propagation path information such as the
number of paths, time delay, and attenuation characteristic. If the time distribution
of a certain cluster can be identified for each point in space, then the space distri-
bution information of this cluster is determined. This information reveals the
effects of the structure’s spatial characteristics on the cluster’s propagation.

In propagation characterization, the most important cluster is the earliest- or first-
ToA cluster. This cluster is formed by the propagating EM energy flows from the source
over the shortest path with the fastest velocity. In this analysis, the ToA of the first
cluster of the EM field vector magnitudes is estimated for each point in the conducting
plane based on a local peak-finding algorithm. Direction and magnitude information of
the field vectors corresponding to the first clusters is derived as illustrated in Figures 10
and 11. These results reveal how the first clusters of EM fields depend on material and
spatial characteristics of the structure. Figure 12 presents the space distribution of first-
cluster ToAs or propagation times from the source. ToA contour lines play the role of
two-dimensional wavefront and present visually the effects of the material and spatial
characteristics of the structure on the clusters’ propagations.

However, due to spreading of the analysis impulse in time and the overlapping
of multiple EM flows, the total response signals can be canceled, flat or not distin-
guishable as separate clusters. In this case, ToA of the clusters cannot be estimated

Figure 9.
The maximum EM field vector magnitudes on the conducting plane of (a) a slot line and (b) and (c) a Vivaldi
antenna in the analysis bands of (a) and (b) 0–30 GHz and (c) 0–60 GHz.
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Figure 11.
The first-peak EM field vector magnitudes on the conducting plane of (a) a slot line and (b) and (c) a Vivaldi
antenna in the analysis bands of (a) and (b) 0–30 GHz and (c) 0–60 GHz.

Figure 10.
The EM field vectors at the time of the first peaks on the conducting plane of (a) a slot line and (b) a Vivaldi
antenna in the analysis bands of 0–30 GHz.

Figure 12.
The ToAs of the first clusters based on the first peaks of the EM field vector magnitudes on the conducting
plane of (a) a slot line and (b) and (c) a Vivaldi antenna in the analysis bands of (a) and (b) 0–30 GHz and
(c) 0–60 GHz.
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exactly, or the clusters cannot be distinguished in the time domain, and this can lead
to significant estimation errors in the analysis results.

As described in Section 2.2.2, the MUSIC algorithm is used in this analysis for
estimation of the ToA. The results of estimated ToAs are shown Figure 13 based on
the peaks of three MUSIC spectrum components summation of EM field vectors in
the analysis band of 0–60 GHz and with MUSIC parameters N0 ¼ 1 and D ¼ 35.
Instead of presenting the ToA of the first cluster as the FDbM impulse response
analysis, the result based on MUSIC spectra presents ToAs of the dominant compo-
nent of the cluster with a certain correlation with the impulse. The comparison
between Figures 12(c) and 13 shows that some dominant components are estimated
by the MUSIC algorithm emerge in some regions, and their MUSIC ToAs are later
than the FDbM impulse response ToAs. For example, at the lateral edges of the
antenna, there are the scattered components from the Vivaldi endpoints, and these
components cannot be shown in Figure 12(c) due to domination of the first clusters.

3.3 Propagation analysis on the edge of the slots

In this section, detailed near-field examinations of the slot line and Vivaldi slot
conducting edge propagation are made along the l-axes from the sources as illus-
trated in Figure 5.

3.3.1 Field intensity on the edges

The stepped or staircase meshed structure of the Vivaldi antenna is different from
the constant distance between the two parallel slot edges of the slot line. This struc-
tural feature is the cause of abrupt changes in intensity of the EM responses at
transition positions along the Vivaldi edges as seen in Figures 9 and 11. In this section,
this is investigated thoroughly based on the first-peak field vector magnitude analysis
versus the distance from source l. The field vector magnitudes are normalized
according to the first-peak vector magnitude of the corresponding field source.

Figure 14 shows that the propagations on the slot line and the Vivaldi slot are
similar in the first segment 0≤ l≤ 24 mmð Þ. The transition positions on the Vivaldi
edge lead to scattering at these points, and both the E and H vectors magnitudes
increase abruptly after the transition points. However, because of expansion in slot
width after each transition position and this scattering, the concentration of EM
energy flows on the edge in the þl direction is reduced after each transition
position. Faster reduction of the magnitudes versus l after each transition position

Figure 13.
The ToAs based on the MUSIC spectra of EM field vectors on the conducting plane of a Vivaldi antenna in the
analysis band of 0–60 GHz.
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demonstrates this spreading. Superposition between the incident first cluster from
the source and the dominant scattering/reflecting cluster from the endpoint of the
slot edges increases the E field vector magnitude and reduces the H field vector
magnitude.

3.3.2 Propagation progress along the edges

To observe the propagation progress/process along the edges, the EM
response signals versus time and versus distance l from the source at consecutive
points along the edges are examined. Structural effects on the signals and/or
general propagation process are analyzed based on the changes in cluster shape
or emergence of scattering signals in time domain versus l. Specifically, the
analysis quantities are the EM vector magnitudes and dominant vector compo-
nents along the curves l. An adequate information about the field intensity can
be provided by the EM vector magnitudes, while a change of sign in the domi-
nant vector components can indicate a reversal in vector direction. To eliminate
the abrupt difference in intensity at transition points along the edges, the anal-
ysis quantities are normalized according to peaks of the first cluster. The nor-
malized signals on the slot line and Vivaldi slot versus time and l are shown in
Figures 15 and 16. These show that the signal tendencies can be seen clearly
with increasing of l.

• Slot line

Some key features of the propagation process can be disclosed from Figure 15
with/without a reference to the original magnitudes in Figure 14. Specifically, the
main cluster transferring from the source through the slot line path in the þl
direction corresponds to the A cluster/ledge in Figure 15(a). In the propagation
process, time response of the impulse signal to the slot line structure forms the B or
B0 cluster. In detail in Figure 15(b), negative potential of the B cluster shows that
the vector direction corresponding to the B cluster is opposite to that of the
A cluster. The A (and B) clusters reflected at the slot line open end form the
C cluster propagating back to the source, and the C-cluster reflection at the source
position creates the E cluster. A part of scattering energy at the slot line open end of
the A (and B) cluster forms EM flow traveling along the end edge (x ¼ 60 mm, in
the þy=� y direction); this is scattered again at the lateral edge, and a part of
scattering energy propagates back to the open-end position and the source, forming
the D cluster.

Figure 14.
The first peak of the EM field vector magnitudes on the edge of the slot line and Vivaldi slot versus the distance
from source l.
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• Vivaldi slot

Besides the A, B and C clusters being similar to the slot line edge response, along
the Vivaldi edge, the first-order scattering components affect significantly to the
propagation process. Particularly, scattering of the A and B clusters at the transition
positions forms a series of clusters, such as the F and G clusters illustrated in
Figure 16. Additionally, the C cluster is also scattered at these transition positions
when traveling in the �l direction. This disperses the EM energy and leads to a
reduction in C and E clusters’ intensities when compared with the A cluster.
The scattering at the transition points and Vivaldi curve deflection in the þy=� y
directions also affect the A cluster. The cluster width increases and its peaks tend to
earlier zones of ToA with increasing of l.

Figure 15.
(a) The vector magnitude signals and (b) the curve normal/surface normal vector component signals of the EM
fields on the edge of the slot line versus time and versus distance from source l in the analysis band of 0–60 GHz.
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The H cluster in Figure 16 reveals a noticeable feature in the Vivaldi slot
propagation process. The accumulation and combination of second- and higher-
order scattering components arriving from continuous spatial sections form the
H cluster. Examples of the spatial sections creating second- and/or third-order
scattering components are illustrated in Figure 17. Assume that point M1 is the
starting point for high-order scattering paths from the A cluster, and M2, having
the same position as M1, is the end point for these high-order scattering paths and
for H cluster examination. A major proportion of the H cluster is contributed from
second-order scattering components, such as components propagating over the
M1PM2, M1NQM2 and M1ORM2 paths, in which M1 (in M1PM2 path), N and O are
the first-order scattering points of the A cluster; and P, Q and R are the second-
order scattering points. Third-order scattering components also contribute to
intensity of the H cluster, such as M1QNM2 andM1ROM2 paths, in whichM1 is the
first-order scattering point, Q and R are the second-order scattering points, and

Figure 16.
The vector magnitude signals of the EM fields on the edge of the Vivaldi slot versus time and versus distance from
source l in the analysis band of 0–60 GHz.

Figure 17.
Examples of paths of second- and third-order scattering components on the end of the Vivaldi taper.
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N and O are the third-order scattering points. M1OSOM2 is another third-order
path, in which O is the first- and third-order scattering point and S is the second-
order scattering point.

3.4 Analyses summary

The plots of the maximum and first EM cluster intensity distributions in
Figures 9(b) and (c), 10(b), 11(b) and (c), and 14 reveal important regions/points
in the Vivaldi structure with high-density EM flow and associated first-order scat-
tering, which contribute to the main EM energy proportion of the total radiation.
As seen in Figure 14, the scattering degree at the transition positions can be evalu-
ated primarily by 3–6.5 dB abrupt changes in magnitude. This scattering degree can
also be assessed based on the cluster intensities in Figure 16 and with a reference to
the first-cluster intensities in Figure 14. The magnitude reduction along the Vivaldi
edges in Figure 14 indicates the EM energy transfer out of the antenna conducting
element into the free space.

The propagation of EM first clusters in the structures can be observed and
quantified in terms of field vector direction and magnitude of first clusters based on
Figures 10 and 11 and ToA of first clusters based on Figures 12 or 13. All three space
distributions of field vector direction, magnitude, and ToA of first clusters in these
figures provide adequate information of propagation of EM first clusters in the
observed space, and the important features of the propagation can be recognized.
For example, as seen in Figures 10(b), 11 and 12(b) and (c), and also in Figure 13,
the propagation process of first clusters on the metal plane of the Vivaldi antenna
and the degree of local EM flows were revealed. These also revealed intensity of
scattering fields at the antenna aperture, and geometric features of the field propa-
gation were also revealed such as the flare effect of the EM flow propagating away
from the Vivaldi patches at the aperture. This is a significant factor in the reduction
of antenna directivity.

The propagation progress investigation on the main propagation path, such as
the results shown in Figures 15 and 16, not only provides more details of propaga-
tion of the first clusters, but it also reveals formation of other clusters due to
scattering at the detail elements of the structure. Additionally, features of the
formed clusters are also observed and evaluated. Based on these information,
higher-order scattering components and corresponding propagation paths can be
recognized or inferred. For example, the H cluster formation in Figure 16 reveals
the higher-order scattering at the lateral edge and the Vivaldi edge, as illustrated in
Figure 17. The scattering on the lateral edge causes partial radiation in unwanted
directions and reduces the total directional characteristic.

Based on this knowledge about mechanism in propagation and radiation on the
structure and influences of the structural detail elements, the solutions can be
proposed to increase the advantage features and to reduce the disadvantage features
of the propagation to improve the total responses of the antenna. For example,
methods to reduce the flare effect at the Vivaldi antenna aperture are adjustment of
the Vivaldi p-factor, introduction of a core element, conversion of the antenna into
a double-slot structure in [11], and insertion of a material structure at the antenna
aperture to adjust the directions and/or velocities of the local EM flows. The esti-
mated results for magnitude, ToA, velocity, and direction of EM flows propagation
at specific regions at conducting edges and/or in the radiating aperture support the
effectiveness of these refined adjustment methods. Another example solution for
the higher-order scattering on the lateral edge was proposed. By addition of 450

ripples on the lateral edge in [11], a part of this energy is redirected into the antenna
end-fire direction. This improves the antenna gain in a certain frequency band.
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It also reduces the EM energy portion coming back to the source, thereby improving
the S11 characteristic.

4. Conclusions

In the perfective of considering propagation to be the fundamental basic of
dynamic electromagnetic phenomena, the comprehensive space/time/frequency
analysis method of near-field propagation was proposed. Based on this, detailed
knowledge of behavior and physical effects of the structures and/or objects to
dynamic electromagnetics was revealed, and these also are basic for the refined
optimization in design. With the fundamental basic and generality, applicability of
this analysis technique is not limited to the example cases of this work. Besides
Vivaldi antennas, this analysis technique can be applied for the analysis, designs,
and optimization of any sort of traveling-wave antennas or transmission structures.
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Chapter 12

Wireless Power Transfer
Colin Sokol Kuka

Abstract

In the recent years, the wireless power transfer technique has attracted a lot of
attention in research. As a result, it is becoming an increasingly popular technology
in consumer electronic devices and electric vehicles. However, there are other
methods in which energy could be transmitted, and they could be further classified
according to their working ranges, namely the near-field and the far-field trans-
mission. In this chapter, an overview on the principles of different types of wireless
power transmission is described. Then, the investigation of the receiver block is
discussed through studying the features of rectifier technologies. Later, the book
continues to describe the Rectenna system (rectifying antenna) adopted to the
Internet of Things (IoT) wireless charge in remote locations.

Keywords: wireless power transfer, near-field transmission, far-field transmission,
receiver, rectifier typologies, rectenna system

1. Introduction

Deliver long-range power over great distances is very interesting in the future.
For this reason, the Wireless Power transfer (WPT) is a versatile modern technique
that can be used by a range of electrical devices. Batteries play an important role in
the mobility but have a high initial cost and a short life. For example, the first
application of quick wireless charging has been applied in vehicles for public trans-
portation in the traditional bus stations [1]. This form of application has such a
small distance between stations and a short waiting period that it has been readily
embraced by the WPT for electrical charging. Furthermore, research into EV wire-
less charging while driving or parking is really appealing and is helping to grow the
industry [2]. Another case in point is the spread of so-called commercial electronics.
This sector has already seen commercial successes of these WPT systems, particu-
larly for smart-phone chargers, due to the problem of limited battery time and the
large use [3]. Although it is difficult to realise those applications because the power
must penetrate a thick material like the skin, the benefits of using a WPT device are
definitely clear in implantable equipment for health care [4]. Wireless power dis-
tribution removes the need for percutaneous cables or surgeries to replace batteries,
which may be uncomfortable and infection-prone. This results in a reduced size and
lighter weight, or the removal of an energy storage feature that provides patient
comfort. In both of these implementations, the propagation distance is critical to the
application’s reliability.
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2. The near-field transmission

An electric power is transmitted from a source such as a generator or a battery to
a load if an electric potential differential is applied over a conductor. The use of
cables and wires to link the source to a load is the preferred method to allow the
electrons flow. However, electronic devices are getting smaller and more compact
as technology progresses. Obtaining energy from a cable attached to a power outlet
can no longer be a viable option. Mobile devices that involve a smart power supply
management are being built and implemented. As a result, a wired connections
restrict their mobility and, in some situations, may not be a secure choice if they are
damaged.

Electrical energy can be converted into other types of energy that can be trans-
mitted through a particular medium without the use of conductive wires. The use of
radio waves to transmit information, such as sound, video and data is a clear
example of transmitting energy wirelessly. In a radio station, a voltage signal
reflecting the information is produced and then converted into an electromagnetic
energy pulse, which is broadcast into the atmosphere, where it spreads in all direc-
tions. An antenna detects the electromagnetic energy signal at a lower energy
frequency. This signal is then converted back into an electrical voltage signal from
which the information is derived.

Depending on the distance between transmitter and receiver, the power can also
be converted in energy and then transmitted. Electromagnetic waves are generated
in the surrounding media by any electromagnetic field source (point particle,
dipole, antenna, or coil). The electromagnetic waves are distinguished by the prop-
erties of the fields and how these are associated with the medium in which they are
travelling. These fields are normally divided into two types: the near-field and
far-field (shown in Figure 1), based on their distance from the source and, more
specifically, the characteristics of the dominant waves in this area.

Figure 1.
Representation of wireless power transmission in (a) far field where is highlighted the rectenna, and (b) near
field.
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In addition to the near-field, it can be further subdivided into the reactive (non-
radiative) near-field and the radiative. The wavelength of the field source is nor-
mally used to define these limits as shown in Figure 2. As a consequence, an
electromagnetic (EM) wave’s wavelength, which is proportional to its energy,
defines how it interacts with its surroundings. Its limits depends on the wavelength
λ [5]. The boundary of the Radiative region is about 1 wavelength, and up to 2λ
where a transition region take place. Over than 2λ distance from the transmitter, the
far field area starts.

The reactive (non-radiative) region is on the very short range of λ=2π and it is
based on the capacitive or the mutual inductance effect of the antenna. The are used
two term to indicate the distance of the transmission: short-range and mid-range.
The short-range refers to a transmission wavelength that is less than the transmit-
ter’s geometry. The mid-range describes a condition in which the transmission gap
is at least two to three times the size of the equipment involved in the power
transfer [6].

2.1 Capacitive power transfer

The first methods of electromagnetic coupling were discovered by Tesla in the
1900s [7], by capacitive coupling, which is possible to use the electric field for
power transfer in the near-field. However, there was a high voltage present between
the transmitter and receiver, which could result in electric shock. The main reason
is that the experiment was based on the electric arc. The two electrodes on the
capacitor are the transmitter and the receiver of the power transfer system with the
air being the dielectric. During each voltage pulse, the output voltage rises to the
point where the air around the high voltage terminal ionises, causing corona, brush
discharges, and streamer arcs to emerge from the terminal, as shown in the Figure 3.
This event occurs only when the electric field strength surpasses the air’s dielectric
strength, which is around 30kV per centimetre. Because the electric field is strongest
at sharp points and edges on the high voltage terminal, the air discharges begin there
[8]. An electric arc discharges by visible light emission, high current density, and high
temperature. The voltage on the high voltage terminal cannot rise above the air
breakdown voltage because extra electric charge injected into the terminal from the
secondary winding simply escapes into the air. Air breakdown limits the output
voltage of open-air Tesla coils to a fewmillion volts, but coils immersed in pressurised
tanks of insulating oil can attain greater voltages [9, 10].

The CPT is based on this functionality, where two parallel plates (a capacitor)
are on a very small distance apart because of safety issues of the above mentioned
electric arc. The transmitter is attached to the first plate on each capacitor, and the

Figure 2.
Region partition depending from the wavelength λ.
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receiver is connected to the second plates, as shown in Figure 4. Air is the dielectric
forming a capacitor of:

CT ¼ εR � ε0 d
A

(1)

where d is the distance and A is the area of the capacitive plate in the transmitter
and in the receiver. This value depends on the dielectric material between the
plates, distance, and plate area. Therefore, this value is limited because the permit-
tivity constant ε0 of air is as small as 8:85 � 10�12F=m.

This design can be expanded by adding two connected capacitor plates in both
sides (transmitter and receiver) with an electric field between them, as shown in
Figure 4. The created electric field causes an alternating current to pass in the
receiver plates. Thus, power is being sent through the secondary plates of the
receiver. The capacitive area is designed after the application, where plates can take
on multiple shapes, for example, rectangular, disc, or cone, or specific architecture
such as a matrix [10].

The amount of power transmitted (power loss on the components is neglected)
through the capacitor electric field is thus approximately calculated:

PR ∝
1
2
� f � CT � V2

T (2)

where VT is the magnitude of AC voltage in the transmitting capacitor CT and f
is its frequency. It is important to notice that VT, f and CT shall be as large as
possible in order to deliver more power to the receiver. However, the larger the VT
and f are made, the more switching losses will occur in the electronics circuit. One

Figure 4.
Principle of the capacitive power transfer (CPT).

Figure 3.
Recent demonstration of the Tesla experiment in Ref. [8].
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of the biggest disadvantages of the CPT has is a poor coupling capacitance CT and
the safety concerns regarding the VT where in nearly all the applications has a huge
value.

2.2 Inductive power transfer

The use of a magnetic field for power transfer has the safety benefit of not using
high voltages and not interacting with most biological material. As a result, the
magnetic field is used in the majority of modern near-field WPT studies and has a
vast range of applications. A non-radiative magnetic field is produced by passing an
alternating current (AC) through a coil known as the transmitter, as shown in
Figure 5. When a load circuit is in vicinity to the reactive area, an electromotive
force (EMF) is produced in a second coil, known as receiver. In this way, the
electrical power is passed from the transmitter’s coil to the receiver’s coil. There is a
mutual inductance between between the transmitting and receiving coils. This
inductance is one of the most significant parameters that affects the power trans-
mitted in inductively coupled wireless power transfer systems.

The mutual inductance M between two coils, Tx and Rx, is shown in Figure 5,
where alternating current is guided inside coil, Tx, and induced current appears in
the coupled coil, Rx. The current flowing in LT or the transmitter coil sets up a
magnetic field, which passes through the receiver coil LR giving us mutual induc-
tance. When the inductances of the two coils are the same and equal, LT is equal to
LR, the mutual inductance that exists between the two coils will equal the value of
one single coil (as the square root of two equal values is the same as one single
value) as shown:

M ¼ k
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LTLR

p
¼ kL (3)

where k is the coupling coefficient expressed as a fractional number between 0
and 1, where 0 indicates zero or no inductive coupling, and 1 indicating full or
maximum inductive coupling. One coil induces a voltage in an adjacent coil; there-
fore, the transmitter LT induces a voltage vinR in the receiver, and viceversa.

vinR ¼ LR
dIR
dt

þM
dIT
dt

vinT ¼ LT
dIT
dt

þM
dIR
dt

8>><
>>:

(4)

The amount of power transmitted (power loss on the components has been
neglected) through the magnetic field is thus approximately calculated:

PR ∝
1
2
� f �M � I2T (5)

Figure 5.
Principle of the inductive power transfer (IPT).
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where IT is the magnitude of AC current in the transmitting coil LT and f is its
frequency. It could be noticed from this equation that IT, f andM shall be as large as
possible in order to deliver more power to the receiver. However, the larger the IT
and f are, the more switching losses will occur in a power electronics circuit. The
current IT alone will increase the conducting loss on the transmitting coils.
Optimising the mutual inductance M is the most efficient option.

Research studies into the inductive power transfer in IPT has been focused on
increasing the yield. Performance and reliability are sure to be improved as new
designs, components, such as core, coil shapes and configurations, and ways of
handling conductivity, are further researched [11–13]. Finite element analysis
(FEA) is a computerised method to predicting how the magnetic field is distributed
in the air and how coils react to real-world forces, heat and other physical effects. In
Figure 6 it is shown the simulation of WPT system by using ANSYS Electronic v14,
where it can be seen the diffusion (Figure 6a) and the flux lines (Figure 6b) of the
magnetic field.

2.2.1 Resonance technique

A largely adopted technique in the near-field magnetic coupling is the resonance
which has largely extended the potential of the near-field WPT. A capacitor is
connected to the coils to form the LC resonant tank. Therefore, an impedance
transformation network is made by the resonant tank at the oscillation frequency f 0,
such that the source VA is minimised and the power transferred to the load is

Figure 6.
Magnetic field shown in ANSYS software simulation: (a) the diffusion and (b) the flux lines of the magnetic
field.
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maximised. The transmitter and receiver circuitry are made to resonate at the same
frequency as shown in the equation below.

f 0 ¼ 1
2π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LTCT

p ¼ 1
2π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LRCR

p (6)

where LT, LR are the coils and CT, CR are the capacitors of the transmitter and
receiver, respectively. It is possible to achieve a high device efficiency by develop-
ing high-detailed transmitter and receiver coils, even if the system becomes less
efficient the further the transmitter coil is away from the receiver.

As a whole, WPT (both IPT and CPT) throughput power decreases in a linear
trend (for a log scale) with increasing frequency. It is likely that this limitation is
primarily determined by power electronics limitations, rather than coupling char-
acteristics, since it affects IPT and CPT equally. As the frequency increases, the
output power is limited by losses. This limitation appears in both IPT and CPT
applications. The average power is increased by 10-fold in the last 10 years, with the
frequency also increased by 10-fold. In part, this is attributed to the development of
wide bandgap devices and the refinement of coupling structures to minimise losses.
It is expected that the power-frequency empirical limitation will continue to
increase with time, essentially like a “Moore’s Law” trend or variant for WPT. In
Table 1, there is a further summary between typical differences in the development
between CPT and IPT.

2.2.2 Near-field WPT system in mid-range

When the distance between transmitter and receiver is smaller than the geome-
try of the transmitter, is indicated as a small-range WPT. As a practical rule, the
mid-range refers to the situation when the gap is 2 to 3 times the size of either
device involved in the power transfer.

Two coil systems are used for charging both portable and heavy power devices
like powerbanks. An optimal alignment has the greatest coupling co-efficient where
the coils are the same size and parallel to each other. The mutual inductance

Inductive power transfer Capacitive power transfer

Switching frequency 10 kHz � 10 MHz 100 kHz � 10 MHz

Coupling field Magnetic Electric

Foreign objects (metal) Will generate heat Will not generate heat

Material Litz wires, ferrites Copper/aluminium plates

Cost High Low

Safety Good Excellent

Size Small Large

Misalignment Poor Good

Efficiency Excellent Excellent

Voltage stress Medium High

Power level High Medium

Stationary or dynamic Better for stationary Both

Table 1.
Comparison between the capacitive power transfer and inductive power transfer.
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declines as the ratio of the two coils’ primary magnetic field decreases, particularly
when there is a broad separation between the two coils.

Multiple coils in the transmitter, receiver, or in the middle are adopted essen-
tially for two main reasons: (a) more degrees of freedom to maximise the efficiency
and desensitise the link gain versus coupling factor; (b) highly coupled transmitter-
repeater or repeater-receiver link work greatly as impedance matching elements at
both sides. Although this last configuration requires four or more coils, it offers a
better efficiency-distance than a three coils system [14]. For this reason, the
three coil WPT is not very popular, unless the application has no space for
additional coils.

Let us consider a four-coil resonator system with two intermediate repeaters
coils called “2” and “3” where an impedance (capacitor) compensation Z2 and Z2
are connected to form LC resonators. As shown in Figure 7, the transmitter and
receiver are referred as “1” and “4” respectively. It has been considered the trans-
mitter RT and the load impedance ZLoad having relatively low quality factor of
QT ¼ Q1 and QR ¼ Q4. Considering only the parasitic resistance, much higher
quality factor Q2 and Q3 can be achieved. With this new nomination, k23 will be
much lower than k12 and k34 because the distance between the intermediate coils are
usually larger than the geometry of the coils. In this way the cross coupling effect
could be neglected because of either the low quality factor Q and the small coupling
coefficient depicted in the Figure 7 in yellowish green. Similar to the two-coil
system, the figure of merit could be written as a generic Δi j for any two of the
four coils:

Δi j ¼ κ2ijQiQ j (7)

calling i and j the number of the referred coils. An important equation to notice
in design of a multi-coils system comes from the impedance reflected from the all
coils to the primary transmitter. Considering the Eq. (4) introduced in a two coil
system, it is possible to write for each coil the reflected impedance:

Zref ,3 ¼
ω2k234L3L4

Z4 þ ZLoad

Zref ,2 ¼
ω2k223L2L3

Z3

Zref ,1 ¼ ω2k212L1L2

Z2

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

(8)

Figure 7.
Four coils WPT system with the coupling factors. The couplings are marked following their value.κ13, κ14 and
κ24 are not visible because their intensity values are negligible.
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Combining these equations in the Eq. (8)c, it is possible to obtain the impedance
reflected in the primary transmitter:

Zref ,1 ¼ ω2k212L1L2

ω2k223L2L3
ω2k2

34
L3L4

Z4þZLoad
þZ3

þ Z2

(9)

where simplifying we obtain:

Zref ,1 ¼
ω2 k12k34

k23

� �2
L1L4

Z4 þ ZLoad
¼ ω2k2TOTL1L4

Z4 þ ZLoad
(10)

In this equation we can notice that the reflected impedance of the all system
depends directly only by the total coupling coefficient and the value of receiver
impedance. Moreover, the WPT system can be seen as an equivalent total coupling
coefficient defined by:

kTOT ¼ k12k34
k23

(11)

It is a design rule making sure that the following condition can be met:

kTOT ¼ k12k34
k23

¼ 1 (12)

the reflected load will be matched and we will have the maximum power trans-
ferred. In such a way, the four coils system creates a possibility to extend the
distance from primary to the load using more and more coils. In order to maximise
the transmission distance, the mutual coupling coefficient between the repeaters
could be minimised. Additional intermediate coils with still be loose coupled
between them but they will increase the total coupling coefficient of the system. For
example, even if the coefficient κ23 between the intermediate coils is loosely coupled
to 0.01 because of the long transmission distance, the equivalent coupling coeffi-
cient κTOT of the whole system can still be adjusted to 1 when both κ12 and κ34 are
considered strongly coupled set to 0.1.

However, the impedance matching such a system is not endowed with a high
overall efficiency because it is restricted by the merit factor given by the Eq. (9)
Nonetheless, the four-coil system still offers (in terms of efficiency-distance) a
better solution rather the two-coil systems when the distance is much bigger than
the coil size.

2.2.3 Disadvantages

The power transfer in short transmission distance is commonly achievable with
good coupling coefficient which depends on the medium between coils whether it is
air or any material with permeability 1 or above. In addition, the best coupling
coefficient is obtained when the coils have the same dimensions, negligible gap and
they are perfectly aligned. The alignment of the transmitter not correct with the
receiver has been the first challenge to overcome in this technology. Therefore, the
charging appliance are usually fabricated in a similar size in order to have a visible
matching. Although the system efficiency and power transferred can be maximised,
the following problems can arise in these systems.
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Cross-talking or localised charging happens if the transmitter is much larger
than the receiver. The magnetic flux path should only occur between the transmit-
ter coil and the receiver coil. Only the transmitter coil that is closest to the receiver
is powered on with others around in standby mode. This type of WPT are mostly
used on dynamic EV charging applications where power consumption by each
transmitter coil can be monitored to roughly identify the position of the
receiving coil.

Not-alignment between primary-secondary coil is usually measured in degrees,
from perfectly aligned 0o up to the coils orthogonally each other. Beyond the same
size mentioned previously, another solution could be adopting a movable transmit-
ter coil to align it at the position of the receiving coil which is detected through
certain sensors. The transmitter coil will be moved to the place right beneath the
receiving coil. This solution has a great potential in the stationary EV charging
because precisely adjusting the position of vehicle is relatively difficult especially
when the receiving coil is very small.

The foreign objects detection (FOD) near the transmitter coil or pad cause safety
issue because of the eddy current created inside metallic objects. An increased
temperature can be observed in daily metal objects such as coins, keys and metallic
packaging materials. In Figure 8 is shown the effect of a commercial chew-gum in
its typical aluminium wrap. Eddy currents have increased temperature and a begin
of fire have started.

3. Far-field wireless power transfer

In the far-field range, the power is transmitted through microwaves and in
practice has been developed for low-power applications, because of its low effi-
ciency. However, despite the low intensity the light rays are able to transmit the
power. For instance, Sun rays can generate large amounts of energy in spite of
travelling enormous distances. Similar to the other far field sources, the power
generation occurs in specific conditions and in large amounts. A great use of this
technique will be the solar farms in large areas of Saudi Arabia, which are able to
generate nearly the same level of electricity per year compared to the traditional
power generation stations [15].

The Radio Frequency (RF) signals have powered very low power application and
is more considered as a harvesting energy solution. The ultrasound waves and
vibrations are also utilised in similar applications. The waves are converted through

Figure 8.
FOD to a chew-gum aluminium wrap which have begun a fire.
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the piezoelectric effect as transducer for electrical signal and are considered as
energy harvesting from the environment.

3.1 Microwave coupling

Microwaves are electromagnetic waves of frequencies ranging from 1 to 30 GHz.
They are widely used in today’s applications, especially in communications. Micro-
waves, differently from radio waves, can be sent in narrow beams, allowing the
transmitter to concentrate its energy on the receiver. Microwaves are emitted or
radiated from an antenna that is fed with a high frequency current in low power
applications such as mobile phones. Another antenna will then pick up the
microwaves and transform them back to an electric current.

The conversion of microwaves back to electricity was the biggest barrier to
overcome in order to convert back the highest amounts of power. When an antenna
picks up a microwave signal, it generates an alternating current of the same fre-
quency as the microwave signal and equal to the microwave’s signal strength. Since
all applications and devices run on either an AC voltage of 50 Hz or 60 Hz or a
constant DC voltage, the microwave antenna’s high frequency current must be
converted to a suitable voltage type. A great development of this technology was the
invention of the ‘rectenna’ or ‘rectifying antenna’ by W. Brown. Using a rectifier,
the rectenna converts the microwave antenna’s high frequency current into a DC
voltage. Further advancements in the semiconductor technology coupled with the
availability of Schottky-barrier diodes resulted in higher efficiencies, higher power
capabilities and smaller rectenna designs [16].

3.2 Rectifiers

The power efficiency, seen as Power Conversion Efficiency (PCE) in the
Figure 9, is the capability of a rectifier to transform radio frequency (RF) energy
into DC current. The PCE depends on the diode conduction and reverse leakage
losses. The input voltage varies according to the frequency, which means the diode
impedance varies, leading to a difference in the performance loss. In low input
power, the efficiency is low because the input voltage dynamic is lower or equal to
the forward biasing voltage of the diode.

In general, the PCE varies with the input dynamic which in turn depends on V j,
Vbr, and RL, representing the diode forward voltage drop (in the pn junction), the
breakdown voltage and the dc load resistance of the rectenna, respectively. As
shown in Figure 10, the efficiency sharply decreases as the voltage swings, when a
diode exceeds Vbr, the breakdown voltage. The peak efficiency is an optimum
between: the forward (junction) loss and the reverse (breakdown) leakage loss.
Moreover, the PCE is also affected by the production of higher order harmonics.
Diodes produce harmonics and inter modulation as a result of their nonlinear
nature, which reduces power conversion efficiency. Due to increased parasitic
losses caused by harmonic generation, the power levels are reduced, which in turn

Figure 9.
Receiver block diagram where it has been highlighted the rectifier ant its efficiency.
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limits the performance. As a result, all of the above-mentioned parameters follow a
tradeoff depending on the requirements. High threshold voltage diodes are
favoured for low power applications, whereas high reverse break down voltage
diodes are preferred for high power applications.

3.2.1 Diode rectifiers

Diode-based rectifier circuits are the most common because they have a lower
forward voltage drop compared to the CMOS circuits. In rectenna applications,
Schottky barrier diodes are widely used due to offering the best alternative to
achieve higher PCE, a diode with a lower forward voltage.

The simplest rectifier circuit consists of a series shown in Figure 11a (or parallel
in Figure 11b) and a parallel (or series) capacitor. The series diode circuit is also
known as Villard Rectifier or DC restorer. The waveform produced is shown in
Figure 12a. The parallel version is the well-known half-wave rectifier. When AC
voltage comes through D1, only the positive cycle goes in the output, as shown in
Figure 12b. Because of the reduction of the input, the full-wave rectifier, as shown
in Figure 11c, is the most popular circuit. The output voltage sees two capacitors in
series (each one is storing a voltage of Vpeak). Thus, Vout is a DC voltage twice the
Vpeak, as shown in Figure 12c. For this reason this circuit is also known as a
single-stage voltage doubler circuit or Cockroft Walton voltage doubler.

Figure 10.
Diode efficiency function depends on the breakdown voltage and the load resistance.

Figure 11.
The four typical configuration of the rectifier: (a) series, (b) parallel, (c) full-wave (d) bridge rectifier.
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Therefore, this topology is more stable and efficient than the halfwave rectifier.
There is also the bridge rectifier shown in Figure 11d, which rectifies both positive
and negative. The figures in Figure 12 summarise the waveforms obtained. As we
can see, the full-wave and the Bridge rectifier “double” voltage have the highest
output voltage, as shown in Figure 12d.

Different configuration of circuits that convert AC to DC by increasing the
values goes with the name of voltage multiplier. The most fundamental configura-
tion is the Cockcroft–Walton voltage multiplier shown in Figure 13a. This circuit’s
operational principle is similar to the full-wave rectifier but has more stages for
higher voltage gain. The Dickson multiplier in Figure 13b is a modification of
Cockcroft–Walton’s configuration with stage capacitors being shunted to reduce
parasitic effects. Thus, the Dickson multiplier is preferable for small voltage appli-
cations. However, it is challenging to obtain high PCE due to the fact that the high
threshold voltage among diodes creates leakage current, thus reducing the overall
efficiency. Additionally, for high resistance loads, output voltage drops drastically
leading to low current supply to the load.

Figure 12.
Voltage waveforms (y-axis) simulated towards time (x-axis). The input test is a 1 Volt peak-to-peak (10 kHz)
voltage. For each configuration of the rectifier, the red colour represents the input voltage and the blue represents
the output voltage, respectively: (a) series rectifier waveforms, (b) parallel rectifier waveforms, (c) full-wave
rectifier waveforms, (d) bridge rectifier waveforms.
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3.2.2 MOSFET rectifiers

Limitation of diodes can be overcome by MOSFET technology. Major advantage
of MOSFET is the fast switching speed. Dickson charge pump is also designed using
MOSFETs in order to merge it in integrated circuits as shown in Figure 13c.
Relatively low threshold voltages and high PCEs are features of this design.

Moreover, differential drive voltage multiplier Figure 13d is widely used
because of its low leakage current and potential for further modification in specific
applications. The number of stages in a voltage multiplier has a close relationship
with its sensitivity and efficiency. If the number of stages grows, the amount of
losses per stage increases. However, the tradeoff consists of a higher voltage multi-
plication and small threshold voltage at the first stage. On the other hand, a voltage

Figure 13.
Most common voltage multiplier configurations: (a) three stages Cockcroft–Walton voltage multiplier, (b) four
stages Dickson voltage multiplier, (c) four stage Dickson voltage multiplier using CMOS technology, (d) two
stages voltage multiplier comprised of differential drive unit.
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multiplier with a few stages has less voltage drop between its stages, but it requires
higher threshold voltage for all stages to work simultaneously. As a result, when a
large number of stages are present, a voltage multiplier becomes more susceptible,
whereas when smaller stages are present, it becomes more effective. Therefore,
based on the implementation goals, the optimum number of steps should be
considered.

The voltage loss across MOSFET devices leads to low efficiency. This is further
deteriorated by reverse leakage current. Another major disadvantage of MOSFET
based circuits is that as frequency increases, the efficiency decreases. This happens
due to increased power losses from the reverse leakage current in the MOSFET.

4. Conclusions

The wireless power transfer technique has received a lot of research attention in
recent years. As a result, it is becoming a more popular application in consumer
electronics and electric cars. There are, however, other methods for transmitting
electricity, which can be categorised further based on their working ranges, such as
near-field and far-field transmission. This chapter provides an outline of the con-
cepts of various methods of wireless power transfer. The investigation of the
receiver block is then addressed by looking at the characteristics of rectifier tech-
nologies. Later in the book, the Rectenna device (rectifying antenna) is defined in
relation to Internet of Things (IoT) wireless charging in remote locations.
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